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OUR LEADER’S MESSAGE
'“THERE is a big difference between seeing and appreciating one’s responsibility in life and being
1

simply a passive, disinterested onlooker or a fault-finding non-contributor. Everyone who is

associated directly or indirectly with the great name Paramount has a distinct responsibility which

is not only their duty to fulfil, but should be a privilege and a pleasure to exercise.

There is much more to Paramount than the actual equipment one finds on the property, and

it is made up of all you boys and girls who are true Paramounteers at heart. Each member of the

Blue Ribbon Bunch should take an active part in the success of the company, rather than stand idly

and passively by, watching its progress; and there is a duty for everyone if Paramount is to achieve

success, is to reach the heights which are in keeping with its possibilities—its products and its

facilities.

With the future so promising and the opportunity for our organisation better than it has ever

been, let every one of us recognise his or her responsibility, and enjoy the fascination and thrill of

contributing to the greater success of the world’s greatest motion picture organisation

PARAMOUNT PICTURES.

WHAT 100% PROGRAM
MEANS.

For 1 5 years Paramount Pictures have

been in the field of Motion Pictures.

To-day they are the leaders in the

industry, and being such, it is indeed fitting

that Paramount should step out even fur-

ther ahead of the field, in creating a new
era in Motion Pictures, the supplying of

the complete entertainment
—

“the whole
show,” the 100% Program.

The phrase “100% Program,”
however, does not apply to only the quan-

tity of fi’m on the program, but to the

quality also. Every special, every feature,

and every short feature coming from tbe

Paramount studios rings true.

Thus it is with confidence that we can

throw the fullest extent of our enthusiasm

behind such a product, and feeling that

way, how can Paramount but succeed?

We have the goods, and it is up to

you now to do the right thing by them.

—
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—

13 WEEKS TO GO!
Some people say 1 3 is unlucky—

a

few think otherwise. But whatever one

thinks, there is only one thing to do—make
these last 1 3 weeks of the drive for

QUOTA a success! Make them lucky!
Only thirteen weeks are left in which to

get the percentage set for our territory

—

thirteen weeks to back up our pledge with

performance.

Make every post a winner, and the

thirteenth week will see the Blue Ribbon
Bunch where they should be—on top!

Paramount’s National

Advertising.

Paramount the Greatest Word
in Entertainment.

We are consistently selling Paramount to

the public in a forceful way, and following

the big campaign conducted for Paramount
Week, each and every month will see the

Paramount sign and Paramount pictures blaz-

oned forth in no uncertain manner throughout
the length and breadth of our territory.

Commencing October, the most widespread

and comprehensive campaign that we have
ever made will be launched, and the first series

of advertisements will carry the message,

"Paramount, the Greatest Word in Entertain-

ment” to millions of movie fans. In the

capital cities there will hardly pass a
,
week

during which there will not appear a Para-

mount advertisement in one paper or another.
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POSITION OF BRANCHES.
AS AT 1st OCTOBER, 1927.

FILM RENTALS ONLY.

Position
1. Adelaide
2. Perth . . .

3. Brisbane
4. Auckland
5. Sydney .

.

6. Melbourne
7. Wellington
8. Launceston

Percentage
. . 104.85

83.83
82.52
81.90

81.72
79.16

70.55

66.58

AD. SALES.
AS AT 1st OCTOBER, 1927.

POSITION OF BRANCHES.
Position Percentage

1. Adelaide 94.05

2. Sydney 83.49

3. Auckland 80.48

4. Melbourne 78.81

5. Perth 72.93

6. Brisbane 68.73

7. Wellington 53.99

8. Launceston 44.13

NEW APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. John W. Hicks, Jnr., announces

two new appointments—Mel G. Lawton to

the Sales Promotion Department, and Otto

G. Doepel as Manager of the Publicity De-
partment.

Mel. Lawton comes from Wellington,

where for the past year he has been the suc-

cessful manager of the Regent Theatre, to

take charge of the Sales Promotion Depart-

ment during Mr. Kennebeck's absence. Mel.

is no stranger to the organisation. He has

handled many a road show in New South
Wales under Mr. Kennebeck's direction, and
was attached to the Auckland Branch as ex-

ploitation representative for over a year.

Always a staunch Paramounteer, Mel. has put
over some very successful exploitation on
Paramount Pictures, working in co-operation

with Reg. Kelly, exploitation representative

in Wellington. His many friends will give

him the “glad hand” on his return to

Paramount.

A FAMOUS SALESMAN.
Once upon a time there was a great sales-

man. He did not know that he was a great

salesman.

Columbus thought that the biggest thing
he ever did was to discover San Salvadore
and annex it to the Spanish Crown. We
don't agree with him. It was the most
important 'perhaps—but certainly not the

biggest—but then we're considering achieve-

ments.

Columbus didn't know it, the only ''sale''

he ever thought about was spelled another
way. The biggest achievement that you
can record alongside Columbus' name is that

he sold his idea—that he convinced a lot

of Fifteenth Century sceptics that the world
might be round, when all they had to do
to prove he was wrong was to look out of

their bedroom windows and see it was flat!

Where’s the salesman who says it's hard
to sell refrigerators to Esquimaux? What
does he think of selling the world the idea

that the earth resembled an orange rather than
a pancake?

Imagine a Columbus of to-day trying to

sell hard-headed business men on the idea of

a trip to Mars or Jupiter or any one of the

other neighbouring planets. Its unthinkable!
The most that he or anyone else could expect

to result from' his efforts would be a whole
lot of publicity of questionable value. Some-
how we feel that the histories are all wrong.
Columbus should not be pictured as the centre

of a group of atlases. His setting, brought
strictly up-to-date, should be a travelling bag
and an attache case of contract forms.

Christopher Columbus, the great mariner
indeed! Many ships have sailed the seas since

1492. Thousands of skippers have cleared

the port of Palos and sighted the heights of

San Salvadore. But who ever heard of other
salesmen selling anyone on the idea that old
Mother Earth's form is not what it's cracked
up to be?

KRAZY DID THE TRICK
The hard-boiled

salesmen and Ad-
vertising staff at

head office had
the best laugh in

years when they

saw the first

Krazy Kat short

featjire screened in the projection room.
Funny? Bill Hurworth is several

waistcoat buttons short, Fred Gawler
laughing yet, and Bert Hagon still

unconscious.

Tribute to Australian
Advertising and Exploitation.

From time to time the efforts of the Blue
Ribbon Bunch rise to a standard of inter-

national fame. The latest issue of The
Foreign Legion Pledge features two tributes

to our recent activities.

Glowing reference is made to the Aus-
tralian Advertising of Paramount Pictures,

and the exploitation of “Old Ironsides"
in this country also calls forth commendation
Home office appreciation of our efforts is

summed up in a few words taken from their

article in the Foreign Legion:
“Those Foreign Legion specials

certainly are Big Pictures in Australia!

They get behind them with a great big

yo-heave-yo of energy and enthusiasm.’’

The Power Behind
Paramount Short Features.

EMANUEL COHEN.
A truly big man, and recognised as the

greatest short feature expert in the motion
picture world.

The name of Emanuel Cohen is sufficient

to guarantee to the limit that Paramount
Short Features will figure as one of the most
valuable component parts of Paramount
100% Program.

PERSONAL.
Mr. John Kennebeck, Manager of the Sales

Promotion Dept. Head Office, left for a trip

to his home country on the 26th of last

month. Sailing with him is Mrs. Kennebeck
and his bonny infant daughter. We all wish

Mr. Kennebeck and family an enjoyable trip,

and will be looking forward to seeing them
with us again next January.

AN INNOVATION.
Paramount, for the first time in the history

of production, will make a complete pro-
gramme. We have had short features before,

but never have we made ourselves the full

program of comedies, novelties and news reels.

The short feature is an item of every

program which is being treated more in the

light of entertainment than of so much
extra footage to swell a program to a set

two hours or more. The short feature is

being recognised as an integral part of every
well balanced program, of an equal import-
ance to the success of the Ishow as the

feature itself.

So that Paramount short features, the

comedies, the novelties, the cartoons and
the news reels will be sufficiently well known,
the Publicity and Advertising Department is

preparing a special short feature press

book. This is an innovation. Never
before has a press book been published in

this country for the short feature. The
press book will be devoted to the Para-
mount Short Features released in one
month, and will contain full musical
synopses, press material, and illustrations

of any ad. sales which may be available.

This will help the exhibitor in placing

the short feature in its rightful place an
the program.
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3 BIG PICTURES FROM PARAMOUNT’S 100% PROGRAM

SPECIAL FOREWORD
By ALBERT DEANE.

\

The purpose of this message is very
simple.

It is to tell you not only how the pic-

tures listed in it are Big Pictures, but
why they are Big Pictures. It is de-

signed to keep ever before you the fact

that our obligation and our duty to the
Big Pictures produced by our organisa-
tion is something that is also very, very
Big.

Already you have the certainteed
assurance that when a nicture is listed

and announced as a Big Picture—as a
Foreign Legion Special—then, by every
token of the Legion’s reputation it IS
a Special—a Big Picture.

Three of the biggest Big Pictures we
have ever had handed to us are spoken
of on this page. But it is

necessary that they be something more
than “spoken of.” They must have the
breath of life blown into them; they
must leap to the screens of all the world
with a verve and a dash to make the
picture goers of all the world eager and
anxious to see them.

And to that end is the tireless energy
of the Foreign Legion dedicated.

THE FOREWORD IS ENDED! THE
REAL NEWS FOLLOWS!

The Way ofAH Flesh"

“The Way of All Flesh” has every one
of the attributes of greatness, loftiness,
humanness! It lays hold of the emo-
tions with a grip that is firm yet tender,
that can strum the song of life on the
heart-strings. It is Drama! It is Melo-
drama! It is Life! Vivid Life! Pulsing-
Life!

But above all else, "The Way of All
Flesh” is in every way the film of great-
ness that we expected it to be. What
we have planned for it in our own hearts,
the great things we have hoped to do
with the first Emil Jannings picture pro-
duced in America—all of these we can
carrv through to the highest pinnacle
of success—because “The Way of All
Flesh” is everything that we hoped and
prayed it would be!

A terrific, world-girdling campaign
of publicity for Emil Jannings is al-
ready speeding to the four corners of
the globe. Paramount made Pola
Negri and Emil Jannings two of the
four best-known stars of the world.
We are doing- all we can from

this end. You go to it, too, and make
every post a winning post in the grand
mission of publicising Emil Jannings
through the medium of every channel
at your disposal.

POLA NEC/?/

“Barbed Wire” is primarily dramatic
entertainment of the highest possible

calibre. This point should be remem-
bered, for there are certain other points
co “Barbed Wire” that characterise it,

and which, even despite their importance,
should not be allowed to detract from the
fact that the picture is entertainment
of the serious order.

One of these points is the fact that
"Barbed Wire” is the greatest appeal
against war that it has ever been the
privilege of the screen to convey. An-
other is the fact that the picture decries,
with all its soul, the horror of carrying
a bitterness in the heart.

The Players: Never has Pola Negri
oeen seen in a more dramatic spectacle.
Her genius mingles with the element
of inspiration which permeates the pic-
ture. You will see the Pola Negri of
“Hotel Imperial” made still greater in
a part that only her greatness could do
justice to.

Clive Brook is ideally cast as the man
of intelligence whose only barrier be-
tween him and the woman he loves is
that of nationality in a time of war.
Brook will add materially to his pop-
ularity throughout the world with this
characterisation. Einar Hansen gave the
best of his dramatic power in this pic-
ture before a higher call took him from
the screen. For the comedy relief in
the picture, the dependence is on Clyde
Cook, an Australian, and he responds
humorously and effectively.

Perfectly Exploitable: “Barbed Wire”
is a wonderful picture for the purpose of

exploitation. Not for a long while has
there been a motion picture made which
so commends itself to the endorsement
of the highest officials of every town and
city.

“Barbed Wire” is a picture that strikes

right into the heart of every woman, ap-
peals to every man, and should be seen
by every child. A thousand and one
other exploitation possibilities will be
found lined up in the press and ex-

ploitation book that is issued with the
picture.

You are urged to dedicate a lot of

thought and energy to “Barbed Wire.”
The picture is a Foreign Legion Special

— it is truly one of the Big Pictures—it

has everything in its favor if it has your

unqualified and energy-plus endorsement

—which it has!

“Chang” is “A Jungle Melodrama.”
Keep that fact ever in mind, because it

is vitally important. And remember,
too, that when you are asked about
“Chang” you can never start your reply
by saying: “Well, ‘Chang’ is like

because there is not, and never has
been, anything like “Chang.” It stands
out supremely in a class of its own,
and by all the gods of exciting enter-
tainment, it merits a class of its own.

Neither Cooper nor Schoedsack, who
made the picture, know the meaning of
fear, otherwise they would never have
been able to have their camera capture
the greatest natural dramatic climax
that the screen has given to the world.
Had they known fear they never would
have ventured into the wilds of Siam
and so brought out the personality of
Kru, or of his wife and two children.
They would never have let us meet
Bimbo, that dear, delightful jungle per-
sonality, who seems more to prove the
Darwin theory than even did Charles
Darwin himself.
Someone said that “Chang” had no

story. Well, that person must have lived
in the heart of an iceberg all his life, and
had no thoughts about it either. Because
“Chang” is life! Real! Pulsing! Vivid
and vital! You know that fact is far,
far stranger than fiction, and if you have
been at all chary about believipg it be-
fore, “Chang” will prove it for you now.
You may disbelieve the spoken words
and the printed word, but you cannot
disbelieve that which takes place right
before your eyes. That’s why “Chang”
is so great.

Exploitable: Nothing else but! The
man who couldn’t exploit this picture to
advantage deserves a trip under the
deadfall that gives one of the chilly
thrills to the picture. At least, that
experience would eive him a few points!

I- ou ve just got to strain every nerve and
muscle and tissue to make a super-success of
"Chang," because, whereas other pictures
have come from the organisation to the
Foreign Legion—"Chang” has come to the
Organisation from the Foreign Legion.

Example of a Paramount
j

100% Program,

j

1—Paramount News.
s (Combined Australian' and
I American).

J

2—Comedy.
= ( Paramount Christie Comedy).

f

3—“Sealing Wax”
I (A Paramount Krazy Kat)

. j

|

4—“SERVICE TO LADIES.”
f

(Paramount Feature Picture) .
j



THE WHOLE SHOWPARAMOUNT PICTURES

SELL 'EM MOKE AD. SALES
j

Here’s some figures to beat:

—

HOT FROM
HOLLYWOOD.

Know Your Product

Snappy Studio Shots

William Austin, who specialises in

English roles, and who has been seen in

“It,” and just finished “Swim, Girl,

Swim,” has been signed to a special long

term contract.

Emil .Tannings has made a masterly
characterisation in “The Way of All

Flesh,” and followed this with “The
Street of Sin” (formerly called “Hitting

for Heaven”). This great dramatic actor

has signed a new long term contract

whereby Paramount will have four pic-

tures a year with this celebrated star.

The Lorelei has been selected! She’s

the blonde miss who started all this talk

about the preference gentlemen are al-

leged to have for that type of beauty.
No, it’s no use guessing; you don't know
her. Her name is Ruth Lee Taylor, an
unknown. She is blonde, which is only
natural, 5ft. 2in. tall, dark blue eyes,

weighs 1021bs., and was born at Grand
Rapids. January 1907.

George Bancroft is to be starred in

dramatic roles. He has signed a new
term contract. Watch for his work in

“Underworld.” It is great, and we don’t

mean maybe. Then follows a comedy role

with Chester Conklin in “Tell It To
Sweeney” before he sets out on his new
career.

James Bradbury and Paul McAlister

are to appear in the Clarence Badger
directed picture, “She’s a Sheik.” That’s

the name of Bebe Daniels’ newest com-
edy. Ford Sterling, who was to have
appeared in fit, has been Withdrawn,
owing to the fact that it will interfere

with his nart in “Gentlemen Prefer

Blondes,” which is ready for nroduction.

Oh, Boy! see what Christie is doing
now. You know he’s the fellow who’s
making all those funny comedies on the

Paramount 100% Program. This time
he’s casting for “Tillie’s Punctured Ro-
mance.” And how he does it! W. C.

Fields. Chester Conklin, Louise Fazenda
and Louise Brooks are the four princi-

pal players. Now think it over, and see

what a hit they will make at the box
office. And it will be directed by Eddie
Sutherland, who made the combination
of Beery and Hatton famous

Here are the pictures that are under
way at the studios: “Beau Sabreur”;

“Now We’re in the Air”; “A Gentleman
of Paris”; “One Woman to Another”;
“Beggars of Love”; “Figures Don t Lie”;

“The Street of Sin”; “Shanghai Bound”;
“Swim, Girl, £?wim”; and “Tell It to

Sweeney.”

The picture “Beggars of Love” is the

Pola Negri picture originally called

“Sunkissed.” “Figures Don’t Lie” is the

next starring picture of Esther Ralston,

previously called “Heaven Help the

Working Girl,” and “After Working-

Hours.” “The S'treet of Sin” is the new
name for “Hitting for Heaven.”

For the week ending October 1st. N.S.W.
Ad. Sales Manager, Andre Olsen, hired

seventeen trailers amounting to £7/2/6, sold
10 Twenty-four Sheeters and 3 8,750

Couriers, plus other material, which needless

to say puts his Department over quota for

the week.

Further to this, in taking an order from

the Union Theatre, Marrickville, on Specials.

Mr. Olsen sold them two lines (Twenty-four

Sheeters and Couriers) which they are not

accustomed to take, in all amounting to

3 5 per cent, of the Film Rental.

We will carry on the above, in addi-

tion to the usual lines, special sets of 8-14

x 17 Lobby Photos for hire at 5/- per Set.

Calico Banners, size 10ft. x 3ft., of attractive

design, for hire at 5/- each, an excellent

Courier for sale at 17/6 per 1000 (Aust.) .

20/- (N.Z.) , also a Snipe of a suitable size,

and carrying just enough kick to interest the

Public in the picture.

“Sell ’em MORE Ad-Sales”

Short Features have never in the past re-

ceived much attention, due to the fact that

they have been purchased by the Exhibitors at

a ridiculous figure, and put on the screen

as a sop to the kiddies, or more frequently

as a means of cutting out time.
"Sell 'em MORE Ad-Sales"

To-day the position has changed. Short

features have come into their own, and to

help the Exhibitor interest a greater percentage

of the general public, the Ad. Sales Dept,

will distribute paper on the following:

—

"Sell ’em MORE Ad-Sales”

KRAZY KAT Cartoon: One Style Stock

Daybill selling at 1/- for five, also small

Teaser Block for hire at 6d. each.
“Sell ’em MORE Ad-Sales”

THE PARAMOUNT NEWS will have

a stock one-sheeter on display in all Ex-
changes, and for sale at 1/6 each, also a

Teaser Block for hire at 6d. each.
“Sell ’em MORE Ad-Sales”

PARAMOUNT WINKLER NOVELTIES:
There will be Sets of 11 x 14 Photos, Single

Column Stereos and Stills.

"Sell 'em MORE Ad-Sales”

In the past, Exhibitors have not known
the contents of the News until it flashed

upon the screen, and consequently missed

advertising something of world wide interest

contained therein.
“Sell 'em MORE Ad-Sales”

They will now b# enabled to tell their

public, and thereby interest them in THE
PARAMOUNT NEWS.

The Capitol Theatre, Melbourne, open
with "THE FLAG LIEUTENANT"
shortly, and their Ad. Sales requirements on
this attraction are certainly worth mention
ing:—

70 — 24 Sheets

2 — 68—3
100—1

300 Daybills

10,000 Couriers, plus

Slides and Lobby Photos.
The credit of this sale goes to Roy Gubbins,

who has certainly kept after this account and
obtained the maximum, which: needless to

say, spelt quota for his Department that

week.

Brisbane Branch are now installed in their

new premises, and from Photos to hand of

the Ad. Sales Department would judge them
to be 1 00%.

“Sell ’em MORE Ad-Sales

”

Len Peuleve and his capable assistants have
been putting in great work of late, and this

Branch, in spite of strikes and other little

difficulties, will undoubtedly end the year

in the Ad. Sales way, by obtaining over

Quota for the period.

“Sell ’em MORE Ad-Sales”

Something to talk about are the Posters on
CHANG,” and to say they are Certain Seat

Sellers is not sufficient, for they will draw
more money to the Box Office than any other

Posters we might mention.
“Sell ’em MORE Ad-Sales"

With apologies to "Ad. Sales Add Profits

International Bulletin," we present the fol-

lowing verse with its world of truth:—
There's the man who will say “That’s the

Limit!"
There's the man who wilt say “That is all!"

There's the one who will say

“You couldn't display

A poster upon that wall!"
There's the man who will pass up an order,

While his her,alds lay prone on the shelf.

Who will let the time bide

Without selling a slide,

’Cause he can't think of Ad. Sales and self.

There’s the chap who won't think about
trailers;

I htnks lobby cards just made to keep,

And that only the mutts
Purchase star and scene cuts,

And damns those who break up his sleep.

There are scores of those men in the business,

Whose jobs do not run to a plan.

Who only will sell.

When they’re pounded like hell—But not one is a Paramount man !

WALLACE BEERY
RAYM0NDHAH

The above 24 Sheeter for " Firemen , Save my Child" will help to fill

empty seats for the Exhibitor.

those

Published by Famous Lasky Film Service Limited, of 302 Pitt Street, Sydney, and printed by the Market Printery, 372a Pitt Street, Sydney,
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CONCERNING ALL OL US.

HAS it ever occurred to you that the harmony of our organisation depends entirely upon each

and every one of us?

Regardless of personal likes and dislikes, each Paramounteer has put the whole of his or her

spirit into the allotted task, and over a period of time has built up an organisation which the whole
world has finally acclaimed as the leaders in the industry.

The way is not always smooth, but the doing of things which take an effort, contributes most

to our ability and character. So when faced with problem, a task, a pledge of a quota—something
which is important to the success of the company— let’ s go to it with enthusiasm which will show the

true spirit for which our Paramount Trade Mark stands.

It is quite on the cards that Eddie Can-
tor, who has returned to star in the
Ziegfeld Follies, will make a picture
while in New York. He will use the New
York studio.

Mention of this once famous hive of

industry calls to mind the fact that

since the transference of all production
to Hollywood, the studio at Long Island

has been closed to big- productions till

Harold Lloyd started his newest picture

there. As it is a picture of New York
and the pleasure parks, Lloyd went to

New \ ork to get the right atmosphere.

Tell ’em they can keep Felix and all

the catty tribe; we’ve seen a Krazy Kat.
Yep, it’s the first cartoon, and it’s a

corker. The whole staff of Head Office

has not finished laughing yet. Now that
Paramount is putting Krazy Kat on the

screens of the world, the rest of the tribe

will need all of their nine lives to be
able to cling to a semblance of popu-
larity.

Right alongside of the famous Para-
mount studio is that of the Christies,

where a feast of feminine loveliness is

cavorting through the clever comedies
that are being made for the Paramount
100% Program.

SNAPPY SHOTS.

That finest writer of sea stories,

Joseph Conrad, is the author of “Vic-

tory,” which will be the first George
Bancroft starring feature. The virility,

power and action of this story will afford

a great opening vehicle for this newest
of stars.

If “Abie’s Irish Rose” lingers any
longer on the New York stage, there will

be presented the unique experience of the

film vying in popularity with the play

Paramount is starting production of this

most human of stories, and Victor

Fleming has been chosen as director.

From the role of the tired typiste to

a role of one of the chorus, is the jump
Esther Ralston is making after finishing

“Figures Don’t Lie,” when she will start

“Spotlight.” “Figures Don’t Lie” is a

tale of office routine, and not of beauty
competitions, although the fair Esther
is in it. “Spotlight” is a tale of the

chorus, and more figures.

Mary Brian is the feminine luminary
in “The Side Show,” which is the first

picture with the new comedy team, Fields

and Conklin. Fields is a sideshowman
and Conklin the sheriff.

POLA NEGRI’S
APPRECIATION

Paramount’s national publicity cam-
paign has placed the name of Pola Negri
among the four best-known personalities
of the screen.

In the following letter to Mr. Charles
H. Gartner, of the Home Office, this
great dramatic actress expresses her ap-
preciation of Paramount’s recognition of
her work.

At. C hi. r 1 e b L. Gartner,
Auat. Manager Foreign Publlolty Dept
P« rum ount Eamouij La a Icy Corporation.
Tlaoe Square. Ho* York City

I 1 juei
the eorapboot for tvhloh I i

offer you ay most grateful th&nke.
It Is Indeed a moet Interesting
domen to of "Hotel Imperial" and also
etando for a record In efflolenoy tot
the Foreign Publicity Department of
our ooupany.

tin* regarai
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FILM RENTALS.
AS AT 8th OCTOBER, 1927.

POSITION OF BRANCHES.
Position Percentage
1 Adelaide 1 03.66
2 Perth 84.44
3 Brisbane 82.62
4 Sydney 81.94
5 Melbourne 80.88
6 Auckland 80.47
7 Wellington 70.40
8 Launceston 66.22

AD. SALES
AS AT 8th OCTOBER, 1927.

POSITION OF BRANCHES.
Position Percentage

1 Adelaide 92.33
2 Sydney 82.03
3 Auckland 80.76
4 Melbourne 78.02
5 Perth 73.87
6 Brisbane 71.26
7 Wellington 53.80
8 Launceston 45.62

N.S.W. Branch Sells Four
Theatres in One District.
Inspired by the last Convention,

j

the N.S.W. Branch have redoubled
their efforts to do justice to the
powerful line-up of pictures in
Paramount’s 100% Program.
Never before has New South

Wales Branch succeeded in selling
our Service to the four theatres in
the Leichhardt District; but for
1928, the four theatres, consisting
of The Marlborough, The Haber-
field, The Strand and The Annan-
dale, will screen simultaneously
Paramount’s 100% Programs.
These exhibitors certainly appre-
ciate what “Paramount—The
Whole Show” means to them for
1928.

Daily contracts from all zones
are rolling in, and each and every
man in the branch is giving of his
best in our drive for quota.

Developments of the past

serve as guide posts for the fu-

ture.

The startling changes since

Paramount’s inception 1 5 years

ago seemed almost inconceiv-

able at the beginning, and yet

the next five years will undoubt-

edly see many as far-sweeping

and startling changes.

Production of even bigger and
better pictures will unquestion-

ably move along in this never-

ending march of progress, and
past experience will prove an

asset in coping with new condi-

tions.

It is only by looking the future

in the face, profiting by that

which has gone before, and pre-

paring for far-reaching develop-

ments to come, that a business

moves ahead to greater accom-
plishments.

This applies with particular

emphasis to the motion picture

industry, where the future holds

untold possibilities for Para-

mount, who, guided by the al-

ready rich fund of experience

and a true knowledge of present

conditions, may effectively plan

for the future.

Getting an idea should be like sitting down
on a tack: it should make you jump up
and do something.

He who falls in love u)tth himself will
have no rivals.

The best angle from which to approach
a problem is the try-angle.

A pessimist is the parent of a cyme. It

is he who knows the evil in his own heart
,

and thinks he knows the world.

The saying about a salesman being born
and not made, is obsolete. Salesmanship
is nothing more than good old common sense,
properly applied, and that's what is keeping
Paramount Sales force at the top.

Do YOUR part.

GET 100% BEHIND THE 100%

Let s get an introduction to the

Christie stars. You know these mirth-

makers are for the first time part of

the Paramount program. For years Christie

and comedy have been synonymous, and now
Paramount launches on the greatest period

in our history with Christie Comedies. Well,

hoys, here they are:

First is the Moony A^ariner, alias Billy

Dooley, whose quaint sailor comedies are one

of the high spots Then there is Anne
Cornwall

and Jack Duffy, who as gran pa always brings

a big laugh. Next comes Bobby Vernon.

then Jimmie Adams and Neal Burns.

In all. these laugh guys have made at least

three comedies each for the next program

:

and they’ re great.

THE SLOGAN.

Pause for a minute. Think a little,

and remember. Have T done my bit

towards the 100% program.'’ Have 1

been 100% behind the whole
show program? Just consider for a

moment and reflect. Now, let's all get
together. We know we've got the pic-
tures, and the stars, and the organ-
isation and the manpower. Let’s put it

across: in other words. “GET 100%
BEHIND THE 100% PROGRAM."

PROGRAM



She 6)hole ShowOUNT

The Esther Ralston gown which was
worn in the “Fashions for Women" pro-

logue-pageant at the Regent Theatre,

Wellington, recently.

The gown is now on loan to all N.Z.

Exhibitors for window display purposes,

and is acting as splendid publicity for

the Paramount Picture.

This was a “Mel Lawton” idea.

“CHANG” IS GREAT.

Not only is the title “Chang”
great, but each and every phase
connected with this mighty picture.

Its theme is great, its photo-

graphy, its appeal, its thrills, its

sales possibilities, its exploitation

angles, and so on and on, in an
unending list.

Below appears an unusual play

with words, reprinted from the

“Foreign Legion Pledge”:

By this process
we have changed
“Chang” into

“Great.” The idea

is to alter only one
letter with each
change, and to

make every word a

correct dictionary

word. Now that

you know the plan,

we have outlined

below a couple of

very good changes
that you can make
in your spare time:

Change “DRIVE” into
“QUOTA,” and then change
“QUOTA” into “DESKS'.”

CHANG
CLANG
CLANK
CRANK
CRANE
CRAZE
CRAPE
CREPE
CREPT
CREST
CRUST
CRUET
CRUEL
CREEL
CREED
GREED
GREET
GREAT

GET 10 0%

FROM PARAMOUNT’S 100% PROGRAM

“MADAME POMPADOUR.”

Madame Pompadour, weaver of in-

trigues, patroness of art, lover of many,
favorite of the king, fascinating, beau-
tiful, dangerous. Around this colorful

character is woven in smooth, beautiful

and punchful manner a story that en-

trances as much as it intrigues. Doro-
thy Gish is as beautiful and as fascinat-

ing as the original. Following, as it

does, on the heels of the eminently suc-

cessful stage play, and the fact that

it is one of the world distributed British

pictures, will help in putting the picture

across. The titling and the cast is

excellent.

IN BRIEF.
Star: Dorothy Gish, already appeared in

“Nell Gwyn” and “London.”
Featured: Antonio Moreno, popular star

in many pictures.

Director: Herbert Wilcox, directed the

pictures mentioned above.

Locale: France and the court of Louis

XV.
Produced: England.
Length: Nine reels.

THE CAST.
Madame Pompadour . . . Dorothy Gish
Rene Laval Antonio Moreno
King Louis XV Henry Bose
Comte Maurepas Jeff McLaughlin
Due de Courcelette .... Nelson Keys
Gogo Cyril McLaglin
Madame Poisson Marcel Beauplau
Belotte Marie Ault

THE STORY.
Madam Poisson, acting on the advice

of a fortune-teller, prepares her daugh-
ter as a favorite for the King. In after

years comes her triumph in seeing her
daughter become the famous Madame
Pompadour. Her beauty, wit and talent

appealed to Louis XV. Her word in the

palace was law. But her intrigue with
Rene Laval, an artist, during the King's
absence, brings her into the power of

Maurepas, prefect of police, whom she
has humiliated. Rene and his friend are
cast into gaol, and Madame is at her wits
end to prevent Maurepas from telling the
King. She manages this, and also to

have Rene and his friend in her private
guard. However, her indiscretions with
Rene are brought to the King’s notice
by Maurepas. The King orders Rene’s
arrest, but Madame decides to give an
explanation. Making sure through her
actions that Rene will revile her when
called before her, she persuades the King
to hide behind a screen in her room while
she talks to Rene. She sacrifices her
love, and the King, who through it all

has been asleep, awakes to find her lover
gone and the whole thing, to his mind,
a fabrication of Maurepas, who reaps
a just reward.

Paramount Pictures, with a known
reputation for beir/g " the best show in town,"
are already half sold before the salesman
appears on the scene.

BEHIND THE 100%

“SERVICE FOR LADIES.”

Skilfully directed by Harry D’Arrast,
the suave and sophisticated Menjou will

thrill the feminine hearts and delight
the men with this new picture. Imagine
Menjou as the most famous head waiter
in Europe, and head waiters are people
to be respected if you want anything
to eat. On a vacation to a winter resort,
because he has seen a pretty girl on her
way there, he falls in love with her, and
allows her to think him to be, at least,

a count.

That is the situation. Priceless comedy,
intriguing situations, flawlessly directed
and acted, this picture is perhaps the
best that Menjou has made.

IN BRIEF.
Star: Adolphe Menjou, suave sophisti-

cate of the screen. Placed in recent
popularity contests premier male
star in England, and among the first

twelve in Melbourne.

Support: Kathryn Carver, a new comer,
Charles Lane, seen in “Whirlwind of
Youth” and others, Lawrence Grant
and Nicholas Soussasin.

Director: Harry D’Arrast has been as-
sistant director in several produc-
tions. This is his first full length
picture.

Length: 6170 feet.

THE CAST.
Albert Leroux Adolphe Menjou
Elizabeth Foster Kathryn Carver
Robert Foster Charles Lane
King Boris Lawrence Grant
The Waiter who cried . .

Nicholas Soussasin

THE STORY.
Albert is the best-known head waiter

in Europe, familiar to Royalty and
traveller alike. He meets Elizabeth
Foster, and learning that she is going to
Switzerland on holiday, decides to go
also. Here a friendship springs up, and
the position of Albert is judged by the
Fosters to be of the nobility, because
of the familiar terms on which he is with
King Boris. The falseness of his position
is forced upon him, and he returns to
his hotel. Here he sees the girl and her
father as guests, and he feels ashamed.
She, however, approaches him, and all is

well

CORRECTIONS FROM LAST
ISSUE .

The following two names should have
been included in the “Whole Show”
committee:

Cleave Shepherd.
Mel G. Lawton.

In the example given of a Paramount
100% Program, “Service To Ladies”
should have read “Service For Ladies.”

PROGRAM



THE WHOLE SHOWPARAMOUNT PICTURES

SELL 'EM MOKE AD. SALES
Austin Levy, way up in Northern Queens-

land, proves that "It Pays to SELL Ad.
Sales,’" as well as "It Pays To Advertise."— “Sell ’em MORE Ad-Sales”

Visiting a small town to check percentage

takings on "Beau Geste," he placed an

order for 52 Twenty-fours at the rate of

one per week.
“Sell ’em MORE Ad-Sales'

This Exhibitor being all signed up on both
our Service and Special releases, Austin sold

him the idea of Better Box Office receipts

by the display of Twenty-four sheeters, and
came out of that town having written £52
in Ad. Sales.

All Salesmen. Bookers and Ad. Salesmen
are now conversant with the policy of dis-

posal of otherwise considered unsaleable Ad
Sales material at a reduced rate.

“Sell 'em MORE Ad-Sales"

Lists are being prepared in the Branches
outlining the material available for sale on
this basis, and the way is open for the

booking of the older releases to Exhibitors
with specially reduced Twenty-four sheeters.

Novelties and Couriers, which, provided it

is given your whole-hearted support, will

mean a considerable national increase in Film
Rental Ad. Sales.

The attention of Branch Ad. Salesmen is

drawn to the date of removal of H O. to

new premises on the 21st inst.

“Sell 'em MORE Ad-Sales”

Therefore there will be no Branch ship-

ments that week, and only urgent requisi-

tions will be given our attention.

“Sell 'em MORE Ad-Sales''

Requisitions received between 12th and
1 9th inst. will leave per boats sailing on
28th and 29th inst.

Here are two Photos of a Twenty-four Sheeter Stand at Broken Hill. Taken on two different occasions, you will notice they carry the Paramount
message one hundred per cent., and the management of Johnson's Pictures in this town are to be congratulated on such a fine display. Situated
in Salesman Cec. Abotomey’s territory, Cec. never misses an opportunity to " Sell 'em more Ad. Sales.” and Ad. Sales Manager Hal. Chapman

matches him in an effort to go one better, and this in a few words is the explanation of how Adelaide holds first place in Ad. Sales

There is always something to write on
the Daily report when you are out to

"Sell 'em more Ad. Sales.”

"Sell 'em MORE Ad-Sales

”

What was the result of your Ad. Sales

efforts for the week ending September 17th?

"Sell 'em MORE Ad-Sales”

Bert Hagon took the most orders, while

Cec. Abotomey with a less number sold the

largest quantity of material.

HAPPENINGS AT HEAD
OFFICE.

Lift stopped for inspection!

We are pleased to welcome back from
holidays popular Misses Rene Barry,

Rita Davies and Dot Plows.

Birthday greetings to Cleo Andrews.
October 8th was Cleo’s “day out.”

Charlie Donaghey, the genial secretary

of N.S.W. Branch, is now on leave—he

was surfing at Terragal when we last

heard from him. He had purchased a

bright green and gold costume for the

occasion.

Not satisfied with aiding and abetting

Bill Hurworth and Fred Gawler in the

preparation of the vegetable bouquet pre-

sented to John Kennebeck on his depar-

ture, Bert Hagon went and bought a

green parrot for 5/-.

Bert says that “Madge” can already

say “Paramount’s 100% Program.”

We regret to learn that Miss Vee
Irving’s mother is seriouslv ill in the

hospital, and we all express sincere hopes
for her speedy recovery.

Of the eight Branches Queensland was the

only one to obtain Ad. Sales Quota for

week ending October 8th.

"Sell ’em MORE Ad-Sales"

There are twelve weeks remaining in which
to make up the leeway, and it will mean
twelve hard solid weeks of combined effort

to obtain Quota.

"Sell ’em MORE Ad-Sales"

No order is too small to take, provided

it is an increase on past requirements.

We are pleased to learn that May
Norris’ father and brother are well on
the road to recovery from severe injuries
received lately in an auto accident.

WEDDING BELLS.
Heartiest congratulations from all to

popular Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hurney,
on the occasion of their linking up in

a life partnership.
Mrs. Hurney was formerly Miss Bett

Mullins, of Head Office.

The paper on "Senorita." the latest Bebe
Daniels release, is of most outstanding quality,

and should be specially mentioned to

Exhibitors.
"Sell 'em MORE Ad-Sales”

The twenty-four sheeter. two styles of

threes, and the six sheeter will guarantee the

Box Office success of this excellent attraction

in any Theatre, and is worthy of a special

effort on the part of everyone to sell at least

15% of Ad. Sales in comparison to Film
Rental.

REG. KELLY AGAIN.
Reg Kelly, Exnloitation representative

in Wellington, is noted for putting over

striking and effective tie-ups—his latest

is in connection with the Paramount
Picture, “Man Power.”

In the picture a caterpillar tractor

plays an important part. Reg seized on
this fact for one of his tie-ups, and the

result was that a N.Z. tractor firm

readily came into line and had thousands
of striking posters prepared, linking up
“Man Power” with their machines.

Our Richard Dix Selected as Favourite Star. I

The Melbourne Sun “Favourite Star Quest” is just concluded, and Richard |

Dix has led the field with no less than 102,667 votes. As you can all guess,
j

the second place is also taken by a Paramount star: it is Harold Lloyd, with

89,071 votes.

And that’s not all; five other Paramount stars are in prominence on the list.

They are Bebe Daniels, 75,173; Adolphe Menjou, 66,044; Pola Negri,
j

53,050; Wallace Beery, 48,141; and Clara Bow, 47,778.

Of special note is the fact that Pola Negri is still fast gaming in popularity.

This great dramatic actress has always been a great favourite with movie goers.

We always have honestly believed that the film star favourites are with

Paramount, and such public announcement through the press is always pleasing
j

to read.
}
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“YOU CAN’T CALL A MAN A COWARD
IF HE DIES TRYING’’

r'M jHESE Words appealed to me Very much as l saw them projected upon the

/ screen during a screening of “7 he Rough Riders ,” at which time l

“* witnessed not only a great picture, hut a dramatic incident which, to my mind

,

is one of the finest and most dramatic things that I have ever seen, either on the screen

or stage.

I don’t know how many times since, these words have flashed through my mind

recalling this incident, and I Wonder if you, who have seen this picture, experience

the same thrills and sensations that I do, when these words pass through your

mind.

You know all of us have a task i° perform. Because We are loyal, We owe a

certain duty to our Company and to ourselves. Our task is to get Quota; and Quota,

as Mr. Kent says, is a question of Honor.

In the Paramount Organisation, because Quota IS a question of Honor, there is

no such thing as cowardice, the shirking of a responsibility, or “yellowness
.”

The Paramount Organisation is composed of triers, clean fighting men—fighting

for iheir honor at all times.

We may not always succeed, but we can always uphold our honor—We can

always try, so that’s why these Words impress me so much—“YOU CAN’T CALL
A MAN A COWARD IF HE DIES TRYING”.
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POSITION OF BRANCHES.
FILM RENTAI.S ONLY.

AS AT 15th OCTOBER, 1927

Position Perc*m t age
1 Adelaide . . . . 103.01

2. Perth 83.43

3. Sydney 82.7fi

4. Brisbane 82.09

5. Melbourne . . 82.10

fi. Auckland . . . 79 Hi

7. Wellington . . 09.69

8. Launceston .

.

06.69

AD. SALES.

AS AT 15th OCTOBER, 1927.

Position
t. Adelaide
2. Sydney
3. .Melbourne
4. Auckland
5. Perth
6 Brisbane
7. Wellington
8. Launceston

Percentage
. . . 91.09

83.47
77.70

75.34

72.12

71.01

. . . 57 07

. .. 51.44

“BEAU GESTE”
STILL DOING BIG BUSINESS

This great picture still continues in its

run of unprecedented success in New Zealand.

The exhibitors unanimously acclaim it

one of the greatest pictures of all time.

Yes! “Beau Geste" will live forever, but

just wait until its big brother “Beau Sabreur"

comes along: it will smash even “Beau
Geste’s" records—and “Chang”! and
“Wings’!, which is already making history

in New York, and “The Way of All

Flesh"! and many more. Oh, Boy! but

we’ve got them in this Paramount 100%
Program, and no mistake.

"fBeau Cesle ’’ was easy to sell. We
all know it, and our line-up for next sea-

son fairly makes our blood tingle when
We realise not only what we CAN do with

it, but what We ARE doing with it—right

now.

Straight Talk
From Salesman to Salesman.

By Harry Neville.

(A careful perusal of this letter will help

every salesman in his Work.—Ed.)
Dear Brother Salesmen:
Of one thing 1 am fully and fin-

ally convinced, that to be even a
little insignificant notch on one of
the cog-wheels that go to consti-

tute the Big Paramount Machine
is something of which to be
mighty proud.

Large wheels and small wheels,
each one is a component part of

the other, and all driven by that
force, that energetic power we
call SALES.
SALES! SALES ORGANISATION!

SALES ACTIVITY!
It is upon this subject in which we are

all so vitally interested, and which is, after

all, the very pulse of any business, that

I would like, without appearing dogmatic,

to write just a word.

We know that each and every man and

department looks beyond his or its own
functioning to the ultimate objective of

the business as a whole. This is par-

ticularly applicable to an organisation such

as ours, where our Chief has the oppor-

tunity of studying the temperament of

men, as well as of motives.

Show me an Organisation which is

forging ahead and making an adequate

return on its investment, and I’ll lay a

month’s salary to a peanut that within

that Organisation there is a consciousness

of the inter-dependence of men, and that

each and every man in the Organisation

has, to a considerable degree, a conscious-

ness of the underlying objective of that

business, i.e., the sale and the ultimate

use of the product that that company
makes. The thing is to get everybody in-

terested in SALES.
If everybody were interested in

SALES—when I say interested I mean
eat and breathe and think and live

SALES—there would not be room for

the slightest doubt as to the ultimate suc-

cess that we are striving for. I use actu-

alities. In our business we salesmen in

the firing line call upon Exhibitors: we
paint for them vivid and convincing word-

pictures of the excellent product we have

to sell, and so guide the prospect to the

dotted line.

We seldom find two prospects alike,

and yet we can form certain fundamentals

in selling that I venture to say are applic-

able to all. I have classified four to illus-

trate just what I am driving at.

GET 100% BEHIND THE 100%

OFF TO THE LAND OF
“CHANG.”

AUSTIN LEVY

Mr. John W. Hicks, Jnr., announces
that Austin Levy has been promoted to

the position of branch manager at

Soerabaia,
Austin is well known among us as “one

of the boys.” Starting in as Ad. Sales
Manager at Melbourne, he soon showed
his powers of salesmanship, and was
transferred to the sales staff in Queens-
land, where he has been stationed until

last week.
One and all, we congratulate Austin

on his well-earned promotion. We
hope, however, that the tigers and
‘“Changs” don’t get him before he has
a chance to sell exhibitors qti Para-
mount’s 100% Program.

No. 1 : A knowledge of the Exhibitor

and an exact defining of his possibilities.

No. 2: A product fitted to his theatre,

meeting his demands as far as is humanly

and mechanically possible.

No. 3: The story of the product told

graphically and clearly through advertis

ing and other sales channels.

No. 4: Presentation of production in

line with the story, i.e., with the Sales-

man’s word-|3icture up to or exceeding

the proved line-up, and of a quality as

good, or better than, competition.

It was the thorough understanding of

fundamentals such as these, and their prac-

tical application to the industry by the

pioneers of Paramount, that created the

superior, world-like prestige that we enjoy

to-day. But, on prestige alone we can-

not hope to exist. Onlv bv continual

striving, indefatigable energy, con-

stant, never-ending concentration on

Sales, Sales, and More Sales, can

we hope to achieve the final objective

Increased Profits, the one and only

svmbol of progress and, as far as

we are concerned, the only thing.

( To be concluded next issue)

PROGRAM
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One

“We’re All Gamblers.”
of Paramount’s 100% Program.

A combination of Cruze and Meighan is

sure to bring something exceptional in screen

fare. And in "We’re All Gamblers”, we
have that. Undoubtedly, it is the best

Meighan picture for some time, filled with a

pep. punch and with a great story. Meighan

does some real acting, and he is supported

by a cast that has been chosen with care.

THE CAST.
Lucky Sam McCarver
Carlotta Asche
Georgie McCarver
Monty Carside

Mrs. McCarver
Gunboat
Speck

Thomas Meighan
Marietta Millner

Cullen Landis

Philo McCullough
Gertrude Cla ire

Gunboat Smith
Spec O’Donnell

STAR:
No need to introduce Tommy Meighan,

his popularity is a by-word, and his pictures

great entertainment. As Lucky Sam, he has

one of the best roles of his career.

FEATURED:
Marietta Millner, Viennese beauty, who

was last seen in "Drums of the Desert",

is leading woman. Others in the cast are

well known players, and excellently cast.

DIRECTOR:
James Cruze, he of "Covered Wagon’ and

"Old Ironsides” fame. He has made a great

I

picture in this one.

THEME:
This is the story of a prize-fighter who.

when an accident stops bis chances of further

fame in the ring, opens a night club in New
York and makes good. He falls in love with

a society woman, and she with him, although

neither will admit it. till they are forced to.

by a thrilling set of circumstances.

‘Tell It to Sweeney.’

One of Paramount’s 100% Program.

You can tell if to Sweeney and the rest

of the world that this is one of the laugbing-

est pictures you ve seen Chester Conklin

and George Bancroft are great, and paroxysms

of mirth shake you for hours after. Chester

works on a railroad that calls its engines after

the flowers of the field that the line wanders

through. His was Isabel, which was hardly

the name of a flower, but then the train

could hardly be called a railroad. George

drives one of those massive express engines,

and his contempt for Isabel is beyond words.

And so we have a joy ride on a couple

of engines that take us straight to Mirth.

THE CAST.
Luke Beamish . Chester Conklin

Cannonball Casey George Bancroft

Doris Beamish .
Doris Hill

Sweeney, Jnr Jack I.uden

Sweeney, Snr. . Joseph Girard

STARS:
Geo. Bancroft and Chester Conklin

starred for the first time and as a team

Conklin has been seen in Quite a num-
ber of oroductions. while the most

recent picture in which Bancroft has

appeared is "Underworld”.
THEME:

It tells of the rivalry between two
employees on a railroad.

GET 100

“And I Ask You

Very Confidentially . . .

Boys! meet Ruth Lee Taylor

—

the “blonde preferred’’!

Ruth was selected after a nation-wide

search for the most suitable girl to

play "Lorelei" ,
the champion gold-

digger of "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes .

Scarcely known before, this actress

is destined to become one of the most

famous in motion picture history.

"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" is in

production now, and will be one of

Paramount's 100% Program. Yes!

We've sure got them for next year.

MR. WM. R. HOGGAN TO
VISIT NEW ZEALAND.

Mr. William R. Hoggan, General Sales
Manager, leaves to-day by the “Aorangi”
for New Zealand.
The trip will be a tour of inspection

into Paramount’s activities over there,
and while away, Mr. Hoggan will visit

both the Auckland and Wellington
Branches.

SNAPPY PARS.
Should any of your children ever visit

New York there will be one play that
they should not miss. It is “Abie’s
Irish Rose”, which, considering that hit

has run there continuously for some six

years, is likely to be there even at that
remote period. Anne Nichols is active
in the preparation of the screen version
at the Paramount Hollywood studio.

Gary Cooper, who has just finished his
part in “Beau Sabreur”, has been as-
signed to another big role. He is in

another great epic picture of the air

called “The Legion of the Condemned.”
Those Siamese twins of mirth. Beery

and Llatton, are all set now to start on
“The Big Game Hunt”. Well, they’ll bag
the laughs, that s certain, for even the
animals would sit on their haunches and
laugh at them, so we can’t expect much
of a haul.
The next Zane Grey picture will be

taken from that author’s book “Under
the Tonto Rim”. Active preparation is

being made for production, but no cast
has been chosen.

William Powell will know quite a lot

about deserts and the ways of the sun in

beating down on the unfortunate soldier
or straggler. He will be remembered in
“Beau Geste”, and following this ap-
peared in the companion picture “Beau
Sabreur”, and he’s in the desert again as
a bad man in Bebe Daniels’ latest picture
“She’s a Sheik”.
Gregory La Cava is busy directing

Richard Dix in his latest, “The Gay
Defender”, based on the exploits of one
of the early Californian bandits. In the
cast are Thelma Todd, Fred Kohler, and
Robert Brower.

Clara BoW.
Causes Sensation in Launceston
We all remember how whimsical Clara

Bow in “It” caused quite a stir among
the movie fans. Well, Clara has added
further to her laurels in her latest

—

“Rough House Rosie”. As a sample of
the reports coming to hand, we reprint
the following wire from Launceston:
Hicks, Sydney.
Launceston Picturegoers stormed

Majestic Theatre Monday night to view
Clara Bow in Rough House Rosie .

Without any question of doubt or ex-
ception, Clara Bow greatest feminine box
office star in business to-day.—Regards,

' NACHED.

You can't judge a book by the cover, they say, and also some u'ise guy

has pertinently asked, what's in a name ? But neither of these ancients knew of the

Paramount Christie comedies. Here's the latest bunch of titles from the centre

of comedy. Jack Duffy, he of the whiskers, a little old, but not much Worn, in

"Hot Papa and he sure is. Neal Burns in "Oh, Mummy' , Bobby Vernon

in “ Wedding Wows", and Anne Cornwall in "Scared Stiff." Now just look 'em

over. Don't they raise a chuckle even before you see them?

% BEHIND THE 100% PROGRAM



THE WHOLE SHOWPARAMOUNT PICTURES

FROM WELLINGTON
we hear that, despite the extremely wet
season—the most severe for 34 years—the

salesmen are putting up good figures. Mr.
Kritsch is at present working Taranaki dis-

trict, and is meeting with great success.

Mr. Duff has been tied to the office for

the past six weeks arranging the renewal of

the Film Insurance with exhibitors, and
also engaged on the matter concerning duty
on Films.

We all welcome the two new additions to

Wellington staff, Mrs. Boyer and Mr. Miller:

already they arc proving that they are

staunch Paramounteers.

AUCKLAND.
regrets the loss of a good Paramounteer in

Mel Lawton, but states that Head Office

has gained by his rejoining the firm and going

to the Sales Promotion Dept.

"The Flag Lieutenant" is set for its

premiere at the Regent on Trafalgar Day.

21st October.

The Navy League has got right behind

this picture, and a special screening given

to the Blue Jackets at Calliope Dock was

marked by the tremendous applause and

enthusiasm with which the film was received.

ADELAIDE.

"Old Ironsides" has done excellent business

wherever it has been shown.

The fine character work of Wallace Beery

and George Bancroft is being much discussed

by exhibitors and patrons.

Adelaide is waiting for more pictures of

these two, and it will not be long befort

their wishes are met with—Wallace Beery and

Raymond Hatton in "Firemen, Save My
Child"; and "Underworld’’, starring George

Bancroft.

Pola Negri is still gaining in popularity,

and Adelaide patrons are already enjoying her

dramatic work in "Hotel Imperial.”

In commenting on the Melbourne "Sun
competition result, Adelaide Exhibitors

agree that Richard Dix was well chosen, and

further, that he would be the winner in

South Australia also.

EXPLOITATION.

When Reg. Kelly. Paramount Exploi-
tation Representative in New Zealand,
received word from Head Office that
Richard Dix had won the Melbourne
“Sun’s” Movie Star Contest, he figured

that he was going to make the N.Z.

papers sit up und take notice. And he
did. He wired the results to the six

leading newspapers in New Zealand, and
Richard Dix’s win-out was given the
full publicity it deserved.

Have you thought of it this way?
October 21st, Trafalgar Day.
England expects, etc., and talking
of this famous fight of British

Naval history takes us to another
coincidence. October 21st brings to

the Prince Edward the greatest
British picture yet made, and pro-

duced with the co-operation of the
British Admiralty.

| SELL 'EM MOKE AD. SALES'
Len Peuleve, Queensland s Ad. Sales Man-

ager, reports exceptional sales in the Brisbane

suburbs on "Old Ironsides'
,

particularly on
Banners. Hats and Couriers, while the Lithos

are moving well.
Sell ’em mure Ad. Sales

Courier sales throughout the country are

increasing, due no doubt to the systematic

mailing of sales letters. One Exhibitor who
has no local press, wrote in advising the

success of Courier distribution as an aid to

better Box Office receipts in his town.
Sell 'em more Ad. Sales

Salesman Jack Macaulay, for the week
ending September 24th, took the largest

number of Ad. Sales orders, while Dick
Winch sold the greatest quantity of Ad.
Sales for the same period.

Sell ’em more Ad. Sales

Not enough attention has been given to

the hire of Trailers in the past, and both
Sales and Ad. Sales men would do well to

push this line throughout their territories.

N.S.W, Ad. Sales returned their quota for

week ending October 15th (but there are

seven other branches who did not) .

- Sell '’m more Ad. Sales

There are in stock at Head Office a fair

supply of souvenirs on "The Ten Com-
mandments" and "Scaramouche’’ which, if

handled correctly, would earn many pounds
in Film Rental.

They may be given away to those Ex-
hibitors booking either of these attractions

in the future, provided they pay the freight.

Get the Exhibitors in your territory to

cash in on this "something for nothing"
offer, and orders will be supplied direct

from Head Office.

Sell 'em more Ad. Sales

Throughout Australia and New Zealand,

the month of November will be known as

Twenty-four Sheeter month, and we expect

This is the

Twenty - four

Sheeter on "Tip
Toes", a great

picture backed

up with Ad.

Sales of a high

calibre.

The screen is one of the best advertising

mediums in the world to-day. a fact that

Exhibitors realise, as is evidenced by the great

number of local Ad. Slides displayed in every

theatre.

Sell 'em more Ad. Sales

Paramount trailers are seat-sellers, for they

are composed of the snappiest parts of the

feature, and just enough to create the desire

to see more.
Make a point of following up every

booking, offering the hire of a trailer.

Once you get them into a theatre, they

will create a demand.

Sell ’em more Ad. Sales

With "Firemen, Save My Child" and

"The Flag Lieutenant’ , all set for release,

we have no alibi for not returning our Ad.

Sales Quota over the next few weeks.

Sell 'em more Ad. Sales

We have reason to believe that N.S.W. Ad.

Sales Manager. Andre Olsen, has established

an Ad. Sales record by selling 89.750 couriers

in one week ending October 15th.

Should your courier sales exceed these

figures before the end of the year, we, will

be pleased to hear of it.

TRANSFER.
Salesman Cec. Abotomey has been

transferred from South Australia to

Queensland, where he will take over Zone

3, which was handled by Austin Levy

prior to his promotion to Branch Man-
ager at Soerabaia.

during this period to clear a greater number
of this size Litho than ever before.

Concentrate now on all possibilities and
make an effort to clear your stocks on all

back releases, while your added sales on cur-

rent releases over and above your quota will

be supplied from Head Office.

Go to it, and make a note of your sales

from the 1st to the 30th November.
We aim to sell at least 350 Twenty-fours,

and this number will be allocated to the

various Branches so that you will know just

what is expected from your Department.

Sell ’em more Ad. Sales

We have pleasure in reporting that C.

E. Nelson, of Adelaide's Film Department,
has now received promotion, and will in

future guide the destiny of the Ad. Sales

Department in that Branch.

Hal. Chapman now grips a travelling

bag. and will hie himself forth in search

of Film Rental contracts in South Australia.

Needless to say, every contract Hal gets

will be backed up with Box Office Insurance

—Ad. Sales—and these two boys will, in a

short space of time, put their Branch over

the 100% mark.
We wish them both success.

We had heard a rumor that Mr. Menjou
was to be in the "Musician." but now
we find it’s Bill Hurworth. Yep, Bill’s

bought a grand piano, not that we’d like

to hear him play, oh, dear me no, but it is

just to fill up a little of his new office.

FAMOUS SAYING ?

How s the building, Sid?

Published by Famous Lasky Film Service Tjimited. of 302 Pitt Street, Sydney, and printed by the Market Printery, 372a Pitt Street. Sydney.
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"WE HAVE A SINGLENESS OF PURPOSE”

6WO months yet to go, and our 1927 drive will be over. Where do YOU figure to check UP
when that time arrives?

Every man, who has been with Paramount for any time, knows well for what our organisation

stands—its singleness of purpose—that when We pledge ourselves to a task, We fight with all the

energy We can muster to keeP faith with that pledge.

There is but one master key hy which We can accomplish BIG things—and that key
is EFFORT—straightforward, honest, untiring e0ort.

Let us all get together for these final eight Weeks—strain every nerve and sinew, and when the

curtain rings down on our year’s activities, We can say—every one of us—that We have done OUR
share towards the fulfilment of the task °f QUOTA to which We pledged ourselves.

SNAPPY PARS.

Various locations to which Bebe
Daniels has been, have resulted in her
being given a pet. She already has a

dog, a pig, a baby camel and a leopard.

Please won’t someone give her “a
nelephant ?

”

William Wellman is directing the new
air picture. What an impressive title

it has! “The Lee-ion of the Condemned.”

What a time we’ll all have when the
“Side Show” comes. We haven’t seen
an honest to goodness circus for a long
time. And now those irrepressible two,
Conklin and Fields, will play around
among the sword swallowers, the Siamese
twins, the fat lady, and the hundred and
one other freaks that seem part of any
self-respecting circus. Jack Luden will

also play a part.

Adolphe Menjou has selected Kathryn
Carver as leading lady in his new pic-

ture, “Serenade”.

NEW HEADQUARTERS
ON NOVEMBER 7th.

It is officially announced that on
and after Monday, 7th November,
Paramount will be in occupation of

the New Headquarters, Reservoir
Street, Sydney.
The change will commence on

November 4th.

Here’s the folks that will tell the world
why “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”. Ruth
Lee Taylor is the blonde herself, and
then there will be Ford Sterling, Mark
Hamilton, Margaret Seddon, • Louise
Brooks, Frankie Adams, Holmes Herbert,
Luke Cosgrave and Charles Thurston.
Production has been under way for
about a month.

Here’s a change in production. Clara
Bow will not make “Red Hair.” Not so
many distressed looks, please, it is only
deferred. And now for the news that

will bring a pleased look to everyone,
and a certain H.O. gentleman in particu-
lar. Clara's new picture will be called
“Will you Marrv Me?” Josephine Dunn,
Joseph Swickard, and Harvey Clark have
been chosen in the cast, while Dorothy
Arzner will direct.

Clarence Badger, who has so success-
fully directed Bebe Daniels in many of
her pictures, is wielding the megaphone
in “She’s a Sheik,” her latest opus.

MR. JOHN V/. HICKS, JNR.,

For Adelaide and Melbourne.
On Friday next, Mr. John W. Hicks,

Jnr., leaves Sydney for Melbourne. After
spending a few days in that city, Mr. Hicks
will visit the Adelaide branch. This is the

occasion of Mr. Hicks’ annual visit to the
southern States.

Mr. Hicks will be absent from Head Office

for about two weeks.
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POSITION OF BRANCHES.
FILM RENTALS ONLY.

AS AT 22nd OCTOBER, 1927.

Position Percentage
1 Adelaide . . . .

101.79

2 Melbourne . . 84.32

3 Sydney . . .

.

82 45

4 Perth 82.23

5 Brisbane . . . • 82.07

6 Auckland . . . 79.47

7 Wellington . . 69.44

8 Launceston 66.75

AI). SALES.

AS AT 22nd OCTOBER. 1927.

Position Percentage
1 Adelaide . . . . 91.00

2 Sydney 83.90

3 Auckland . . . . . . . 79.27

4 Melbourne . . . . 77.00

5 Brisbane . . . . 71.94

6 Perth 71.86

7 Wellington . . . 52.19

8 Launceston . . 48.59

REPORT OF ACTIVITIES
FROM DIVISION ONE.

Mr. Wm. Hurworth, Division Manager, re-

ports that with the release of "The Flag

Lieutenant" last week, "Firemen, Save My
Child" set for next Saturday, and "Rough
Riders” during November, there has been a

decided all-round stimulation in business in

his division.

The comedy team, Wallace Beery and Ray-
mond Hatton, are once again in the spot-

light—and their latest, "Firemen, Save My
Child," has been sold to almost every Sydney
suburban Exhibitor—even before the picture

is released.

Mr. Hurworth will leave for Brisbane on
Friday. 28 th. He will be absent several

weeks, and while in Queensland arrange for

an alteration in zones whereby the exhibitor
will receive more frequent visits from the
salesmen.

The report states further, that the sales-

men of Division One are putting forth great
efforts, and with such big pictures set

for release, are keyed up, determined to pur
over exceptional business before the close
of the present drive, aiming also to make De-
cember the biggest month in the year.

STRAIGHT TALK.
By HARRY NEVILLE.

(Continued from last issue)

Unless we are able to tell our story to

the exhibitor in a convincing manner,

then our very right to produce pictures

is jeopardised.

What is the ultimate aim of the produc-

tion end?—SALES!
What is uppermost in the mind of the

Paramount Director of to-day when he is

making a picture?—SALES!
What is foremost in the thoughts of

everyone connected with the making of

that picture?—SALES!
PRODUCTION deals with the tan-

gible; SALES, in a very great measure,

with the intangible. The finest, the most

costly, the most elaborate super pVoduc-

tion requires salesmanship to convince the

Showman of its superiority. The Direc-

tor is convinced, the producing end is

convinced, everyone connected with the

making of the picture is convinced, Mr.

Zukor and Mr. Lasky are convinced, ice

are convinced—but, HELL! that won’t

bring revenue!!! No, not if we wait

until demnition doomsday, we have still

to convince the man who counts—the

showman who retails its superiority to

the public. And to convince is to sell,

to sell is to ind'eate profit; and profit,

well, as Octavius Roy Cohen would put

it, profit is “the fondest thing we are of.”

A man, to achieve this aim, must be well

up on his toes these days; for if not, he

either gets lost in the push or he takes the

“long, long, trail.”

The objective of Sales is none the less

the objective of producing, because it is

through Sales that producing expresses

itself in either profits or losses; but it is

the joint functioning of these two big

wheels (the wheel of Production and the

wheel of Sales) that signifies the extent of

the profit, figures in the Balance Sheet.

In conclusion, I shall quote a state-

ment contained in a report submitted whilst

in the Far East:

—

“If we know our market better than

our competitor, if our product fits that

market more exactly than that of our

competitor, if we have a more compre-
hensive advertising campaign than that of

our competitor, if we can produce a pic-

ture at a cost to the exhibitor reasonable

in comparison with that of our competitor

—and, if We have a keener Sales force

than our competitor, then we have won
the day, then ours are the odds in this

great and wonderful battle of Industry,

ours the SALES, ours the PROFITS!”

“The Flag Lieutenant” Opens
Big in Sydney and Auckland.
In both Sydney and Auckland, "The Flag

Lieutenant” received the spectacular opening

which was accorded this Paramount British

release at the Capitol Theatre, Melbourne.

The following enthusiastic cable to Head
Office, from Branch Manager Kirby, tells its

own story regarding the unprecedented

audience reaction at the Regent.

Flag Lieutenant in conjunction with
HRH opened to-day in sensational man-
ner at Regent packed audiences received
both pictures with continuous applause
Auckland never knew so much enthu-
siasm everything points to long run.

MOVEMENTS OF HEAD
OFFICE STAFF.

Mr. Chas. Gatward, Manager of Customs
Department, will be in Melbourne during the

coming week-end, to attend to certain censor

ship matters.

Mr. H. Stanley, Manager of Despatch De-
partment, has been in Melbourne this week
in connection with the equipment for the

film-cutting rooms to be installed in Para-
mount's new building. Mr. Stanley returns

on Friday, 28th.

Christie Studios Add to

Facilities for Paramount.
Extensive additions in the mechanical

equipment and general improvements in

studio facilities have been accomplished at

the Christie Studios in preparation for the
largest season of activity in the history of
this organisation, on account of the extensive
program of comedies to be produced for
Paramount.
New cutting rooms have been added in the

department, headed by Grace Davey. It will
be possible for four directors to have complete
cutting room equipment. Under the Christie
system, all of the directors preview and cut
their own comedies, under the general direc-
tion of Al Christie, who is supervising all

of the comedies from the story stage through
the editing.

FIRST PARAMOUNT 100%
PROGRAM

Screened at Gaol.
“Firemen, Save My Child”, “Know

Your Own Country ’ subject, “Row,
Sailor, Row”, “Sealing Whacks”, and
F aramount News ’ was the prog'ram

screened at the Long Bay Gaol on Sat-
urday, 22nd, and it was received with
great enthusiasm.

This is the first screening of
a complete 100% Program any-
where outside America.

Miss Cleo. Andrews, of Head
Office, and her orchestra, con-
tributed the delightful music,
which was much appreciated by
the audience. At the con-
clusion of the program, Mr.
iseevy, governor of the Institu-
tion, on behalf of all present,
expressed his sincere apprecia-
tion to Paramount for the enjoy-
able entertainment.

GET 100% BEHIND THE 100% PROGRAM



SERVICE

Never has a picture revealed so

much secret life of the wilds.

Never has a picture been taken

under greater dangers, than has

"CHANG.” Where death waited

but a few feet from the camera
these two fearless men, Cooper
and Schoedsack, who wandered off

into the heart of the Siamese
jungle to show you the dangers
and the hardships under which the

native people live. And they have
obtained such scenes, as have never
before been captured by a camera.

Far from a village. Kru, with
his wife and two children

lived in his jungle house in the

midst of wild beasts,

who are later seen tear-

ing down his hut, and
stealing his cattle.

Kru and his family

had to fight these beasts

, —not for pleasure, but
rr-'v—, for sheer existence. The

tiger kills his ox, the

leopard kills his goats,

'c
omedies

A vivid human story of a native ,
Kru, who with Ins small

family struggled for very existence against the dangers of the

Siamese jungle.—Such is "CHANG.

"Chang" is NOT an animal story, NOR a travel picture.

"Chang" is essentially a melodrama—an exceptional picture—-

tingling with situations of terror—yes!—but these come but as

sidelights in this mighty picture.

and snakes lie hidden in the under-

growth, waiting ready to strike.

A pet monkey. Bimbo, is the

mascot of little Ludah. It seems

to know when danger lurks near,

and is always the first to detect it,

and wakes the family to give them
the hint of approaching danger.

The whole family depend on
the rice field for their food—and

one night, a herd of maddened
elephants smash through the en-

closure and trample down the rice

crop.

The family’s food for the ap-

proaching winter is destroyed, and
they are forced to make their way
back to the village.

Their perilous journey is beset

with dangers on every hand—and
at some stages they are followed

by the man-eating terrors of the

jungle.

They arrive at the village,

where the natives band together in

an organised effort to drive back
the beasts from the vicinity of

their habitations.

GET 100% BEHIND THE 100% PROGRAM



PARAMOUNT PICTURES THE WHOLE SHOW
THAT “The

Flag Lieuten-
ant”. opening
at the Prince
Edward The-
atre last Fri-

day, was a

huge success,

and the grand
Naval Gala
Night, under
the patronage

of His Excellency Admiral Sir Dudley de
Chair, was indeed a swell affair. We
know, because we were there.

THAT the Department of Sales Pro-
motion wishes to take this opportunity
of thanking Norman Morgan, Jim Shep-
herd, Jack Pike and Lloyd Patterson for
the splendid co-operatjpn in the news-
paper stunt of last Friday. Keep it up,
boys; we’ll soon have you promoted to
exploiteers.

THAT Branch Manager Ted Kirby, at
Auckland, has been right behind the ex-
ploitation of “The Flag Lieutenant” from
the word Go!

His tie-up with the Navy League se-
cured their co-operation in putting the
picture over.

The members of the League and blue-
jackets were given a special screening.
Great enthusiasm was demonstrated
right throughout the entertainment.

THAT Mr. Davis also put over great
exploitation on “The Flag Lieu-
tenant” in Auckland. His splendid tie-up
is with Jackson’s < tobacconist) on
‘Capstan’ Cigarettes. W. D. & H. O. Wills
have made possible an excellent window
display, including photos, window cards
and models of warships.
At night, these models flash Morse sig-

nals from miniature globes, attracting
considerable attention.

THAT, judging by the high standard
of the exploitation pouring in for the
PARAMOUNT WEEK Grand Silver
Shield Contest, the judges are going to
have a difficult time selecting the
winner.

THAT extensive national exploitation
campaigns are being planned for the
pictures “Rough Riders” and “Man
Power”. Details will be given in a later
issue.

Exploitation Stunt.

One of the most sensational
Exploitation stunts yet pulled in

Sydney, was put over by the S'ales

Promotion Department, Head
Office, for “The Flag Lieutenant.”

On Friday, 21st, the night set for
the opening of the “Flag Lieuten-
ant” at the Prince Edward
Theatre, one thousand copies of the
“Evening Sun” were obtained, and
the front page was over-pasted
with an arresting slip, drawing
attention to the fact that “The
Flag Lieutenant,” the picture of
Britain’s mighty navy, was opening
in Sydney on October 21st—
Trafalgar Day.

These papers were distributed to

the public throughout Sydney, and
created unbounded interest in the
picture.

|

SELL 'EM MOKE AD. SALES
|

To Len Peuleve, of Brisbane, goes the

credit of selling the first release house in bis

territory the idea of Courier distribution. On
"Rough House Rosie. Len sold 5,000 to

the Wintergarden Theatre, which, together

with a healthy order of 24 sheetcrs and other

material, amounted to over £14 for this re-

lease.
Sell ’em more Ad. Soles —:

We have to welcome to the ranks of the

Ad. Sales force, Ben Kucb. who takes over

control of Wellington's Ad. Sales Depart-

ment.

Mr. Kuch has already started in, and before

long we hope to chronicle on this page some
exceptional Ad. Sales from this quarter.

Sell 'em more Ad. Sales

The design of Para-

mount Twenty - four

Sheeters is such that they

create the desire to see the

picture, while the size at-

tracts the attention of the

public, though they walk,

run, drive, or fly.

Once you sell the idea

to Exhibitors of Twenty-
four Sheeter displays, you
are all set to get their re-

gular order for all time.

Twenty-four Sheeters

cost money, but are of un-
told value to Exhibitors,

as certain seatsejlers.

This is the Novelty Card Helmet

prepared by the Ad. Sales Department
on “Firemen , Save My Child”. These

Hats are for sale at 10/- per hur/dred

,

and will of a surety find ready sale to

Exhibitors at this price.

The latest Novelty now
in course of preparation

is a Fan in two styles, one

showing eight male Stars,

and the other eight female

Stars appearing in Para-

mount Pictures

These will be for sale

at a reasonable rate, and

will prove popular during

the summer months.

They could be used by

the smaller Theatres dur-

ing the Christmas period

for distribution to pat-

rons. and ample space will

be left for overprint.

Sell ’em more Ad. Sales
Sell ’em more Ad. Sales

N.S.W. Branch are the first to cash in on

the Souvenir offer for “The Ten Command-
ments,’’ having booked this attraction to a

leading suburban exhibitor, who will pay
in Film Rental and Ad. Sales, roughly, £20,
which otherwise we would not have re-

ceived.

This Exhibitor readily accepted the offer

of a number of Souvenirs at no charge, and
immediately saw Messrs. Hurworth and Gaw-
ler in regard to Film rental.

It has been done in Sydney, and can also

be done in other Branches. Who's next?

Now in course of preparation are 2 2 x

28 photos of H.R.H. The Prince of Wales,

which are for hire or sale to exhibitors as

required.

Branch supplies will go forward in a few

days, together with particulars as to price, etc.

—-— Sell ’em more Ad. Sales

Branch shipments of Ad. Sales will go for-

ward this week in the usual way, but there

will not be any despatch outside of urgent

requisitions next week.

This is due to the fact that the date of re-

moval to new premises has been postponed

until November 5th.

Roy Gubbins sets the

ball rolling with the dis-

tribution of Sales letters

to Exhibitors throughout
Victoria, bringing to their

notice the quality of

Twenty-four Sheeters on

November releases in their

respective towns.

We have previously

brought to your notice

that during November we
are conducting a Drive to

increase the sale of

Twenty- four Sheeters on

both old and new releases.

The Litho material for

“Firemen. Save My
Child" is 100%. and
your Ad. Sales orders on
this attraction should be

15% at least of the Film
Rental.

There is also an excep-
tional Banner, size 10ft. x

3ft., for hire. Snipes, a

f.ne Courier, outstanding
Lobby Photos, size 1 1 x

14, 14 x 17, and 22 x
28. making in all a

powerful line-up of Ad.
Sales ammunition for the

Exhibitor's Box Office

Probably the largest Movie Sign in the World. One hundred and forty feet it

measures, and was erected by Mel Lawton when at the Regent, Wellington . Notice

that it carries a Paramount Picture.

Published by Famous Lasky Film Service Limited, of 302 Pitt Street, Sydney, and printed by the Market Printery Limited, 372a Pitt Street, Sydney.
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OUR NEW HOME WILL BE AN INSPIRATION FOR

GREATER EFFORTS.

/A UR new building is the home of Paramount in Australia. Its fine construction and complete-

ly ness will cause us to hold it in great esteem—as a Worthy offspring of that mighty Paramount

building in New York..

It will be our inspiration and a home, where the striving for an ideal will see culmination, where

many great and glorious plans for the benefit of the motion picture industry in Australia will be

created.

The improved conditions, the new equipment and the brightness, are the outward and material

signs We see, but the SPIRIT of Paramount is being housed therein, and it is that Spirit which will

keep the light of Paramount burning bright, and even brighter than it has been in the past.

SNAPPY PARS.
Tullio Carminatti has the male lead in

Florence Vidor’s picture “Honeymoon
Hate", which is described as a modern
“Taming of the Shrew’’, with the. fair

Florence as the one being- tamed. Shirley

Dorman, a Paramount find, is also in

the cast, as is William Austin.

The new Menjou picture now being di-

rected by H. D’Abbadie D’Arrast will

definitely be known as “Serenade’’.

The cast of “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes’’ has almost been completed. As
announced, Ruth Lee Taylor has the
coveted role of Lorelei Lee. Ford Ster-

ling is the button king; Louise Brooks,
Trixie Friganza and Emil Fitzroy are
also in the cast. Mai. St. Clair is the

director.

Al. St. John, who has appeared exclu-
sively in comedies, makes his debut in

feature length pictures in Zane Grey’s
“Open Range”. Lane Chandler is starred,
and Betty Bronson is featured.

“Spotlight”, directed by Frank Tuttle,

is the name of the new Esther Ralston
picture. Neil Hamilton, Arlette Marchal
and Nicholas Soussasin are in the cast.

By the time you read this the pictures

mentioned herein will be well towards
completion, and many of them entirely

so, and released in the States:—
Bebe Daniels in

“
She's a Sheik

Esther Ralston in “Spotlight” .

Fields and Conklin in
“
The Side Show”.

Richard Dix in “The Gay Defender” .

Pola Negri in “Beggars of Love”.
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”.

Clara Bow in “You Will Marry Me”.
“ The Legion of the Condemned”

.

Florence Vidor in
“ Honeymoon Hate”.

Beery and Hatton in “Now We’re in the

Air”.

Zone Greu's “ Open Range”.
Emil Jannings in “The Street ot Sm”.
“
Beau Sabreur ”

.

“The Wedding March”

.

Some time back we made an announce-
ment.—colored pages of new pictures,

promises that we would have the greatest
line-up for 1928. Now, before the year

has commenced, the majority of /these pic-

tures have been made as announced, or
started. That is proof of Paramount’s
supremacy, and everywhere the product
has been shown it has been acclaimed
the greatest.
Gary Cooper has been chosen for the

leading role in “The Legion of the Con-
demned,” the big picture that Para-
mount is starting. Fay Wray will be
his leading • lady.

Now then, boys! Here’s some scandal.
Come, line up and listen to the good
news. It’s something personal about
Clara Bow. That’s it, get a little closer.

The self-same Clara owns to a pair of
brown eyes, of 110 lbs. which make up
her 5ft. 31in., and crowned by a head
of exceptionally red hair. Well, there
you have it. And, by the way, they’ve
picked a real snappy title for her next;
it is “You Will Marry Me”.

Richard Arlen, who was one of the
Paramount school graduates, has been
chosen to play the leading role in the
next Zane Grey picture, “Under the
Tonto Rim”.
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FILMING HAROLD LLOYD S NEW PICTURE
IN NEW YORK.

(Reprinted lrom the "Foreign Legion Pledge' . October 1st issue).

Harold Lloyd has been in AW’ York City these past several weeks filming
the exterior scenes for what he believes land We also believe) to be the funniest,
fastest, snappiest, peppiest, thrillingest picture of all his career. He has used for
backgrounds such world-renowned places as Coney Island, Broadway, the Polo
Grounds, htth Avenue, the Pennsylvania Station. Times Square, and many other
well-known spots, and these facts will all combine to provide an added note ot
interest to the picture. Below is the story of how the scenes came to be filmed, and
of the wonderful co-operation that the people of New York gave Harold during
the making of the picture,
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POSITION OF BRANCHES.
FILM RENTALS ONLY.

AS AT 29th OCTOBER. 1927.

Position Percentage
1 Adelaide 101.13

2 Melbourne 85.17

3 Perth 82.83

1 Auckland 82.06

5 Sydney 81.89

6 Brisbane 81.55

7 Wellington 88.93

8 Launceston 87.52

AD. SALES.
AS AT 29th OCTOBER, 1927.

Position Percentage
1 Adelaide 90.05

2 Sydney 82.84

3 Auckland 77.55

4 Melbourne 76.80

5 Perth 73.25

6 Brisbane 72.31

7 Wellington 52.50

8 Launceston . 51.62

Melbourne has been steadily climbing
towards the top of the list in film

rentals.

The past five weeks has seen this

branch move up from fourth to second
place, and if they continue their credit-

able efforts, Adelaide will be taken from
the premier position, which it has held
for a considerable time.

Sydney also showed a rise from fifth to
third place, but has slipped back again
this past week.

Perth has been fairly consistent, hold-
ing over this period second, third, or
fourth place on the list.

We have every reason to believe that
Wellington and Launceston will soon
be seen over the 80% mark. Reports
that have come up to Head Office state
that these two branches are making a
determined effort to get up among the
leaders.

“The Flag Lieutenant”, with its com-
panion picture, “H.R.H.”. is now in its
fifth week in the Capitol Theatre, Mel-
bourne, and in its second at the Prince
Edward Theatre, Sydney.

This Paramount British release is do-
ing exceptional business, and both houses
are booked out days in advance.

GET 10 0%

Harold Lloyd is making personal appear-

ances before the greatest audience that any
celebrity ever played to in New York these

days.

Dempsey -and Tunncy drew 150.000
people in Chicago, constituting the greatest

crowd ever assembled for any one event in the

United States, but before Lloyd leaves New
York on his return trip to California, he will

have played to nearly 2.000.000. it is

claimed.

Sounds extravagant, it might seem, but
during the past four weeks Lloyd has been
working on his new picture in the most con-
gested centres of Manhattan and Brooklyn,
providing a free show for Fifth Avenue, the
financial centre, baseball fans and residents of
various other districts in New York from
the Battery to the Bronx River.

Although in his first two weeks here,

Lloyd had all the breaks against him. with
rain and poor lighting conditions, in the past

weeks he has been favoured by the most ideal

weather conditions, and he is making excellent

progress on his new picture, especially in view
of the fact that he is now working on his

most difficult gags.

The comedian will have to complete his

work before cold weather sets in. for his

story is virtually laid in the summer time, and

THE BROADWAY RECORD OF
“THE WAY OF ALL FLESH.”

(From the "Foreign Legion Pledge”.)

It is sterling news to all Legionnaires
to learn that the first American-made
Paramount Picture starring Emil Jan-
nmgs, 7 he IE ay of All Flesh ", rounded
out a season of 12 full weeks at the

Rialto Theatre, New York City, before

being withdrawn to meet the demands of

general release. In those twelve weeks,
more than 500,000 people paid admission
to the Rialto, this constituting a record

for the theatre. The box-office evidence
at the end of the picture's run pointed to

the fact that it could have remained for
at least another 6 weeks.

M e regret to hear that Salesman Les
Brown, of N.S.W. Branch, is in Clarmore
Hospital, Darlinghurst, undergoing a
facial operation. We all hope to see Les.
well, and back with us again soon.

Derbies and topcoats are hardly significant of
warm weather.

John L. Murphy, Lloyd's production man-
ager. feels that with the wonderful co-opcra-
tion the unit is receiving here, the company
should be ready to hit the long trail back
home not later than the middle of October.

Harold will enter the most interesting and
perhaps the most difficult session of his pro-
duction activities around New York during
the coming week. The comedian and his

staff have mapped out a series of thrilling

scenes which will bring into action one of the

three horse cars he brought with him from
Los Angeles.

These scenes will bring Lloyd into the

most congested sections of the city, and are

counted on by the comedian to furnish the

thrills for which his pictures are noted.

The scenes Lloyd is now filming are

just what he terms the "finishing faction,"

and if you don’t know exactly what that

means, you might recall the concluding episode

in "Girl Shy. which
. provided the most •

thrilling chase scenes Lloyd has ever filmed.

In this picture he hopes to surpass these.

DROP DEAD. Harold Lloyd has selected

the title of "Speedy" for his new picture.

The title was suggested by General Manager
S,. R. Kent.

The New Press Sheet for

Paramount’s 100% Program.

A Triumph for Hermann E. Flynn

The first of the new type of press book
for Paramount’s 100% Program has
already been printed. It is for the pic-

ture “Man Power.”
In design, layout, and execution, it is

undoubtedly the finest bulletin that has
ever been prepared for an exhibitor.
Right from the cover its outstand-
ing quality hits one between the eyes,
and its bombardment of PUNCH and
FACTS continues throughout.
The new press boqk is but

another example of the ef-
forts of our Advertising-
Manager, Hermann E. Flynn, to
make the path of the Paramount
salesman easier, for the standard
of such a publication not only
helps the exhibitor to sell his
pictures to the public, but it

keeps the exhibitor himself sold
on Paramount’s product, Para-
mount’s Service, and Para-
mount’s superior standing in the
industry.

BEHIND THE 100% PROGRAM
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“ NEVADA.”
They might talk that this is just an-

other Western, but let ’em. It is not.
T he thrill of the story, the romance and
the drama, and above all the magnifi-
cence of the scenery which forms the
background, lift this right out and away
and above the usual picture of this kind
When the chill of the thrills, or the
quaint humor, the beauty of Thelma
Todd and the virile manhood of Gary
Cooper are not in evidence, there is the
scenery to feast your eyes upon.

Nevada is great. It will be wel-
comed everywhere.

The Director:
John Waters. He knows how to

handle them, having made most of the
recent Zane Grey pictures.

The Author:
Zane Grey. Best known writer of

Western fiction in the world.
The Cast

:

Nevada Gary Cooper,
a virile personality who will’ be seen
in many big pictures shortly.

Hettie Ide Thelma Todd,
a graduate of the Paramount
School, and very soothing to the
eyes.

Ben Ide Philip Strange,
seen in several Paramount Pic-
tures recently.

Clan Dillon . . William Powell,
well known as villain.
Cash Burridge

Ernie S. Adams
Providing the humor.

Sheriff in Winthrop,
Christian T Frank

Cawthorpe Ivan Christv
Sheriff in Lines ville,

Guy Oliver

GET 100

The Sl0r}'

: The Cast:
Briefly the story tells of Nevada a

Elmer Finch W. C. Fields.
bad man who finds the law tightening

Hls part as the timid clerk, who is
as the West becomes civilised. Realist

transformed by a hypnotist, and does
mg his position, he sets out to find a

many things he would never have dreamt
place that is peaceful, quiet, and where

°* doing
’

18 excellent.
he is not known. With a pal they get Elizabeth Mary Brian,vork on the Ide ranch, and he is at- more charming than ever. Was last
“•acted to Hettie Ide. Impoverished bv leading lady for Dix in “Man Power’’.

thfnjbut a
e

neac
a
efmS

hims
^?

in any’ Jerry Harvey Claude Buchanan.
r Dut a Peaceful place. The rustlers Mrs. Finch Marie Shotwell

an l

”’0UP'Et to book through his efforts, Junior Barney Raskio

gethei
6 and Hettle hnd happiness t0 - Mr. Harvey Frederick Burton.'

Mr. Johnson T. Moy Bennett
Amos Barker Frank Evans.
The Hypnotist Ed. Roseman

RUNNING WILD. In this picture Fields is a clerk for
twenty years in the one position, brow-
beaten by his second wife, bullied by his
stepson, and at times even disgusting

Our only thought about Fields after
his daughter

seeing this picture is what a great team
ibe resu Packing up enough

he and Conklin are going to make As
courage to ask for a raise, brings a laugh

the poor henpecked' husband, a timid IZ
bls

, !,
mpl°yer

’ and he is set
soul who does not even venture an w, money from a man
opinion in his own house, Fields reaches

" 10 has killed neaily every debt collector
the pinnacle of his sex-een work. When

a ‘ong. Fields- is no more successful
even his daughter turns on him after

1

,
•

rest ' Horse shoes are lucky,
a particularly noisy passage of words bv *

80 1S th e one Fields finds in the
Ins second wife, aided and abetted bv

breaks a flori st’s window, and
his stepson, you cannot help feelino-

fields. tears off hotly pursued. He darts
sorry for him. The delightful character! .

a cIoor
’ and finds hi>nself on the

sation, the failure to live up to his ?^
aR'

e
.

Wlth a hyPnotl st taking chai-ge of
daughter’s opinion, even to the small V,

1 111 i’01 Hie amusement of the audience,
point of asking for a raise, are grea*

tells Fields he is a roarin8' hon. The
Fields is right on the map after^this

hrst thing that happens, he knocks out
the hypnotist. Then follows the collec-

The Director: tion of the bill, the telling off of his

Greeorv la Cava ,

bo8s and directors, the landing of a big
many a comedy for Paramount

C<

StUn
an

,
d’^hat is mor® important, the

j oi x-aramount. setting of things straight in his home.
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THE WHOLE SHOWPARAMOUNT PICTURES

SELL ’EM MOKE AD. SALES
THAT the

judging for the
PARAMOUNT
WEEK Shield
took place yes-
terday, judges
being Mr.
Brennan,
“Film Week-
ly”, Mr. Dex-
t e r, “Every-
ones”, and

Mr. Lawton, Paramount Sales Promotion
Department. Owing to enormous num-
ber of entries judging proved very
difficult, and it was some time before the
six finalists were selected. After per-

using the evidence again, Haymarket
Theatre, Sydney, was selected as the

winner of the PARAMOUNT WEEK
Shield; Wintergarden Theatre, Brisbane,

and King’s Theatre, Stratford, being the

runners-up. Presentation of the shield

will be made on the return of Mr. Hicks
from his Interstate trip. Paramount
organisation of Australia extends to the

Haymarket Theatre their heartiest con-

gratulations.

THAT this is the first occasion the

PARAMOUNT WEEK Shield has come
to New South Wales. Queensland has
twice had the honour, New Zealand once,

and now New South Wales will hold it

at least one year. Mr. Watts, of the Hay-
market Theatre, Sydney, says the shield

is in his possession now for all time.

THAT Reg Kelly, of New Zea-

land, is busily working on “The Flag
Lieutenant,” “Old Ironsides,” and “The
Kid Brother.” He reports that he has
several out-of-the-box ideas to relate,

maybe by next mail.

THAT there are eight weeks more to

Christmas and Quota. Success we must
achieve. It is not so much a matter of

talent or opportunity, but concentration
and perseverance.

THAT these two slogans should be our
watchwords till the end of the year.

“Come on, my ‘hearties’!”

“Over the top with a determination to

win—and QUOTA is ours!”

Did you know that Fred Thomson is

an ordained minister of the church,

and that he makes movies in preference,

as he thinks he can do most good that

way? Sfact! He is now busy making
“Jesse James”.

New South
Wales Branch
Manager. Fred

Gawler, is a keen

sporting enthu-

siast, and in his

early youth Fred

was a leading

light in the

football, swim-
ming. and ath-

letic spheres.

In the past

few years, how-
ever, he has con-

tented himself

with tennis and

golf.

The accom-
panying photo-
graph — exclu-

sive to the 'Whole Show ’—shows Fred

having a quiet round, on his own private

links.

What was the result of your Ad. Sales

efforts for the week ending October 8th?

New Zealand ran away with the greatest

number of Ad. Sales Orders taken, and the

largest amount written for the week.

Salesman W. Johnston taking the former,

and Salesman W. Kritsch the latter.

There are nine weeks to go before the end

of the year, and in this short space of

time it will be necessary to double our efforts

to obtain Quota.

The material on "The Rough Riders'"

is the best of its type we have handled for

a long time, and great things arc expected

from the boys in the field when selling

this material.

It is in every sense paramount paper,

and that’s the best.

Sell more .1 <1. Settles

The past week has been a time of hurry

and bustle in the Ad. Sales Despatch De-

partment, what with the despatch of urgently

required material on "The Flag Lieutenant '.

Firemen, Save My Child"' and the "Rough
Riders" to Branches, prior to shifting our

quarters to the new home of Paramount.
Jack O'Neill and his capable assistants

packed and despatched fifteen cases for the

week, while outgoing Branch film shipments

were utilised to deliver late requisitions.

There will be no shipments this week, but

the usual routine will be picked up by the

1 2th November,
Sell 'em more .Id. Sales

Paramount short features will go a

long way in making LSD for the Ex-
hibitor.

We have THE Short Features.
But remember, it is not sufficient to

sell Short Features alone—they must
be backed by Ad. Sales.

Sell 'em MORE Ait-Salex"

Evidence of the popularity of the new

Novelty Hat is to be seen on every hand.

Union Theatres were sold a large quantity

in Sydney, while our Brisbane Branch lost

no time in placing 500 in the first release

House.
This cardboard Helmet on "Firemen. Save

My Child '

is for sale to Exhibitors at 10/-

per hundred
Sell 'em more Ail. Soles

Remember November, or rather
Twenty-four Sheeter month, dur-
ing which period we hope to lay

the foundation of a better Litho
sales business.

The small Artist Fan Photos, which are

being handled by the Ad. Sales Department,
are proving a good seller.

Several of our Adelaide Exhibitors are

using them to run "Paramount Star Compe-
titions" at their matinees, giving to each

child attending a photo each week, and
offering prizes to the first boy and girl who
post them a complete set.

Contrary to our previous report, there

will be no Sets of 14 x 17 Photos cn either

"Man Power’’ or "Ten Modern Command-
ments’".

The 11 x 14 Photos and 22 x 28 s on
these attractions, however, are excellent for

Lobby purposes, and should be brought to

the notice of Exhibitors.

Sell 'em more Ad. Sales

The Paramount Fan Novelty is now in

course of preparation, and samples will

shortly be forwarded on to all Branches.

This line is for sale at 10/- per hundred,

and will without doubt prove a winner with

Exhibitors for distribution to their patrpns

during the summer months. They are par-

ticularly suited for presentation during Xmas

period, overprinted, carrying the Theatre

Management's Compliments of the Season.

"Gawd! fancy Australia being as big as

all that,"' Conklin chirps to Beery as they

read of our exploits in the Foreign Legion

Pledge.

NOAH BEERY CHARLES FARRELL. GEORGE BANCROFT
CHARLES EMMETT MACK MARY AST0R FRANK HOPPER

Here is to be seen one oj the twenty-four sheelers on “ The Rough Riders'

This picture will be released as a super special.

Published by Famous Lanky Film Service Limited, <>f :S02 Pitt Street, Sydney, and printed by the Market Printery Limited, 372a Pitt Street, Sydney
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A Promise -- and Its Fulfilment

JT}IGHT back, in August, at our Convention, we heard an inspiring message from our great

leaders. In that message there was a promise—a promise that Paramount Would give to

us all, the mightiest array of pictures that it is possible to produce.

AND THEY HAVE KEPT THAT PROMISE .

We have seen those stirring pictures, “The Way of All Flesh”, “Barbed Wire”, “Rough
Riders”, “Chang”, “ The Flag Lieutenant” , “Firemen, Save My Child”, “Underworld” ,

and

many more; this is the PROOF that our leaders have kept their promise to us.

We, also, have made a promise—a promise to our leaders, in which We have pledged ourselves

to give the full and rightful measure to the wonderful product we are privileged to distribute.

I urge you all—boys and girls alike—to check up on your Work, analyse what you are doing at

this present moment, eliminate all side issues, and drive straight and true towards our goal—QUOTA.
So that it can be said, that We too, have kept our promise.

Hot From Hollywood.
Did you know that an average of

twenty assistants are required for every
actress working before a motion picture
camera ?

George Bancroft’s first starring
vehicle for Paramount will be “Wild-
cat’. directed by Victor Schertzinger.
“Victory”, which was to have been Ban-
croft’s next, has been withdrawn.

Lothar Mendes will direct Adolphe
Menjou in “The Beauty Doctor”. Kath-
ryn Carver will be Adolphe’s leading
lady.

Louise Brooks has been signed to a
lon«--term contract with Paramount. Her
latest roles have been in “Rolled Stock-
ings” and “Now We’re In the Air”.

Bebe in “She’s a Sheik” is really an
Enodish girl, who hires a band of Arabs
to kidnap the man she loves.

King Tut is Harold Lloyd’s companion,
and one of the leading characters in his

new comedy, “Speedy.” This historic

name is given to a small dog, whose
clever acting enabled special gags to be
written for Lloyd’s production.

OUR NEW HOME.

The Headquarters of the Blue Ribbon
Division are now situated at Reservoir

Street. Sydney.
The building is specially designed to meet

Australian needs, and embraces every modern
feature that has been devised for a film ex-

change.

There is remarkable evidence of precau-

tions taken against fire. In addition to the

presence of automatic sprinklers, the film

vaults arc fitted with “fuse links" which,
on reaching a certain temperature, break, and
instantly the vaults are sealed; at the same-

time large ventilators and escape-doors are

opened.

The Blue Ribboners can now boast of the

best-equipped film exchange yet built.

( Photographs and detailed account of

various departments will appear in a later

issue.—Ed.)

“Wings” Opens in Another
Theatre, and Repeats

Remarkable Broadway
Reception.

Wild enthusiasm marked the opening
of “Wings” at the Criterion Theatre,
New York, eleven weeks ago. This scene
has been repeated in Chicago, where this

thrilling Paramount Picture opened on
October 30th.

The following is a cable to Mr. John
W. Hicks, Jr., from Mr. John Kennebeck,
who witnessed the first screening of

“Wings” in that city:

—

“WINGS OPENED ERLANGER THE-
ATRE LAST NIGHT WITH MAGNO-
SCOPE. REVELATION AUDIENCE
RESPONSE. FLAMING PLANES IN
MIDAIR THROBBING HEART AP-
PEAL AND MELODRAMATIC
MOMENTS ALL DEPICTED IN MIR-
ACULOUS PHOTOGRAPHY. JAN-
NINGS STREET OF SIN SCREENED
PRIVATELY EVEN SURPASSES
WAY OF ALL FLESH”.
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POSITION OF BRANCHES.
FILM RENTALS ONLY.

AS AT 5th NOVEMBER, 1927.

Position Percentage
1 Adelaide 100.89
2 Melbourne 85.70

3 Perth 83.69

4 Sydney 83.05

5 Brisbane 82.21

6 Auckland 82.00

7 Wellington 67.91

8 Launceston 67.42

AD. SALES.
AS AT 5th NOVEMBER, 1927.

Position
1 Adelaide . .

2 Sydney . . .

3 Auckland .

4 Melbourne
5 Brisbane . .

6 Perth . .

7 Launceston
8 Wellington

Percentage
. . . 89.67

. . . 81.98

. . . 79.26

. . . 75.98

. . . 73.87

. . . 73.65

. . . 53.68

. . . 51.54

“FIREMEN, SAVE MY
CHILD.”

Breaks Sydney Theatre Records.
After playing to capacity houses in the

Haymarket and Lyceum Theatres for one

week, the Paramount Picture. "Firemen.

Save My Child", was transferred to the Aus-

tra lian Theatre.

On Saturday. 5th November, the first

day of the season at this theatre, the Man-
agement informed Paramount that more
tickets had been sold for "Firemen, Save My
Child" that on any other single day in the

history of the theatre.

Even up till 6 o'clock the takings were

£135. £10 more than the previous re-

cord established by Charlie Chaplin in "The
Gold Rush".

Clara Bow in "Rough House Rosie" pull-

ed £125 at this theatre in a single day.

"Firemen. Save My Child" is only one

of the several pictures we are going to have

from this spanking comedy team, Beery and
Hatton, for Paramount's 100% Program. Oh
boy! there's a gold mine ahead for the ex-

hibitors this coming season.

Just wait till the Box Office stories of

"The Rough Riders", and "Barbed Wire”,
and "The Way of All Flesh". and
"Chang", and others begin to come to hand.
You will hear figures that will astound the

industry.

This pen sketch, by our artist. George Laivrence. shouts our magnificent neu) building,

which is the Headquarters of Paramount in Australia. It stands ir! a prominent

position, within four hundred yards of the Central Railway Station, in a district

which, in the next few years, will be one of the most important centres of Sydney.

AUCKLAND.
"THE FLAG LIEUTENANT" proved a

Box Office triumph at the New Regent.

Auckland. The returns were only a few
pounds under the first week for "BEAU
GESTE", which opened the theatre last

Christmas week. "THE FLAG LIEU-
TENANT" is having a two-weeks’ run for

good money at Everybody’s. Suburban Ex-
hibitors arc falling over themselves to secure

dates.

Just as this Exchange (together with Mr.
Nacked. of Launceston) forecasted the rise

of Clara Bow to stardom, after seeing her

in "PLASTIC AGE", we now have a new
protogee in Josephine Dunn.

We sec Mr. Nacked has given Clara another

boost, after putting over "ROUGH HOUSE
ROSIE". He certainly has a rival booster

in Auckland Exchange, in Mr. Mangin. who
seizes upon every photo of Clara to adorn

his desk.

It is said that our salesman, Mr. John-
ston. attended a bazaar during his trip North,
and drew prizes in a raffle—two Roosters

and a Lady s Dressing Gown.
Mr. and Mrs. Hoggan left us last Thurs-

day, and motored through to Wellington. At
this time of year, with good roads, it would
prove a delightful trip.

Daylight-saving operates in New Zealand

as from Sunday next (6 th November).
Auckland City Exhibitors intend commencing
the evening sessions at 8.30 p.m.

The First Contract in New H.Q.
To Charlie Hale, Manager of Booking

Dept., N.S.W. Branch, goes the honor of

selling the first contract in the new building.

At precisely 9.15 a.m. on Monday, 7th

inst., Mr. Hale sold "Rough Riders ’ to an

exhibitor.

It is interesting to note that the first day’s

business in the new fieadquarters constituted

almost a record, and among the contracts

taken that day were ten for "Rough Riders".

The Capital of Australia To See
Paramount’s 100% Program.
The Capitol Theatre at Canberra, the

Hub of Australia, will screen Paramount s

100% Program.
This is as it should be, seeing that our

new season's product is the finest on the

market. N.S.W. Branch Manager. Mr. Fred

Gawlcr. sold the management on an eighteen

months’ contract.

The Capitol will be opened by

Stanley M. Bruce. Prime Minister

of Australia: and the Paramount
British release. "The Flag Lieuten-

ant". will be screened.

Franklin Barrett, late of Para-

mount's Exploitation Dept., is to

be the Manager of the Theatre.

.J
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We are pleased to learn that Sales-

man Les Brown, of N.S.W. Branch,

has recovered from his recent opera-

tion. Les will return to his duties

on Monday next.

GET 100% BEHIND THE 100% PROGRAM



—but what kind are they?

It means nothing for a company to have

a lot of stars. The question is: Who are

they? What kind of stars are they?

Young folks from 17 to 30 years of age

to-day compose 70% of motion picture

audiences. Restless, up-to-date young

folks. The class most affected by these

changing times. Thumbs down, cries this

youthful, hard-boiled public, on the doll-

faced heroines and too heroic heroes of

yesterday. Up with breezy Harold Lloyd,

saucy Clara Bow, regular-guy Richard

Dix, virile Emil Jannings, slam-bang

Beery-Hatton, sophisticated Adolphe

Menjou. Spotlight for modern stars

sparkling with color, honesty, fun, action.

Spotlight, in other words, for Paramount

stars, and curtain for the has-beens and

never-wases! Cold facts—box-office fig-

ures, fan mail totals, exhibitor reports

—

prove the superiority of Paramount’s list.

Surround this stellar galaxy with the

industry’s shrewdest showman brains, the

finest resources, national advertising

hitting four and a half million readers—

and try and tie it!

clara BOW

Famous Lasky Film Service Limited, Reservoir Street, Sydney. Member Motion Picture Distributors' Association (Sir Victor Wilson, President).
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HAROLD LLOYD. More than a great comedy star—a keen, alert

showman. “Variety” analysed a year’s theatre grosses and names Lloyd the

biggest draw in the business! “The Kid Brother” proved it here. His

latest production, which he is now making in New York, will prove it anew.

Produced by the Harold Lloyd Corporation. A Paramount Release.

CLARA BOW. Idol of the hour. Million candle power “It” girl. 16,000

fan letters a month. Here now in “Hula”. Previous Bows pale beside it.

Coming in “Will You Marry Me?” Elinor Glyn’s “Red Hair”. A Bow

year!

BEERY AND HATTON. First of the comedy teams—and still first. These

boys are naturally funny. “Firemen, Save My Child”, knocking ’em cold

everywhere. Watch for “Now We’re in the Air”, “Now We’re in Dutch”,

“We’re in Society Now”, “The Big Game Hunt”.

RICHARD DIX. Real, fighting he-man. And they love him! Winner of

“Sun Pictorial” Popularity Contest in Melbourne. “The Quarterback”,

“Knockout Reilly”. And now the slashing two-fisted rouseabout of

“Shanghai Bound”. Then “The Gay Defender”—and more.

BEBE DANIELS. Screen’s best comedienne. Now at the zenith of her

popularity. And destined for even greater heights in “Swim, Girl, Swim”,

“Campus Flirt” type of story. Followed by “She’s a Sheik”—and more.

“Box-Office” her middle name.

Famous Lasky Film Service, Limited. 302 Pitt Street, Sydney, Membeoll
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EMIL JANNINGS. Greatest dramatic artist on the screen. The world

marvels at “The Way of AH Flesh.”. His second American picture, “The

Street of Sin”, even stronger. Only from Paramount a Jannings!

POLA NEGRI. Empress of emotions. “Barbed Wire” reveals the new

Negri. Photoplay hails her second for 1928, “Woman on Trial”, as “a

glorious, extraordinarily fine picture.” All-star casts and directors. Real

stories. A super-Negri.

ADOLPHE MENJOU. Lover, new style. Don Juan in evening clothes.

“Service for Ladies” rated among first six of new season by Photoplay. Then

“A Gentleman of Paris”, “Serenade”. More.

1

FRED THOMSON. Biggest Western draw of them all. Paramount rounds

up the best, always. And Silver King. In “Jesse James” and another big

special. And a series of rip-snorting typical Thomsons.

FLORENCE VIDOR. Lovely, gowned by Poiret. Class, with a naughty

twinkle in her eyes. At her best in “One Woman to Another” and

“Honeymoon Hate”.

ZANE GREY. Biggest name in Western stories. Zane Grey-Westerns

—

the class product. Watch for “Nevada”, “Open Range”, “Under the Tonto

Rim”.

florence VIDOR

>1 Modem Picture Diatributori’ Amu of Australia (Sir Victor Wilson, Prca.)



THOMAS MEIGHAN. Rugged favorite. In

stories of “Tin Gods” type. Smashing action,

big casts. “We’re All Gamblers”, “The City

Gone Wild”. And others.

GEORGE BANCROFT. Brand new style of

star. Villainy with “it.” A mighty perform-

ance in one of the season’s best specials,

“Underworld”, the giant thriller sweeping the

country. Now stardom. Coming in a Joseph

Conrad story, “Victory”. And in one roaring

comedy special with Chester Conklin
—

“Tell

it to Sweeney”.

ESTHER RALSTON. “American Venus”,

“Fashions for Women”, “Ten Modern
Commandments”. Paramount’s luscious

blonde has arrived! More alluring than ever

in “Figures Don’t Lie”, “The Glory Girl” and

others.

FIELDS AND CONKLIN. Paramount
originated comedy teams. Naturally we can

pick ’em and make ’em right. Fields, whom
Exhibitors’ Herald after “Running Wild”,

calls the screen’s greatest natural comedian.

Conklin—well, you know what Chester means
to a picture. Both of ’em in “The Side Show”.

And more.

Study the list again, gentlemen. Compare it

freely with others. Then you’ll understand

why in Hollywood to become a Paramount star

is to join the major leagues. Paramount star

—a mark of superior merit and drawing

power. Naturally your public and you won’t

be satisfied with less!
BBlilliMaiiiillllif

CONKLIN and FIELDS

Best of the stars, and big pictures like

“Chang”, “The Rough Riders”, “Beau

Sabreur”, “Underworld”, “Gentlemen Prefer

Blondes”, “Tillie’s Punctured Romance”. And
more. Short features—Paramount News,

Paramount-Christie Comedies, Paramount-

Hortons, Paramount Novelties, Krazy Kat and

Inkwell Imps Cartoons. Paramount—the

whole show!

Famous Lasky Film Service Limited. Reservoir Street. Sydney. Member Motion Picture Distributors’ Association (Sir Victor Wilson. President).
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A MESSAGE CONCERNING “ WINGS ”
From ALBERT DEANE

(Foreword)

My message of several weeks ago dealt

w.th the salient, pertinent and vital lea-

tures of four mignty Paramount pictures

—four Foreign Legion Specials
—“Old

Ironsides,” “Chang,’ “Barbed Wire”, and
“The Way of All Flesh”.

Since my last message, those pictures

have continued to write vigorous history;

they have stacked up more records than

a typewriter can keep track of; and
they have been joined by another colossal

production—the biggest of its kind in all

the history of the motion picture industry
—as big as the sky itself

—“WINGS”!
It is to be the purpose of this message

to bring you still closer to the prestige

and progress prowess of the quartette of

pictures dealt with in the last message,
and to tell you something of one other
Foreign Legion Special at present mak-
ing history—to tell you, of course,
about “Wings.”

“WINGS”
“WINGS”

i..
N SERVICE

A Paramount Picture.

A brief title, but based upon pretty nearly

the biggest theme in the world to-day—
Man’s Conquest of the Invisible Spaces

Leading up to the Stars.

“WINGS” was almost two years in the
making—and two years is a mighty long-

while to wait with open arms and strain-

ing ambitions for “the biggest picture of

its kind ever made.” But it was worth
the wait—pricelessly worth it!

“WINGS” thus comes to us as that ter-

rifically valuable property—a picture
that not only lived up to all of the
colossal hopes and expectations entrusted
to it, but went away beyond them. In
other words—we expected the world of
“Wings”—and “Wings” has delivered a
universe instead.

“WINGS” is an actuality now; a com-
pleted picture, being screened to packed
tens of thousands every week. More
than four weeks have sped by since this
epic stunned the critics with its mag-
nificence at the Criterion Theatre in New
York City. More than four weeks—-and
never an empty seat in the theatre! More
than that—there have been a hundred
standees at every screening—the maxi-

mum number allowed by the law
of the land.

“WINGS” was made by the
world, of the world and for the
world. It is truly an interna-
tional epic of the air. Long, long
ago we predicted that “When

Ki0 \,r
—

*

Bigger Box Office Records are
made, ‘Wings’ Will Break
Them. ’ And that is precisely
what is scheduled to happen. The
colossally magnificent perform-
ance at the Criterion in New
York City is but the opening
chapter—the first little signal

GET 100
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gun—of what the entire world can
expect. Because this business being what
it is—and our remarks of yesterday bear-
ing at least one more repetition—the
great successes of the past such as “The
Ten Commandments” and “Beau Geste”
are but the stepping stones to such great
successes of the immediate future as
“Wings”.

“WINGS” (Its Author). John Monk
Saunders was an aviator during the
World War. So he knows his propellers
and tail-spins. There’s nothing better
than getting a writer of the sea to write
sea stories, newspaper men to write
stories of newspaper life—and flying

men who can handle a pen as well as they
handle a joy-stick, to write stories of
“The Men Who Go Up to the Air in

Ships”.

“WINGS” (Its Director). William
Wellman was another bold knight of the
air. He looped for joy when he gained
the assignment to direct this picture, be-
cause it meant re-living several hundred
of the million thrills he had experienced
when it was a case of “You hit me, oi-

l'll hit you.” The result is—if there was
ever realism put into a picture, Wellman
has put it into this one.

“WINGS” (Its Producer). Lucien Hub-
bard brought to this picture that flair for
thrillful finesse that has characterized
his work in all of the Zane Grey pictures.
A producer with an uncannily accurate
sense of box-office values, Hubbard has
seen to it that just the desired elements
of thrills, romance, spectacle, whimsy,
humor, and originality have been woven
into “Wings”.

“WINGS” (I$s Camermen). You won’t
be able to see this picture without breath-
iny a hearty tribute to Harry Perry and
his corps of cameramen for the mar-
vellous work they have done. These
courageous crankers risked their lives in

more than a thousand ways during the
filming of the picture. In some instances
strapped over the engine hood a few
inches from the death-dealing propeller;
at other times strapped out on the wings
of the machine while the pilot executed
rolls, loops, and flip-flops—these men had
to keep cranking every second, their one
hope of returning safely to earth resting
in the skill of the pilot.

“WINGS” (Its Players). A cast of
players of unexcelled excellence inter-
prets the story of “Wings”. Charles
Rogers and Richard Arlen head the list

as the daring young fliers who rake the
air in their search for the biggest things
in life. Clara Bow is delightfully cast
as “the little girl who refuses to stay
back home in wartime.” She becomes
an ambulance driver, and in Paris she
makes a tremendous sacrifice in order

% BEHIND THE

that the man she loves might avoid a
court martial. Jobyna Ralston is ‘the

other girl’, El Brendel and Gunboat Smith
supply the humor, and Gary Cooper, Julia
Swayne Gordon, Henry B. Walthall,
Arlette Marchal and many others are
also in the cast.

This “WINGS” is just too big for any
one chapter of enthusiasm—just as it is

too big for any one personal quota of
enthusiasm. It is something that just
has to be shared by the entire Paramount
world—BY EVERY PARAMOUNT
LEGIONNAIRE. Right over the street
from the marvelous Paramount Building
at the Crossroads of the World, thousands
upon thousands of ardent, eager, fighting
picturegoers are daily waging a battle
for tickets. Learning that they cannot
get tickets for the day’s showing, they
eagerly snap up pasteboards for to-
morrow (if they are the elect of the gods)
—next week—the week after—next
month—any time at all, just so long as
they get to see the picture. The Criterion
has never known such thrilling enthusi-
asm in all of the fifty years of its exist-
ence as a place of amusement. Even the
pochal times of “The "Covered Wagon”,
“The Ten Commandments” and “Beau
Geste” pale beside it. And away up
over the street, one of the most spec-
tacular electric signs in all of the history
of the Great White Way stops all traffic

and does its splendid share in helping
“Wings” to the conclusion of the first

year of its season. Two whirling pro-
pellers are features of this sign, and
their every turn signals a new prospec-
tive patron for “Wings” in some part of
the world.

To think about what you are going to
do with “Wings” is to feel the very
depths of hopes and ambitions stirring.

That was how the newspaper critics

felt when they beheld the picture on that
epochal night of its premiere, August
12th. They knew themselves to be the
witnesses of something whose greatness
was beyond parallel and precedent; they
knew that their pens would have to seek
newer and greater words than any they
had used in the past—and so their pens
were guided in the writing of tributes by
minds that had scaled the heights of in-
spiration.

It will be that way with YOU, too.
It will have to be! You are but human,
and when humans stand in the presence
of greatness, they are exalted.

You will be exalted by “WINGS”.
Because “WINGS” is just that great

—

great from every conceivable angle that
can concern you. And so great that
you will need to prepare yourself for
it.

The present is a prettv good time
to start in!

100% PROGRAM
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SELL 'EM MORE AD. SALES
With material of

such quality as the 24-

sheeter on "Man
Power", and its un-

doubted pulling power,
the path of the Sales

and Ad. Salesmen is

certainly a rosy one,

for no Exhibitor

worthy of the name
could possibly go past

this Ad. Sales material.

The present Drive is

proving that many
Exhibitors who have
never taken twenty-
four sheeters have now
been sold one or more
as a try-out. Here is

an excellent sheerer to

start in selling to this

type of Exhibitor.

For the week ending
October 15th. Sales-

man Roy Wanklyn, of

Queensland, sold the

greatest amount of Ad.
Sales material, while

Wally Kritsch. of New
Zealand. took the

greatest number of

orders.

BRANCH STANDINGS IN THE 24-SHEETER DRIVE,
AS FROM NOVEMBER 1st.

No of 24
Date Sheeters.Branch.

Sydney Up to 5th inst

Melbourne „ 5th inst

Brisbane „ 5th inst

Auckland ....... „ 2nd inst

Perth 1st inst

Adelaide , . ,. 2nd inst

Wellington No invoices to hand.
Launceston „ „

24

20

7

6

1

0

From reports to hand, and after comparing orders for Advance Sales,

we will make this month a record one in so far as the Sales of Twenty-four
Sheeters are concerned.

There are seven

weeks yet to the end of

the year, and it is to

the boys in the field

that we are looking to

put us over Quota.
' "Sell ’em MORE Ad-Sales” ;

What are you doing to make this month
(Twenty-four-sheeter Month) a record

one so far as increased sales are

concerned ?
"Sell 'em MORE Ad-Sales’’ -

Remember, a sale made without an Ad.

Sales Order to protect it, is only half a sale,

and an Exhibitor allowed to take only "just

the usual", will, in the event of a fall down
at the box-office, remember it when arrang-

ing further Film Rental Contracts, and your

fipyres suffer accordingly.

Phis is the Twenty-four Sheeter on "Man Power", and it is a winner.

Clive Nelson. of

Adelaide, sold to

West’s Theatre, in that

city, a nice healthy

parcel of Ad. Sales on
"Firemen. Save My
Child' . viz :

—
10—24/s, 3—3/s,
4— 1/s, 5000 Cour-
iers, Trailer, Snipes,

Lobby Cards. Slides.

Andre Olsen, of

N.S.W. Ad. Sales De-
partment. was respon-

sible for a smart piece

of work in having sold

the Empress Theatre,

Sydney. 4000 Couriers

an "Ten Modern Com-
mandments", after
they had already order-

ed their full supply on
the other feature,

"Camille".

This latter attrac-

tion has had a run in a

city theatre, and was to

be starred at the Em-
press. However. Olsen
sold them our Couriers,

and consequently the

outside feature is men-
tioned on the reverse

of the Couriers as sup-
port.

As in all things,

Paramount- leads the

way.

Salesmen are requested, in all cases, to total

the amount of Ad. Sales sold, and show such

figures on the reverse of daily reports, until

such time as new books are prepared, when
this information will be carried under the

Film Rental.
"Sell ’em, MORE Ad-Sales”

Fred Davis, of Auckland, has of late been

combining the duties of an Ad. Salesman with

that of an Exploiteer. His efforts in connection

with "The Flag Lieutenant” have resulted in

exceptional Ad. Sales on this attraction.
"Sell ’em MORE Ad-Sales”

Just to hand are the Couriers on "The
Rough Riders”, for sale at 17/6 per 1000.
unheaded. Australia, and 20/- New Zealand.
The Litho material on this attraction is

excellent.
— "Sell 'em MORE Ad-Sales

"

Fred Davis, of Auckland, has of late been
combining the duties of an Ad. Salesman with
that of an Exploiteer. His efforts in con-
nection with "The Flag Lieutenant” have re-

sulted in exceptional Ad. Sales on this attrac-

tion.
Sell 'em more Ad. Sales —

niobiopon
Dept.

SezZ.-/

THAT we
sometimes
wonder what
the thousands
of Australian
public who
patronise the
motion picture
theatres each
week would
do for diver-

s i o n and
amusement if they were suddenly denied

this character of entertainment. Of
course other generations found pleasure
in other things, and although they were
probably contented and satisfied, we do
not believe that thev got from them the

same degree of enjoyment that people

get to-day from the Movies.

As we journey on toward what some
are pleased to call higher civilisation,

legislative bodies provide new statutes to

meet new conditions; industry supplies
new means of employment to engage the
activities of the average man and woman,
and along with these there must be
furnished new methods of relaxation.

Motion Pictures give us one of these
methods.
We cannot live by law and work only;

at least, we cannot get from these alone

that full measure of happiness to which
everybody is entitled. Law gives us
security, labour gives us prosperity

and amusement, that surcease from the

other two that helps to make life worth
living. Of course, there are other prob-
lems and other subjects which must be
considered in the complete life of the in-

dividual; but these three are among the
essentials. Therefore, when you hear
people criticising the Movies, just re-

member how much they mean to you,

to all of us, and more particularly to

civilisation.

RELEASES OF “THE ROUGH
RIDERS.”

The Paramount Picture, “Rough
Riders”, will be released as an Extra
Special, as follows:

—

Sydney November 19th
Brisbane „ 28th
Adelaide

,, 28th
Launceston December 5th
Perth „ 10th
Fremantle ,. 19th

Hermann Flynn had the great sor-

row of losing his mother on November
8th. We all in Paramount extend our

deepest sympathy to him and his

relatives.

Published by Famous Lasky Film Service Limited, of Reservoir Street, Sydney, and printed by the Market Printery Limited, 372a Pitt Street, Sydney.
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THROUGH these doors We enter the home of the Blue Ribbon Bunch, a home of which We are

justly proud in every way—its massiveness, its newness, and its complete equipment. It is indeed

a fitting land-mar^ to Paramount’ s progress in our territory. What greater augury could we have on

the eve of launching Paramount’

s

1 00 % Program ?

Never before have We had such an array of mighty pictures, never before have We displayed

such enthusiasm in our wor\, and never before have We had such an opportunity to raise even higher,

the prestige of Paramount.

It now rests with you boys and girls, and I feel confident that you will put forward

your honest and conscientious efforts, that We may return, to the full, that which We have

promised to achieve.
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OUR NEW

HEADQUARTERS

The march of progress is

constantly making itself

felt in the city of Sydney.
Immense buildings are
springing up everywhere,
almost overnight, and such
are but the outward sign of

the prosperity of the busi-

ness firms which are housed
within them.

The most recent addition

to Sydney’s building activi-

ties is the Paramount
Building—Our New Head-
quarters.

Situated at the corner of

Reservoir Street and Mary
Street, within four hundred
yards of the Central Rail-

way Station, it commands a

splendid position in a dis-

trict which, within the next
few years, will be one of the
most important centres of

Sydney.
The structure itself is of

reinforced concrete, four stories high,

with provision for a tennis court on the
roof.

The executive offices are situated on
the first floor, which also contains the
huge head office accounts branch de-
partment.
The ground floor is divided into three

sections: on one side, the Film Booking
Department, District and Branch Man-
agers’ Offices, and New South Wales
Branch Accounts Department.
The second section is equipped with

steel shelving, in which the picture
posters in current use are stored. The
third division is entirely devoted to the
handling of the actual films—the storage
vaults, film inspection department, and
despatch.

“The
Flag Lieutenant”

Going Big.

“The Flag Lieutenant” is

living up to its reputation

of a big money maker for

exhibitors.

The box-office figures are

increasing every week at the
Prince Edward Theatre,
where this Paramount Brit-

ish release is be ng shown.
New Zealand also reports

that “The Flag Lieutenant”
is doing good business
wherever it is screened.

A Way They Have in

New Zealand.

These fellows over in
N.Z. not only demonstrate
their “pep”, and “live-wire ’

ways within the organisa-
tion, but they have set out
to educate the Railway and
Postal Authorities along
similar lines.

All packages leaving the Auckland and
Wellington Branches carry a despatch
notice printed in red. and bearing in bold
letters the instructions: “Please Hustle

—

It’s a Paramount Picture”.

MR. JOHN W. HICKS, JNR.,
Back in Sydney.

On Monday, 14th inst., Our Chief (Mr.
John W. Hicks, Jnr.) returned from his
visit to Melbourne and Adelaide branches.

The Three Regents to be
100% Paramount.

The “Regent” Theatres in Auckland,
Wellington and Dunedin, New Zealand,
are already signed up for Paramount’s
100% Program.

Mr. John TT. Hicks, Jnr., in his office, which is situated on the first floor in the

north-east corner of the new building.

In the basement, all poster material for
Interstate, New Zealand, and Far East
use is packed and despatched. An electric

hoist is installed for handling large cases.

The Advertising, Publicity, Purchas-
ing, Customs, H.O. Ad. Sales, Sales Pro-
motion and Art Departments are sta-
tioned on the second floor, where is also
the Projection Room for pre-reviewing
the films.

The entire third floor is designed as a
ball room, and will be used also as the
Convention Hall.

Hot and cold water systems are in-

stalled throughout the building, also cold
showers for use after tennis.

We are indeed proud of our new Head-
quarters, a home worthy of the name
Paramount.

The office of Mr. 11 HI am li Hoggan, General Sales Manager, is also on
the first floor, adjacent to Mr. Hicks' office. Ihe General Secretary-Treasurer of Paramount. Mr. J. A. Sixsmith.

GET 100% BEHIND THE 100% PROGRAM
***
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X.S W. Accounts Department
floor.

the ground In the basement, shoicing a section of the Head
Office Ad. Sales stocks and despatch . Steel

shelving used for storing posters.

Section of the Advertising, Publicity arid Art
Departments on the second floor.

'

N.S.W. Branch Manager,
Fred Gawler, reports that it

is with difficulty that dates

can be found for the exhibi-

tors now signing up for

Paramount’s 100% Pro-

gram.

In the suburban districts,

more theatres will screen
Paramount Pictures next
year than ever before in

the history of the business,

and the contracts from the

country are rolling in just

as fast.

The following is an ex-

ample of the efforts of

N.S.W. branch. Every new
theatre is signed for Para-

mount’s 100% Program
The Booking

months before the theatre Sales Depart

itself is completed. The

latest additions in this direction are

Enfield, which opened last evening, and

Tamworth, to commence in December.

We welcome to the Paramount Organi-
sation Miss LTlian Burrows, to take the
place of Miss Marjorie Adler, who has
been transferred to the Film Service De-
partment, Head Office.

Department on the ground floor, showing a section
merit. A.SAY. Accounts Branch, Mr. Hurworth

offices are on the right.

MR. WILLIAM R. HOGGAN
RETURNS.

Our General Sales Manager, Mr. Wil-
liam R. Hoggan, returned from New Zea-
land on 15th inst., by the “Wanganui.”

Mr. Hoggan states that both the Auck-
land and Wellington branches are mak-
ing big efforts to get solidly behind
Paramount’s 100% Program, and already
they are achieving notable results.

We’ve heard of a sheik,

and the movies made popu-
lar such phrases as “Nice
People”, “For Heaven’s
Sake”, and “S’o’s Your Old
Man”, but what is a Honky
Tonk? Admit it—you don’t

know. It is a low water-
front saloon, and is the

name of George Bancroft’s
first starring vehicle, pre-

viously titled “Wild Cat”.

Bancroft will make “Vic-

tory”, previously announc-
ed as first, at a later date.

What a comedy cast in

“Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes”! Not since the

days of the good old Key-
stone Comedies have so

many of these comedians
appeared in the same pic-

ture. First there was Ford
of the N.s.w. Ad. Sterling, then along came
and Mr. Gawler’)

]y[ac^ Swain for a part,

and now Chester Conk-
lin has been added. Ruth Taylor
is the Blonde that all the gentle-

men and others preferred. Alice

White is her off-sider. Holmes Herbert
has just married her, according to the

latest reports of the production. Of
course it is only for screen purposes.

Gary Cooper, Fay Wray, and Lane
Chandler have big parts in the new air

epic, “The Legion of the Condemned.”

N.S.W BRANCH
ACTIVE.

SNAPPY PARS.

Head Office Ad. Sales Department, on the second
floor.

The Film Vaults, fitted with double fire-proof
doors. The inside door is automatically kept closed.

The inspection of films is carried out under these

ideal conditions. This department is situated on
the ground floor next to the Despatch.

PROGRAMGET 1 0 0 % BEHIND THE 100%



THE WHOLE SHOWPARAMOUNT PICTURES

SELL ’ER4 MORE Al). SALES

BRANCH STANDINGS IN THE 24-SHEETER DRIVE, AS FROM NOV. 1st.

Branch. Date
No of 24

Sheeters.
Melbourne . . . . . . up to 12th inst . 51
Sydney . . . , 12th 46
Adelaide .... 12th 30
Brisbane .... 12th 13

Auckland . . . . fit h 9

Wellington . . . . . , l()th 5

Launceston . . 1th 3
Perth 1st 1

Roy Gubbins heads the list in the Twenty-four Sheeter Drive with Andre
Olsen a very close

It is a matter
second.
of some speculation as to who will dispose of the greatest

number of sheeters during November.
Adelaide s response is exceptionally fine, and it would appear that these

Southtralians have ignored their Twenty-four Sheeter quota and are competing
for honours on an equal basis with Sydney and Melbourne.

“The Whole Show”

Published Weekly in the interests of the
Blue Ribbon Bunch, who have the welfare
of Paramount at heart, and who earn-
estly strive to promote the prosperity of

our organisation.

Edited by
Otto G. Doepel.

Associate Editors.
All Paraniounteers.

Vol1. 1. November 17th, 1927. No. 7.

POSITION OF BRANCHES.
FILM RENTALS ONLY.

AS AT 12th NOVEMBER, 1927.

Position Percentage
1 Adelaide 99.51

2 Melbourne . . .

3 Perth 84.78

4 Sydney 83.38

5 Brisbane . . . . 82.88

b Auckland . . . 81.37

7 Launceston 69.19

8 Wellington 67.59

AD. SALES.
AS AT 12th NOVEMBER, 1927.

Position Percentage
1 Adelaide 89.58

2 Sydney 81.89

3 Auckland . . 78.18

4 Melbourne 76.65

5 Brisbane . . . . 75.08

b Perth 72.50

54.46

8 Wellington 51.95

“Now We’re in the Air”.
Beery-Hatton’s Best.

There is a comedy team which is

smashing the box-office records in every

country of the world

—

and we have that

team. It is Wallace Beery and Raymond
Hatton.

“Behind the Front’’ was their first.

Stepping out. as they did, into a new
sphere of comedy, these two irrepressible

mirth-makers made history. Then came
“We’re in the Navy Now”, another win-

ner, to be followed by “Firemen, Save My
Child”. This latter picture has just re-

cently been released in Australia, and
already you have read the reports of its

tremendous success on the screen.

A fourth picture, “Now We’re in the

Air”, is now finished production, and
Albert Deane has cabled out his en-

thusiastic opinion of it.

Albert tells us that this comedy is,

without a doubt, the best yet from
Beery and Hatton.

It is stacked full of snappy new gags,
and these, with the unique setting, have
caused the picture to be classed as some-
thing entirely new in the comedy field.

We’ll watch for this picture. These
Beery-Hatton comedies are sure contract-
getters.

PARAMOUNT CLUB.
The Paramount Club will, in the new

building, have facilities for the functioning

of many phases not possible at our previous

premises.

Arrangements are being made to hold re-

gular dances and social evenings. It is also in-

tended to equip the club room with table

games apparatus for use of the staff during

luncheon recess.

Roy Gubbins, of Melbourne, reports
exceptional sales of material on “Rough
House Rosie” in his territory, having
completely exhausted his stocks, with the

picture only just off the first release a

few days.

To Wally Kritsch, of Wellington, goes
the credit of selling the greatest amount
of Ad. Sales for week ending October
30th, while Jack Macaulay, of Sydney,
took the most orders.

“Sell ’em MORE Ad-Sales '

Calicoes on both “Firemen, Save My
Child” and “Chang” have now been re-
ceived from America and distributed to

branches.
Size 10ft. x 3ft., they are especially

suited for the cat walk, or for display on
’buses, cars, or wagons.
This line is proving very popular with

exhibitors, at the hire rate of 7/6 each.

Sell 'em more Ad. Sales

Len Peuleve is proving that sales let-

ters in his territory help considerably in

getting the weekly quota.
Brandon, a small town in the north of

Queensland, has for some time had a

standing order of three daybills per week
on all releases.

Len wrote this exhibitor, and succeeded
in selling him that Ad. Sales Add Profits

at the Box Office, and his order is now:
1 three-sheeter and 2 one-sheeters, in

addition to the daybills weekly.

Brisbane and Launceston Branches
both obtained quota for week ending
November 5th, while the first week of
the Twenty-four S'heeter Drive closed
with an all-round increase in Branch Ad.
Sales figures.

Many and varied replies have been re-

ceived to the letters sent to exhibitors

throughout N.S.W. who have booked
“Old Ironsides.”

Material not on the Ad. Sales Orders
has been offered, and the net result is

an increase in sales for the week.

Many exhibitors have ordered novelty

hats, others snipes or couriers, while in

a few cases the Litho requirements have
been increased.

If it can be done in Head Office, then it

also can be done in the branches, and with

a better result, for you are on the spot.

It means complete co-operation be-

tween Booker and Ad. Salesman, plus a

little time daily set apart for the pur-

pose.

Do not send a general letter, but get the
Exhibitor’s order and point out the qual-

ity of material not ordered which would
benefit him most at the Box Office. To
do, this, you will have to study each pros-

pect carefully, and then sail right in. In

other words, be an Ad. Sales Specialist,

and specialise in increased Ad. Sales

Orders.

Published by Famous Laeky Film Service Limited, of Reservoir Street, 8 y3ney, and printed by the Market Printery Limited, 872a Pitt Street, Sydney.

This is the Twenty-four Sheeter on the latest Douglas MacLean release,

"Soft Cushions.’ This poster speaks for itself, and also for the other

material on this picture.
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It Can Be Done!

Weeks to go and our

to accomplish before

present Drive for Quota will be ended,

the final day.

There is much that We still

More contracts, and still more, are necessary before We see our Work through for this season.

We are in a good position, yet there is a margin that we must decrease. We have a fighting chance,

and I Want to see you boys get right in and FIGHT. Let me see just what you can do in these

few remaining Weeks.

I shall be watching with deep interest the move that each

YOUR contribution to our big effort to put the Blue Ribbon

and every one of you are making as

Territory over Quota.

Remember, there are but five weeks to go, and remember also, IT CAN BE DONE!

SNAPPY PARS.

Mai St. Clair is well under way with
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes’’. Ruth Tay-
lor, practically unknown Sennett Girl, is

the star; Alice White, Ford Sterling', and
a host of others are in the picture.

Say, these guys travel! First a lot of

walking gave way to a battleship, and
then a fire truck, followed by a horse and
buggy. In the newest adventure they
take to the air. Of course, it’s Beery and
Hatton we’re talking about, and their

newest picture is “Now We’re in the

Air”.

How’s this ump? A winner. Sure,

with a title like “Two Flaming Youths”,

our friends, Fields and Conklin, will be

doing Beery and Hatton in for their

laurels as a comedy team. We will see

this new team first in “The Side Show”,
•which has just been completed, with

Mary Brian and Jack Luden in the sup-

porting cast.

Jean Hersholt will play the part of

Soloman Levi in “Abie’s Irish Rose.”
Victor Fleming is to be the director.

“Tillie’s Punctured Romance” has at

last been started. Just glimpse at the

comedy team and write your own
ticket. Conklin, Fields (those “Side
Show’ beauties), Louise Fazenda,
Mack Swain, Doris Hill, and Grant
Withers.
Two more of the cast for “Under the

Tonto Rim” have been selected. They are
Richard Arlen and Mary Brian.
No less than nine hundred players ap-

pear in the carnival scenes of the Emil
Jannings picture, “The Street of Sin”.

You all remember the story of “The
Ugly Duckling”. ’Twas an “ugly duck-
ling” only because it did not have a real

chance to shine. In “Spotlight” is seen
the theme of this same story, and Esther
Ralston is the duckling in question. It

was a hard job indeed for the directors to

even think of Esther as an “ugly duck-
ling”.

George Bancroft’s first, “Honky Tonk”,
will be an oil story.

And last, but not least, Chester Conk-
lin is cast in “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes ’—No! not as the Blonde pre-

ferred. That part will be played by Ruth
Lee Taylor, as previously announced.

“You Will Marry Me”, the new Clara
Bow picture, has been changed to “Get
Your Man”. If we raved that the first

was a great title for Clara, we will ad-

mit that the new one suits this fiery red

head star to the ground.

Following the making of “The Gay
Defender”, Richard Dix will be guided
through the next one by Mai. St. Clair,

who is at present making the Blonde pic-

ture. The new one will be called “The
Travelling Salesmen”.

Dorothy Arzner, Esther Ralston, Doris

Anerdon, and Grover Jones, the last two
being writers, have been signed to long-

term contracts.
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POSITION OF BRANCHES.
FILM RENTALS ONLY.

AS AT 19th NOVEMBER, 1927.

Position Percentage

Adelaide .

Melbourne
Sydney . . .

Perth . .

Brisbane . .

Auckland . .

Launceston
Wellington

99.56

86.16
84.62

84.50

82.70
79.98

69.38

66.98

AS AT
Position

AD. SALES.
19th NOVEMBER, 1927.

Percentage

Adelaide 89.98

Sydney 82.40

Auckland 78.13

Melbourne 77.57

Brisbane 76.14

Perth 72.16

Launceston 59.28

Wellington 52.02

MR. JOHN W. HICKS Jr.

Visits Brisbane Branch.

Our Chief, Mr. John W. Hicks Jr., paid

a flying trip to the Brisbane Branch this

week. Leaving by last Saturday’s express,

Mr. Hicks spent four days at the Northern

Branch, returning to Head Office this morning.

“The boys up there are working hard,'

says Mr. Hicks, “and they will undoubtedly

have some good figures to their credit at

the close of our present drive for Quota.

AUCKLAND.

Mr. Kirby and Mr. Johnston are out in

the country consolidating our company's
position, and from reports they have already

sent in, there will be many new exhibitors

screening Paramount Pictures next year.

There is an increasing demand from Auck
land audiences for photos of Paramount stars.

James Hall, whose latest appearance was
in “Rolled Stockings”, has made a big hit

with the audiences, particularly with the

ladies, and has been added to the already long
list of the favorite Paramount stars and
players.

An addition to the N.S.W. Ad. Sales Staff

is Syd Howaston. We extend a welcome to

him on his entry into the Paramount
organisation.

“CHANG” IS A SENSATION
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.

7 /1.' U fa Theatre, Berlin, where “Chang ' has been

houses since the opening night.

playing to capacity

“CHANG.”
From ALBERT DEANE.

“CHANG” STILL SMASHING RECORDS THROUGHOUT THE
UNITED STATES. . STILL THE PICTURE THAT CARL P. YORK CON-
FIDENTIALLY EXPECTS WILL RUN FOR A FULL YEAR IN ONE
THEATRE IN STOCKHOLM STIRRING UP WHOLESALE ENTHU-
SIASM FROM ALL QUARTERS OF THE FOREIGN LEGION . HAVING
WORKED UP FOR IT IN GREAT BRITAIN A PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
OF SURPASSING MAGNITUDE . “CHANG”! “CHANG’! “CHANG”!
A WONDER PICTURE THAT BECAME, THROUGH ITS OWN
GREATNESS, ONE OF THE GREATEST MOTION PICTURES OF ALL
TIME . . SCREENED IN PARIS BEFORE AN AUDIENCE OF THE
GREATEST THINKERS IN FRANCE . “CHANG”!. . TEN WEEKS IN
NEW YORK WITH CONTINUOUS SCREENINGS AT THE RIVOLI
THEATRE AND AN ATTENDANCE IN THE VICINITY OF THE
HALF-MILLION MARK “CHANG”! . A THOUSAND TIMES WON-
DERFUL FOR EVERY LETTER OF ITS NAME . “CHANG”!. . IT
CAME TO PARAMOUNT FROM THE FOREIGN TERRITORY AND
THE FOREIGN TERRITORY IS GOING TO SHOW THE WORLD WHAT
IT CAN DO WITH IT “CHANG”! . THERE ISN’T A THEATRE IN
THE WORLD THAT WILL NOT BE ABLE TO MAKE BARRELS OF
MONEY WITH THIS PICTURE IN ALL THE HISTORY OF THE
SCREEN THERE HAVE BEEN FEW MIGHTY PICTURES TO PARALLEL
THIS ONE FOR WEALTH OF POPULAR APPEAL . “CHANG"! . WE
ALL KNOW THE WONDERFUL THINGS THAT THE PICTURE HAS
DONE IN THE UNITED STATES BUT THE NEXT FEW MONTHS
WILL SEE A STILL BRIGHTER CHAPTER

. THE GREAT ACHIEVE-
MENTS WROUGHT WITH THE PICTURE BY THE FOREIGN LEGION
OF PARAMOUNT!

ON ANNUAL LEAVE.

Mr. and Mrs. Cleave Shepherd and
family, accompanied by Mr. Bert “Chang”
Hagon, will leave on Saturday, 26th,

for Brisbane per motor. This is the occa-

sion of the annual holidays of Cleave
Shepherd and Bert Hagon. They expect

to be away about a fortnight.

N.S.W. BRANCH.
Salesman Bert Hagon, of N.S.W.

Branch, has done some exceptionally

fine work. Bert signed up the

two remaining theatres in the Red-
fern District, which means that

EVERY theatre in that district will

screen Paramount’s 100% Program
next year.

Bert Hagon regularly spends two
or three nights of every week visiting

the various theatres in his territory.

GET 100% BEHIND THE 100% PROGRAM
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0NS UGLY MEN’S CONTEST.ANNOUNCED.
RAISING FUNDS FOR LIMBLESS SOLDIERS.

Showing Australia that the Film Industry is the Biggest Concern in the Country.Mr. John W.
Hicks, Jnr., an-

nounces two new
appointments: Mr.

Claude Henderson

to District Manager,

and Mr. Bert Kelly

to Branch Manager.

Mr. Henderson

was formerly Man-
ager of the Mel-

bourne branch, and

took up his new
duties on Novem-
ber 21st. He will

Mr. Claude Henderson
District

No. 2, which in-

cludes Victoiia, Tasmania, South Australia,

and Western Australia.

On the same date Mr. Bert Kelly was

promoted from
Salesman to Branch
Manager. M r .

Kelly will control

the Melbourne
Branch.

We all congratu-

late both Mr. Hen-
derson and Mr.
Kelly. Aiwa y s

100% Paramoun-
teers, these two have
shown, with ability

and enthusiasm,
that they have well

earned this merit-

orious lise in cur

organisation. Mr. Bert Kelly.

BRISBANE BRANCH.

Since the arrival in Queensland of Mr.
William Hurworth. District Manager, both
he and Branch Manager Mr. Carmichael have
been fast signing up the various suburban
theatres for Paramount's 100% Program.

Next year will see a big increase in the
number of Queensland theatres screening Para-
mount Pictures.

Every one of the salesmen here is

working full pressure for 1928. Harry
Neville has just returned from a four weeks'
trip down the rivers, after doing good
business. Roy Wanklyn left again last week
on a six weeks' trip, and will spend Christmas

in some small town in his Zone.
Cecil Abotomey has gone North for
8 or 9 weeks, in which he will
coyer something like four thousand
miles before he returns. Roger
Logan has always got his head
down, looking after getting in the
money.

The week "Firemen. Save My
Child" played at the Tivoli, the
Commonwealth Band was playing
in Brisbane: but our comedy team,
Wallace Beery and Raymond Hatton,
don t recognise opposition of any
sor t—they null the business, and
capacity business too, EVERY
NIGHT.

During the thirty-two years of its

existence, no better opportunity has pre-
sented itself to the Australian Motion
Picture Industry, for the demonstration
of its strength and co-operation, than in

a campaign recently launched in Sydney
to raise funds for the Limbless Soldiers.

Stuart F. Doyle, Esq., Managing Di-
rector of Union Theatres, has been select-

ed by the Film Industry as their repre-
sentative in this worthy cause—the Ugly
Men’s Contest.

All exchanges in Australia, together
with the theatres, are backing Mr.
Doyle, and will show that the Motion
Picture Industry is a well-organised big
concern, capable of succeeding in what-
ever it sets its mind co do.

Y
r
esterday (Wednesday, 23rd), a mon-

ster Motion Picture parade was held in

Sydney to further Mr. S'tuart Doyle’s
candidature. Headed by Fire Brigade
and Tramway Bands, the procession of
displays, floats, and decorated cars form-
ed a line a mile long, and it was five

thousand two hundred and eighty feet

packed full of enthusiastic workers for
this great effort.

Paramount was well represented in the
procession, and many were the stunts put
up by our boys. A splendid tie-up re-
sulted in two huge tractors taking part
in the procession. Gaily decorated, and
carrying a banner tying up with the
Paramount Picture, “Man Power”, these
tractors were responsible for raising-

much money.
One of Paramount s boys dressed in a

Krazy Kat costume was a feature of the
procession; dodging in and out of the line.

Krazy sold many votes to the public.

Another good stunt was for the two
outstanding comedians, Wallace Beery
and Raymond Hatton. Two Paramount
men, appropriately dressed, motored
through the streets in the most delapi-

dated car that could be obtained in Syd-
ney. It was only with the greatest
difficulty that this “exhibit” could keep
moving owing to the eagerness of the
public to purchase tickets from these two
favourites of the screen.

This stunt was featured in connection
with a tie-up with Oldsmobile Motors

—

the oldest and the newest model of those
motors being in the display. A banner
was attached, which read:

“Wherever you go you see them, Olds-
mobile Cars and Paramount Pictures”.

In addition to these features, decorated
cars carried girls from Paramount and
other exchanges. These girls, living in

the spirit of the day, sold thousands of

votes to swell the funds of the Limbless
Soldiers.

Among those deserving of particular
mention in connection with Paramount’s
share in this big effort are:

—

Hermann E. Flynn, district organiser;
Mel Lawton, responsible for the tie-ups
and Paramount displays; and in the pro-
cession, Misses Heather Sommerville,
Elsie Kench, Grace Rankin, Madge Law-
son, Gwen Simmons, Pearle Hendrie,
Nellie Adler; also Messrs. Jack Pagden,
Norman Morgan, Lloyd Patterson, and
Harold Whittle.

The "Ugly Men's’’ Contest does not close

until December \0th, and if the enthusiasm
displayed during the day is any criterion, our
industry will undoubtedly head the list in the

final check-up.

Paramount s Krazy Kat was a feature of yesterday’s procession. The two boys
on the ‘motor', Norman Morgan and Lloyd Patterson (both of H.O.), in addition
to entertaining the public, raised a large sum for the Limbless Soldiers’ Fund.

GET 100% BEHIND THE 100% PROGRAM
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PARAMOUNT PICTURES THE WHOLE SHOW

SPLENDID EXPLOITATION

Arranged by Sales Promotion

Department.

One of the many effective stunts put over

by Mel Lawton in connection with the Para-

mount British release "The Flag Lieutenant'

was the obtaining of a letter of approval

from the Minister of Education.

A copv of this letter will be forwarded to

all schools in New South Wales. It reads:

—

“Recently I was present at the
screening: of ‘The Flag: Lieutenant’ at

the Prince Edward Theatre. The picture,

which is given in the form of a drama,
illustrates in vivid and realistic way cer-

tain features of the life and duties of

members of the British Navy. I en-
joyed the production very much, and can
confidently recommend it to Headmasters
and Headmistresses as a suitable picture

for their pupils to see. Children would
enjoy very much the scenes depicted,

and at the same time be edified and en-

lightened on the subject of the Royal
Navy.”

Yours faithfully,

(Sgd.) H. D. DRUMMOND.
Minister for Education.

THE VALUE OF PARAMOUNT
PICTURES

by

A Launceston Picturegoer.

The value of Paramount Pictures is

inestimable! By their means heroes and
heroines assume a proper perspective,

and in surroundings true to life.

Depicted tints, the educational value
of the cinema is intensified, and its in-

terest doubled. Nothing is garbled or

any situation unnecessarily commonplace.

If, for instance, a story of the East
is under review, then Paramount empha-
sises just the correct atmosphere in the
setting, which is absolutely essential to

success. So with all Paramount Pictures,
every scene is presented with a dignity
and proper attention to detail that main-
tains the unabated interest of the audi-
ence right through to the denouement.
Without undue straining after effect, or

conscious piecing together of the film,

the emphasis is placed where the author
intended it should be, and in every case
right and wrong are correctly adjusted.
In short—Paramount presents perfect
picturisation!

I BRANCH REPORTS REQUIRED.
[

j
Head Office requires weekly re- I

|

ports of activity from ALL
j

! branches for inclusion in “The
j

I Whole Show”. !

In addition to the work of the
j

T salesman, any personal matters of ?

s interest to other branches could be |

|
included.

ANOTHER PARAMOUNTEER?

Heartiest congratulations from all to

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Howard on the advent
of Gordon Kelvin into the family. Roy
is in Customs Department, Head Office,

and figures that his son and heir will

make a good Paramounteer in a few
years’ time.

SELL ’ER* MORE AD. SALES
h

BRANCH STANDINGS IN THE 24-SHEETER DRIVE, AS FROM NOV. 1st.

No of 24

Branch. Date Sheeters.

Sydney
„ 19th „

83
70

19th „ 53

„ 19th „ 41

„ 17th „ 11

„ 16th „ 9

,. 11th „ 5

Perth , 14th „ . 1

Andre Olsen heads the Drive with 13 more sales to his credit than Roy
Gubbins, but Invoices to hand after this date predict a possible change of

pos.tions next week.
Len Peuleve made a great showing for the week, disposing of 28, and

Adelaide will certainly have to put their running shoes on to lead this

Branch as at the 30th.

Everything points to a record month for sales of this line, and many
Branches have considerably improved their figures for Quota.

Paramount Novelty Fans are now tc

hand from the Printers, and samples
have been distributed, with the advice

that they are for sale to Exhibitors at

the rate of 10/- per hundred, or £4 per

thousand.

Hal Chapman runs away with honors
for week ending November 5th, having
sold the largest amount of Ad. Sales, and
also having taken the greatest number
of Orders during that week.

The new Novelty Fan, which is proving a great seller.

This line will be a winner with the

Exhibitors for distribution to their

Patrons, carrying the Management’s Sea-

son’s Compliments on the reverse side.

All the larger theatres are being mailed

samples now, as we realise that many of

the Salesmen will not be able to call

on all their clients prior to Christmas.

Roy Gubbins turned in an exceptionally

fine Ad. Sales Order on “Behind the

Front” and “We’re in the Navy Now”,
taken with a touring show in his terri-

tory. The respective orders are as

follows:— 50 1-Sheeters.

100 1-Sheeters. 2.000 Daybills.

20,000 Couriers. 20,000 Couriers.

500 Snipes. 500 Snipes.

Published by Famous Lashy Film Service Limited, of Reservoir Street, S ydney, and printed by the Market Printery Limited. 372a Pitt Street, Sydney.
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It Will Be Done!

NE Week nearer the end of

over the Quota Mark .

our 1927 drive, which means one Week less Ql our disposal to get

I repeat, that the power to achieve is in our own hands, it rests with US whether or not our final

check-up will show We are earnestly doing our part in fulfilling the promise We have made.

That We WILL accomplish what we have set out to do, I am certain, for in the Blue Ribbon

Bunch there are no quitters or shirkers—each one knows his responsibility, and is equal to it when put

to the test.

We have not one moment to spare, there must be no stone left unturned in this final effort of

ours to go past the winning-post, and acquit ourselves honourably of the task set us.

Go to it now, boys, harder than ever; the four Weeks will soon pass, and when this drive is

finished, if every man has given of his best, SUCCESS IS OURS!

SNAPPY PARS.

You can tell the world, and anyone else

that may be around, that “Figures Don’t
Lie” is the greatest. Oh, well, what’s
the use? We can’t lie enough about this

picture, anything we say would be true.

And Esther in bathing costume is worth
walking a mile to see. Then there’s Ford
Sterling as the absent-minded business
man, creating his greatest part since
“Trouble with Wives”.

Well, we haven’t recovered quite from
the effects of the laughs at “Now We’re
in the Air”. New stunts and gags, and
entirely different from any other Beery-
Hatton comedy. We are looking forward
to another set of aching sides with “The
Big Game Hunt”.

Ernst Lubitsch will direct the new
Jannings picture ‘The Patriot.’ From the
advance stills the self-same Jannings ap-
pears as another man in this picture too.

Jannings, be it known, has never made

two characterisations that could be
likened to Jannings himself. Evelyn
Brent and William Powell are in the
cast.

Now that Richard has done with chas-
ing all the bad men from Mexico, in “The
Gay Defender”, in defence, amongst other
things, of Miss Todd, it is said that he
will start “The Travelling Salesman”.
This hilarious farce will be an ideal veh-
icle for Dix; and Mai. St. Clair, fresh
from the arduous ( ? ) duties of putting
Ruth ‘Lorelei’ Taylor through her paces
in “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”, will

direct.

There’s no doubt about it, but anyone
who wants further proofs—attention,

please! all ye who dabble in figures

—

please apply to Esther Ralston. She pul-

chritudinously proves “Figures Don’t
Lie”.

Although Comedian W. C. Fields sus-
tained a slight fracture while making
“Two Flaming Youths”, previously called

“The Side Show”, he has sufficiently re-

covered to start his work in “Tillie’s

Punctured Romance”.

James Hall is to play opposite Esther
Ralston in “The Jazz Orphan”. We know
of several who would change places with
him and save Paramount salaries list.

Sally Blane, Blanche Le Claire and
Doris Hill have renewed their contracts.

Still under the Paramount Banner will be
Charles Rogers, whose work in “Wings”
is exceptional, and Thelma Todd, seen
in several pictures, and notably “The
Gay Defender”, 'with Dix.

’Tis said that “Red Hair” will follow

“Get Your Man”. Well, sounds like a

penny dreadful to us, although it is but
a plain statement of the order in which
Clara Bow’s next pictures will be made.

“Doomsday”, by Warwick Deeping, will

provide the story of the next Florence
Vidor picture. Rowland V. Lee is

scheduled to direct.
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POSITION OF BRANCHES.

FILM RENTALS ONLY.
AS AT 26th NOVEMBER, 1927.

Position Percentage

1. Adelaide i 100.64

2. Perth 87.10

3. Melbourne 86.52

4. Sydney 86.17

5. Brisbane 83.60

6. Auckland 79.07

7. Launceston 69.99

8 Wellington 67.19

AD. SALES.

AS AT 26th NOVEMBER, 1927.

Position Percentage

1 Adelaide 92.21

2 Sydney 82.99

3 Auckland 79.32

4 Melbourne 78.02

5 Brisbane 76.75

6 Perth 76.72

7 Launceston 56.65

8 Wellington 51.26

MORE CONTRACTS AND CASH COLLECTIONS
REQUIRED BY DECEMBER 31st.

This concerns Branch Managers, Salesmen, Bookers and Accounts
Departments.

Only four weeks before the end of our present Drive for Quota,

and there are two vital avenues on which all must concentrate.

More Contracts and Cash Collections.

On these two factors we stake our chance of success. The
cash collections embrace outstanding accounts, current film hire,

ad. sales, and advance payments.
Outstanding accounts must be cleared before December 31st;

the hire of film in current use, and ad. sales, are to be collected be-

fore that date also, and advance payment for contracts obtained

wherever possible.

In our final few weeks of last year’s Drive we were remark-

ably successful in every one of these directions, and what we have
done we cannot only DO AGAIN, but DO IT BETTER. There are

a number of Specials that have not yet received full distribution. It

is your business to definitely clean these up immediately, so that

at the beginning of the New Year we have a clear path ahead of us to

concentrate on Paramount’s 100% Program, and give it our
undivided attention. It is not sufficient to get contracts alone, defi-

nite screening dates must be fixed, and as many as possible before

the end of the year.

Check up on your work every day during these four weeks and
see just what progress you have made towards your share in this

big effort to get over the Quota Mark, and remember that the

factors which are going to count in the final figures are More Con-
tracts, and Cash Collections.

WE PROMISED TO GO OVER QUOTA. WE HAVE
NOW FOUR WEEKS TO FULFILL OUR PLEDGE.

This is How They Vote

Paramount Stars in Brisbane.

Recently a competition was conducted
through the columns of the “Bris-
bane Daily Mail ’, in which the movie
patrons were asked to set down their in-

dividual selection of Paramount stars.

Owing to the popularity of Paramount
stars, the competition was an immense
success, many thousands of entries being-

received before the closing date.

The honour falls once again to Richard
Dix, who, it will be remembered, headed
the list in the Victorian competition a
little while back.

After many days checking the votes,

the winning list was announced as fol-

lows:

—

1 RICHARD DIX
2 THOMAS MEIGHAN
3 BEBE DANIELS
4 ADOLPHE MENJOG
5 WALLACE BEERY
6 MARY BRIAN
7 ESTHER RALSTON
8 CLARA BOW
9 FLORENCE VIDOR

“The Flag Lieutenant” Has
Established Double Record.

The Paramount British release has
again established another record. This
time it is a double event. Having played
to capacity for six weeks at the Prince
Edward Theatre, Sydney, it has had a
longer run for that sized theatre that any
other British film in any country.
The other record is in hard, solid, box-

office returns. This Paramount British

release on Saturday, 26th November,
drew more money for the theatre than
any other picture has previously done in

the history of the Prince Edward.
These are sales points for the exhibi-

tors—cold hard facts—box-office returns
—records.

The New Screening Room at

Head Office.

One of the “happenings” at Head Office

this week was the first screening in our
new projection room.
The seating accomniodation of the the-

atre is extremely comfortable, and the

electric fans, telephone, writing-tables

for note-making—in fact, the whole
design and equipment—make this theatre

the most modern screening room in Aus-
tralia.

In the Far East They are Getting

1 00 % Behind Paramount’s

100% Program.

The news from the Far East this week
speaks well for Paul Vcrdayne and his

band of Paramount workers in that ter-

ritory.

“Great things have yet to be accom-
plished in the East”, Paul writes, “and
we are looking forward with the greatest
assurance to accomplish something ‘never
before’. We are going to get 100%
behind Paramount’s 100% Program for
1928.”

Alhambra Theatre, Singapore, has had
a wonderful opening with Harold Lloyd
in “For Heaven’s Sake”.
Queues were formed early, and

hundreds were unable to gain
admission.

His Excellency Sir Hugh Clif-

ford, K.C.M.G., Governor of
Malaya, and Lady Clifford, with
party, attended the opening ses-
sion. To Paul Verdayne fell the A^riswc

honor of receiving the guests,
and attending to the necessary
duties connected with such a
visit.

^starsn l

GET 1 0 0 % BEHIND THE 100% PROGRAM
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EMANUEL COHEN HONORED.

Director of Short Feature Dept.

Receives Decoration from

Royalty.

Paramount's Short Feature Department
has as its head Emanuel Cohen, acclaimed
as the world’s expert in short features.

So well has Mr. Cohen handled the news
reels, that he has been the recipient of

congratulations from almost every
country throughout the world.
The latest recognition of Mr. Cohen’s

work has come from the King of Italy.

Tr.e report from New York reads:

—

“The decoration of Commander of the
Crown of Italy was conferred upon
Emanuel Cohen. Director of the Short
Feature Production Department of the
Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation,
and Editor of ‘Paramount News’, at the
Ritz-Carleton Hotel.

“The decoration was presented by Am-
bassador Giacomo De Martino, on behalf
of the King of Italy. Ambassador De
Martino came from Washington
especially for the presentation, which was
made in recognition of Mr. Cohen’s ser-
vice to the Italian Government, and the
manner in which he has disseminated
official news of Italy throughout the
World in news reels.

“The ceremony was witnessed by mem-
bers of the Italian Embassy, and friends
of Mr. Cohen. Emilio Axerio, Italian
Consul in New York, attended the cere-
mony. Arrangements were in charge of
Leonard Vitetti, first Secretary of the
Embassy. A motion picture record of the
ceremony will be sent to the King of
Italy”.

«S VsSt
\ SERVICE.

This is how the Paramount Christie

Comedy Cartoonist', Norman McLeod,
pictures a representative of the Blue

Ribbon Bunch.

Paramount short features
will go a long way in making
LSD for the Exhibitor.
We have THE Short Features.
But remember, it is not suffi-

cient to sell Short Features
alone—they must be backed by
Ad. Sales.

FROM PARAMOUNT’S 100°/ PROGRAM
‘SWIM, GIRL, SWIM”.

Bebe Daniels is enough to make any-
one see this, but when they know it is

a picture of college, of swimming, and
with Trudy Ederle in the cast, well, it

will sure bring the shekels to the gay
old box-office.

Bebe is a great comedienne, and with
the help of an excellent cast, this pic-

ture will click everywhere. Handsome
(gee, but you should hear the girls say
“Oh” when he comes on the screen)
James Hall is leading man. Trudy Ederle,

channel swimmer, of course, and William
Austin, famed character man, lead all the
fun-makers, and believe me, it is fast

and furious.

THE CAST.
Alice Smith Bebe Daniels
Jerry Marvin James Hall
Gertrude Ederle Herself
Helen Tracey Josephine Dunn
Mr. Spangle, Ph D William Austin
Professor Twinkle James Mack

A LITTLE ABOUT IT.

Alice is mad on bugs, beetles, and
crawling things. She secretly admires
the athletic type of girl. Kidded
along by her mates, she takes a cor-

respondence course in swimming, and
when she gets a diploma that won't hold
water, much less keep you afloat in it,

she is ironically elected captain in the
swimming team. She is entered in a big
race, and wins to the surprise of every-
one, including herself. Later the truth
leaks out a little, but since then she
has trained, and when the college honor
is at stake, she makes good and wins
out. And, of course, there’s the young
fellow willing to be won also.

‘‘Now We re In the Air.”
It’s no use raving about this picture

with a lot of superlatives. It wouldn’t
give you the slightest idea of the great-

ness of the comedy. The joy boys let

loose so much laughter—making gags
in this picture, that you 11 be chuckling
for weeks after, even if your sides are
still aching from looking at the picture.

It’s the best box office bet in the
comedy field bar none.
For a description of value, for laugh-

making capacity, it needs to be seen.

In the language of the publicity man
boosting a special spectacular picture,

‘it beggars description’.

Louise Brooks

THE CAST.
Wally Wallace Beery
Ray Raymond Hatton
Grisette
Ginette
Angus McWheelbase Russel Simpson

Directed by Frank Strayer.

Wally and Ray, to please a Scotch
uncle, dress in the national costume.
Arrived at a flying field behind the lines,

they meet Ginette, who falls for Ray,
to the disgust of Wally. Getting in bad
with some aviators, they race away, and
find themselves in the propeller testing
room. The draught ( ? ) removes most of

their clothes, and they are given aviators’

working costume. This is a disguise from
the irate pursuing officers, but it brings
fresh difficulties. Accident—most of

their deeds are accidents for someone
or other—lands them in the enemy lines,

where, after trying to get away in a

cow’s hide, and being captured, they are
hailed as successful snies. Sent back,
the plane is captured, and the Allies
now think them spies. However, matters
are cleared far enough to prevent +hem
being shot.

A dramatic scene from "Underworld" , which will be released early next year as one

of Paramount’s 100% Program.

GET 100% BEHIND THE 100% PROGRAM
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SELL ’EM MORE AD. SALES
Twenty-four Sheet-

er Month is going well

in Brisbane. Last week
ended with a grand to-

tal of 28. We are well

on our way towards
getting out quota and
double of it. One Ex-
hibitor writes that he

will use four twenty-
four sheeters with
every Special, as soon
as he has fixed his

boards.

The Wintergarden
Theatre is quite sure

now that Couriers are

worth while, and takes

a steady 5000 with
every specially-featured

picture—Daybills, too.

The latest are: 300
Daybills "The Flag

Lieutenant", and 200
“H.R.H.” — with
5000 Couriers. 300
Daybills and 5000
Couriers on "The
Rough Riders”. We
are now out to raise

that order to 10,000
Couriers.

A co-operative ad-

vertising stunt was
worked lately in con-
nection with "The
Flag Lieutenant”.

4QG, the Wireless

Station, broadcast the

dramatised version of

the picture, the Win-
tergarden Theatre pay-
ing the artists.

(Continued on opposite
column)

Branch Standings in the 24-Sheeter Drive, as from Nov. 1st.

Branch. Date

up to 26th inst

No of 24

Sheeters.

108
Melbourne . . . . „ 26th 86

Adelaide .... 26th 67

„ 25th 45

22nd 15

Wellington . . 17th ,. 11

Launceston . . 18th 5

Perth - 14th 1

Andre Olsen, of N.S.W. Branch, is still well in the lead, followed by E. Roy
Gubbins, of Melbourne.

There are still figures to come to hand from the various branches,
and the final result of this most successful drive will be published next issue.

This is the Twenty-four Sheeter on "Barbed Wire", which is indeed striking,

and contains that most necessary element of box-office appeal. The other

material on this special is equally as fine.

The fact that Para-

mount was releasing

this picture throughout
Queensland, was an-

riqunced over the

radio, and interest has

already been shown as

a result of the idea.

New Ad. Sales

Orders recently received

from the country show
a healthy sign: they in-

clude advances in

Lithographs, but more
particularly the addi-

tion of Trailers and
Photos, etc., previously
not used by exhibitors.

These accessories are a

dead weight on an Ad.
Sales Department if

not working; a shilling

or two is not much,
but it counts a grea!

deal in the long run

The following is an
extract from a letter

received from Ad. Sales

Manager Roy Gubbins.
of Melbourne:—

-

"Samples of the

Paramount Fans were
received this morning,
and I hope to be able

to advise you of a bis
sale of these during
this week.

"This is something
different, and that is

what the Exhibitor is

crying out for all the
while".

HEARD IN HEAD OFFICE.
Birthday greetings to:

—

Miss Winnie Brown, 25th

Nov.: Miss Alice Brown, to-day,

1st Dec.; and Master Jack Pike,

30th Nov. Jack is known at

Head Office as "The Kid

Brother", and stands exactly 4

feet 7 in. on a bundle of letters.

"Figures Don’t Lie", so we
reckon he is the smallest Para-

mounteer in the organisation, but

smallest only in stature, for he is

BIG when it comes to energy and

enthusiasm for his work.
Jack is the assistant Post

Master General at H.O. and at-

tends to all out-going mails.

We welcome to Paramount
Miss Wynne Cooper, who has

returned after one year’s absence;

also Master Clive Deipt. Clive

is one of Frank Deane’s

assistants, and will assist in the

mailing dept.

Many girls of Head Office,

after seeing Bebe Daniels in

"Swim, Girl, Swim”, have de-

cided to emulate "Bebe,” so are

making arrangements to join up
with a Sydney Swimming Club.

MOTION PICTURE

INDUSTRY DANCE ON

DECEMBER 7th.

In the "Ugly Men’s Contes’:”

in which the Motion Picture

Industry are backing Mr. Stuart

F. Doyle, the progressive totals

show that our candidate is still

leading by many thousands of

votes.

Committees are still untiring

in their efforts, and Paramount's
committee is working harder

than ever in an endeavour to

make Mr. Doyle a winner.

A Motion Picture Industry
dance has been arranged in aid

of the Limbless Soldiers’ Fund,
and will be held in the Went-
worth Ballroom on Wednesday
next, December 7th.

Tickets are selling fast. They
may be obtained from Mel Law-
ton, Head Office.

Everyone should do their ut-
One of Paramount’s Displays .in last week’s procession. This Tractor created most to be present, as it is

great interest, and was the means of raising many votes for our Candidate, promising to be a great evening.

Published by Famous Lasky Film Service Limited, of Reservoir Street, S ydney, and printed by the Market Printery Limited, 372a Pitt Street, Sydney.
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Figures Don’t Lie.

rHIS is not the time for idle thoughts, or to rest on the laurels of past achievements. At this very

moment, every ounce of our mental and physical being must be concentrated on the final phase

of our 1927 Drive.

1 am proud to feel that you boys have heart in your Work, for not only will the credit reflect

on yourselves, but the honour of the entire Blue Ribbon Division is resting in your hands.

Only three weeks remain, twenty-one calendar days, and when that time elapses, it will be my
duty to write our leader, Mr. Zukor, and lay before him the results of the efforts of you boys.

Promises were made when We set our plans for the present drive. We Want no alibis now—
what I Want to read is the record of what you are doing—the record in cold, hard figures. I am
keeping in daily contact with the results you are putting up, and expect to see you transform into

reality that which We set out to do.

It is the figures, and figures only, which count. Figures Don’t Lie; and it is on these only that

the record of our year’s Work be assessed.

TWENTY-ONE DAYS TO GO—and what is done in that period will decide the

final issue of that which we have set out to obtain—QUOTA.

SNAPPY PARS

Now that “Abie’s Irish Rose” is about
to start production, much interest is be-
ing taken in the selection of the cast.

Charles Rogers, who has just completed
a big and successful part in “Wings”,
will be “Abie.” Jean Hersholt, famed
character actor, is to be Solomon Levi.
Richard Arlen and Mary Brian are the

two players to be featured in the Zane
Grey picture “Under the Tonto Rim”.
Herman C. Raymaker is directing.
A real 100% Paramount program was

screened in aid of the Limbless Soldiers
at the Randwick (Sydney) Theatre re-

cently. The pictures caused even the
ushers to come through and say, “They
are the greatest pictures we’ve had
here for a long, long while”. And they
screen the product every week!

Having already suffered several
changes in title, the newest Pola Negri
picture has been called “The Secret
Hour”.

Ruth Taylor has made a hit. “Gentle-
men Prefer Blondes” has been made, and
she is the little lady who shows why
this state of affairs is existent. Now
comes a big Paramount contract for the
girl who plays Lorelei in this world
famed novel.

It had been decided to have the first

Emil Jannings picture, “The Patriot”,
directed by Lubitsch. At first it was
thought that this feature had been start-
ed, but it is learned from reliable sources
that his present picture, in which Evelyn
Brent and William Powell also appear,
is named “The Last Command.” “The
Patriot” will be his next picture.

We know there’ll be a feed on hand
soon. Chester Conklin and W. C. Fields

are m,aking “Quick Lunch.” No! Holly-

wood will die of nothing else but laughs,

as this is the name of their next pic-

ture after “Two Flaming Youths”.
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POSITION OF BRANCHES.
FILM RENTALS ONLY.

AS AT 3rd DECEMBER, 1927.

Position Percentage

1. Adelaide . . 101.23

2. Perth .... 87.67

3. Sydney . . . . 87.15

4. Melbourne . 86.71

5. Brisbane . . 84.54

6. Auckland . . 78.67

7. Launceston 69.91

8. Wellington . 66.55

AD. SALES.

AS AT 3rd DECEMBER, 1927.

Position Percentage

1. Adelaide . . 92.15

2. Sydney . . . 82.92

3. Auckland . . 78.05

4. Perth .... 75.24

5. Melbourne . 74.50

6. Brisbane . . 73.48

7. Launceston 57.29

8. Wellington .
54.45

Canberra Theatre Opens To-night
With Paramount’s 100%

Program.
What could be more fitting for the opening

of the Theatre at the Australian Capital,

Canberra, than for the entire program to

be 100% Paramount?
N.S.W. Branch Manager, Fred Gawler, left

to-day for Canberra, to assist in the opening
of the 'Capitol Theatre.

The Governor General, His Excellency

Lord Stonehaven, P.C., G.'C.M.G., D.D.O.,
will officially declare the Theatre open—this

in itself is without precedent in Australia, as

never before has His Excellency performed
such a ceremony.

The Prime Minister of Australia, the

Rt. Hon. Stanley M. Bruce, P.C.. M.C., will

also be in the official party to assist in the

ceremony.
The Paramount British release "The

Flag Lieutenant", a Paramount Comedy,
and Paramount News will be screened at

the Capitol this evening.

This Theatre, as previously reported, will
screen Paramount’s 100% Program during the
coming season.

Exhibitors of every theatre realise that
"If It’s a Paramount Picture. It’s the Best
Show in Town", and this explains the
reason for Canberra, ‘The Hub’ of Australia,
selecting Paramount Pictures for their fine

Theatre.

No race is ever won until the winning post is passed.

No “drive” is ever completed until each individual has done

what lies in his power to do.

You of the Blue Ribbon Bunch know this only too well. Out
on the athletic field you have raced, bracing every nerve and sinew

to outstrip the field—what a thrill was there at those times as

steadily, inch by inch, you gained and breasted the tape ahead of the

others.

Does this not give you a thought, a big thought, for OUR team
—our Blue Ribbon Bunch?

We are racing NOW—racing for Quota and aiming to obtain

one of those desks—the pace has been fast. Much has been said

about the destination of those desks—it lies in our own hands
whether or not we figure in the first big four at the close of this year.

So let us get together, in this final stretch of but a few weeks,

and if we do—and do so with spirit—then the chance of our going

over Quota will change from a possibility to a certainty.

That we have punch, is read in the record of our past achieve-

ments, and our punch in this final stage will show the other divi-

sions throughout the world that we CAN do that to which we have
set our minds.

You boys in the field can be depended on when your weight
is needed. That weight is needed NOW, and every one of us is

expected to prove at this stage that he is worthy of his name—

-

BLUE RIBBONER.

N.S.W. BRANCH.

Delivers the Goods

No less than seventeen theatres (not pre-

viously screening Paramount’s product) in

the Sydney Suburban district have been re-

cently added to Paramount's list. It hap-

pened this way:—District Manager Wm.
Hurworth, Branch Manager Fred Gawler,
Salesman Bert Hagon, and Booker Charlie

Hale got together in conference a short while
back, and discussed plans for the final weeks
of the Drive for Quota.

The outcome of that conference was that

plans were laid for an intensive campaign
to obtain more contracts for Paramount’s
100% Program.

Each and every one of these fellows set

to it with a will, and what they have accom-
plished has been well worthy of their efforts,

for already ninety per cent, of the theatres

surrounding Sydney have been signed for

Paramount’s 100% Program.

There’s to be another conference in the

N.S.W. Branch soon, and later the report

will read

—

Sydney 100% for Paramount’s
100% Program.

“CHANG” SCREENING
REPEATED AT HEAD OFFICE.

Just before leaving the old building the

staff had the pleasure of previewing "Chang",
and the theatre was packed to standing room
on that occasion.

Owing to the fact that many were unable

to see "Chang", and also the desire of the

staff to see this picture again, it was once
more screened on Tuesday in our New
Theatre.

"Chang" is one of those pictures of which
one can never tire—some at Head Office

have seen this picture as many as four times.
It is always new, always thrilling, and always
entertaining.

"Chang" IS an unusual picture,

rightly been termed Paramount's
Wonder Picture for 1928.

It has

K^7 0\

A unique desk ornament has been
sent out by the Sales Promotion
Department to all District and
Branch Managers and Head Office
Executives.

It takes the form of a model
elephant. on which the word a^W/nc
"Chang" is printed in bold letters.

This interesting souvenir serves as

a daily reminder of the Paramount
Wonder Picture.

GET 100% BEHIND THE 100% PROGRAM
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“ WINGS WHIRRING ROUND THE WORLD—“ WINGS ”

A Panorama of a striking scene in “Wings", Paramount’s epic of the air. “ Wings' ' is still playing at the Criterion Theatre, New York,
where it promises to run a twelve-months' season.

“WINGS" IS MIGHTY. SOUL-STIRRING AND INSPIRING.
This picture is destined to create sensational box-office returns through out Australia. "WINGS" is yet another of the BIG ones promised us

in Paramount’s 100% Program.

u
\NZ/

!LN SERVICE

NEW ZEALAND IS OUT AFTER
QUOTA.

The Drive for Quota is bringing forth

great efforts from the branches, and over

in New Zealand they have set out with a

will, to show big figures before the end of

the year.

Both Ted Kirby and Bill Duff. Managers of

Auckland and Wellington
Branches respectively, are leav-

ing nothing to chance. The
branch offices see little of them
these days, for these two fel-

lows are out visiting the

various districts, and signing

up exhibitors.

Though not among the

leaders in branch figures, these

two have made up their minds
to have something worth while
to show at the close of this

season.

Judging by the enthusiasm
the N.Z. branches are display-

ing in their work, they will

have much to their credit at the
close of the present drive.

WM. HURWORTH RETURNS.
District Manager, Wm. Hurworth. has

returned to Head Office after his absence in

Brisbane for six weeks, during which time
he reorganised the salesmen’s territories.

Mr. Hurworth reports that Queensland ex-

hibitors are being well sold up on Paramount's
100% Program.

REG KELLY DOES USEFUL
SALES PROMOTION.

Our New Zealand Exploitation representa-

tive, Reg Kelly, is ever putting over new
ideas and schemes to keep the name PARA-
MOUNT. and Paramount's big pictures be-

fore exhibitors, thus paving the way for the

salctmen.

Reg's latest effort is one that

should indeed help greatly in

the selling of contracts for

Paramount's 100% Program.

The previous avenues of
publicity have now been added
to. in the form of a special

bulletin which is periodically

mailed to all exhibitors.

The bulletin contains a

punchful resume of big Para-

mount productions, and is

written in a convincing man-
ner. It not only brings out the

"high spots” in the picture, but
shows the exhibitor what the

particular picture has already
done in the theatres of Aus-
tralia and New Zealand.

On Annual
Leave.

Claude Henderson,

N°VfErifj District Manager, in

charge of District No.
2, is at present on an-

nua [ ] eave Mr. Hen-
V derson is spending his

holidays at Queens-

cliff, Victoria.

Mr. John W. Hicks, Junr., presenting the Paramount Week Shield to the
1 927 winner, Mr. Watt. Manager of the Haymarket Theatre. Sydney.
Mr. Wm. Hoggan, General Sales Manager, is seen in the background.

GET 100% BEHIND THE 100%

Wedding Bells.

Congratulations to Mr.
George Burgess, Manager of

Despatch Dept., Brisbane, mar-
ried last Saturday, 3rd. inst.

Mr. Burgess, on behalf of

his wife and himself, was the

recipient of a handsome dinner

set and two jardiniere vases,

from the members of the

Queensland Branch. Mr. Hur-
worth, District Manager, made
the presentation at an informal
gathering of the Branch staff.

PROGRAM
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SELL ’EM MORE AD. SALES
Couriers on The

Krazy Kat are now to

hand. These are to be

sold to Exhibitors at

14/- per 1000, un-

headed.

Only two Branches

were successful in secur-

ing quota for week

ending 26th Novem-

ber: they are Perth and

Adelaide.

Jack O'Neill, of the

Ad. Sales Store Depart-

ment. is at present on

his annual holidays,

and during his absence

the good work is being

carried on by his able

assistant, Max Lovett.

1

Branch Standings in the 24-Sheeter Drive, as from Nov. 1st.
No of 24

;

Branch. Date Sheeters.

Sydney . . .up to 30th inst 137
„ 30th 120

„ 26th 67 '

„ 30th 48
. 30th 22
„ 22nd 21

„ 25th 5
Porth .. 2?rd

The final figures of four branches only, are to hand
Andre Olsen, of Sydney Branch, is out in front, closely followed by

Melbourne, and it is most improbable that these two will be displaced from
their present position.

The complete result and resume of this most successful Twenty-four
Sheeter Drive will appear in next issue.

Every branch has

been forwarded their

quota of Novelty Fans.

There is no doubt that

this Novelty is proving

a winner with the Ex-

hibitors. Following

on the memo received

from Melbourne last

week reporting that

they expect exceptional

sales, our Adelaide Ad.

Sales Manager. Clive

Nelson, reports that he

has received some very

fine orders on this

Novelty.

( Continued on opposite
column)

Adolphe

MENJOU

a (paramount (f>ietutv

I he I iventy-four Sheeter on "Service for Ladies. ' This sheeter should find

ready sale to exhibitors.

From the figures to

hand, we are now able

to forecast the win-
ner of the Twenty-four
Sheeter Drive. He is

Andre Olsen, New
South Wales Ad Sales
Manager, who has sold
17 more Twenty- four
Sheeters than Roy
Gubbins. of Mel-
bourne. We are, how-
ever, unable to give
full "drive” details, as

there are still figures
to come to hand from
the remaining Branches.

H.O. DESPATCH
RECORD.

Jack O’Neil in charge
of Head Office Ad.
Sales Stocks, attends to
all shipping of this

material to the various
interstate branches.

Recently Jack, with
his able assistant, es-

tablished a record in

packing. For one day
these two fellows pack-
ed and despatched 24
cases of Ad. Sales mat-
erial.

“The Salesmen are

doing their share in

selling this material,”

says Jack, "and we are

pleased to do our bit

this end—even 30 cases

per day, if necessary.”

HEARD IN H.O.

This week two new faces

are seen in Head Office; Reg

Felton and Jack Edwards.

Both these lads have been

added to the staff of Adver-

tising and Publicity Depart-

ments; we extend a Para-

mount welcome to them.

Birthday Greetings to Miss

Elsie Kench, Head Office,

2 3 rd November. Miss Kench
is one of those real bright

girls who is always ready to

help with social functions and

special occasions.

“Now We’re In The Air.”

One glance at the above dispels any

doubt concerning these two mirth-

makers, Wallace Beery and Raymond
Hatton, being up in the air.

Beery and Hatton, disguised, took

refuge in a balloon.

(Continued Opposite.)

Miss Ettie Flack has re-

signed her position as assist-

ant to Mr. Donaghey. Man-
ager of N.S.W. Accounts

Dept., owing to ill-health.

Miss Flack has been with

Paramount for eleven years,

during which time she has

made many friends. Miss

Flack is to be presented with

a cut-glass dressing table set

this week, as a token of es-

teem from the staff of Head
Office.

HAVE YOU HEARD
THIS ONE?

Last Thursday week, two

of the Head Office fraternity

left on annual holidays. A
trip to Brisbine per motor

was included in the itinerary.

They were Cleave Shepherd

and Bert Hagon.

News has filtered through

from the Queensland Capital

that on Thursday evening

these two were sighted on the

horizon. It appears that the

delay in reaching Brisbane was

occasioned by the car being

bogged, and several punctures.

While it is not fair to say

much about Cleave's car, it

is significant to mention that

a Morris Cowley was requi-

sitioned to pull them out of

the mud holes.

It is rumored that Cleave

and Bert have decided to

abandon the "car” and return

by boat.

“We’re Still In The Air’’

An argument commenced, and these

two fought it out 2,000 feet above

the tree tops. It was not until the scene

developed, to what is pictured above,

that they decided to be friends for the

moment and settle their differences

later, on terra-firma.

Published by Famous Lasky Film Service Limited, of Reservoir Street, Sydney, and printed by the Market Printery Limited, 372a Pitt Street. Sydney.
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It’s the Final Effort That Counts

HE end of the present drive is in

Ribbon figures to the Quota line.

sight, but there is yet time for you boys to lift the Blue

One Way only can this be done—a united concentration of effort during the remaining days

of the period.

When considering possibilities, the human factor must be included, and though it cannot be

judged to the decimal point, it is reckoned on the stamina, enthusiasm and spirit, that is believed

to exist in the team concerned.

It is my honest opinion that you boys of the Blue Ribbon team have that spirit which is needed

to bring our drive to a successful issue, and it is up to you now, to show by your figures that my
belief has been Well founded.

Mal^e “ a redoubling of energy” your immediate object, and at the close of the drive our

records will show that a creditable performance has been put up by the Blue Ribbon Division.

Remember that in all strivings for the attainment of a goal, “IT S THE FINAL EFFORT
THAT COUNTS”.

HOT FROM HOLLYWOOD.

One of our greatest pictures in the
next year will be “The Legion of the
Condemned’’. What a title that is! and
the story, what a corker! It would take
too long to tell you here, but we will let

vou know more in a later issue. Fay
Wray, Gary Cooper, Lane Chandler,
Francis MacDonald, and others are in

the cast, under the able direction of
William Wellman.

Lloyd has “Speedy” finished ere
this. And “Speedy” is the right name

for it, if one can tell from the shots and
enthusiasm displayed by everyone in

the studios over the picture. We are
looking forward to the pleasure of break-
ing a few more records with this one.

By the last mail we learn that Pola
Negri has been in hospital for a couple
of weeks with heart trouble, and that
another inmate has been Bebe Daniels.
Both are well, and back plugging at new
100% Program Pictures.

Harry D’Arrast, the director, and Wil-
liam Powell, famous character man, have
both renewed their contracts with Para-
mount.

Now the “Jazz Orphan” has gone look-

ing for Trouble. Oh! we guess that is

what it will mean when we see the adven-
tures of Esther Ralston in her new pic-

ture. First called “The Jazz Orphan”, it

now becomes “Looking for Trouble”, and
we wouldn’t mind looking for it ourselves
if we had Esther for company.
We were so busy helping Esther Ral-

ston “Looking for Trouble” that we for-

got—Oh, yes! that occasionally hannens
-—to mention that Lane Chandler will be
her leading man in this picture. Also
in the cast, lest we forget again, are
Myrtle S'tedman, Claude King, Hal Craig
and Helen Lynch.
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POSITION OF BRANCHES.
FILM RENTALS ONLY.

AS AT 10th DECEMBER, 1927.

Position Percentage
1 Adelaide . . . . 101.49
2 Sydney . . . 88.51

3 Perth 87.58
4 Melbourne . . 80.43

5 Brisbane . . . . 84.74
6 Auckland . . . 78.17

7 Launceston . . 70.49

8 Wellington . . 65.90

AD. SALES.
AS AT 10th DECEMBER, 1927.

Position Percentage
1 Adelaide . . . 91.44
2 Sydney 82.05
3 Melbourne . . 78.57
4 Brisbane . . . 77.63
5 Auckland . . . 77.33
6 Perth 75.52
7 Launceston . . 59.57
8 Wellington . . 57.87

ANOTHER SMASH
THROUGHOUT AUSTRALIA

These few days have witnessed another

big advertising campaign in the press of

ah of the states in Australia and in New
Zealand. Advertising Manager Flynn
reports that the December campaign went
over without a hitch, and some fifty news-
papers carried the forceful message of

Paramount in a most telling way.

PARA

Fourteen to go—Fourteen days—Fourteen mighty strokes at

each oar, and the drive is closed. Make these final strokes worthy
of the pennant we carry on the bow of our craft.

Dig down, dig hard, and each sweep will be even stronger than

the last. A worthy crew we have, one oar alone cannot win the

race; all must pull in harmony, and the rhythm of powerful strokes

will place a win to our credit

—

we must pass the Quota line, so let’s

to it now, as never before.

MR. SHAUER IN EUROPE.
Mr. Shauer, accom-
panied by Mrs.
Shauer, left New
York by the “Aqui-
tania” on October
26th for Europe.
One of the prime
reasons for the
trip is to be pre-

set at the open-
ing of the new
Paramount The-
atre in Paris, which
was scheduled for

opening early in

November. The event will be on a par
with the opening of that world famous
Paramount Theatre at the cross roads of

the world.
Also making the trip are Messrs.

Eugene Zukor and Melville A. Shauer.

WHERE PARAMOUNT’S
WORD IS BETTER THAN

A BOND.

“Party of the first part" in the only oral

contract existent between actor and Holly-

wood motion picture producer is the dis-

tinction held by Cuy Oliver, Paramount

character actor.

Eleven years ago he was offered a

place in the stock company at the Para-

mount studio. Deeming a written con-

tract unnecessary, he agreed to “give and

take two weeks' notice." He has drawn

Weekly salary continuously from that time.

His latest role was Betty Bronson's father

in the Zone Grey picture, “Open Range"

.

— SIX

‘

‘Wings’

’

GET 1 0 0 %

“ The IVay of All Flesh”

BEHIND THE 100%

“Beau Sahreur”

PROGRAM
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CHANG
Over in England they put across a nifty

the other day. “Chang,” as you will

be told, ran for more than 8 weeks at the

Plaza Theatre in London, broke several

records and other th ngs. So down to the

Zoo went Paramount executives and took

a record of die noises the animals make,

and this, together with a copy of the film,

was presented to the British Museum.
There, these valuable records will be

preserved in sealed boxes till 1977. The
decision was reached when it was learned

that scientists had declared that many of

the animals now in the Zoo would be

extinct in thirty years.

TELLING ’EM.

’Tis three years

since Kenny came to

Australia, and now

he’s back in the Stat-

es, as you all know,

seeing his folksU

proudly showing the

Little Australian to

all his chums and

others. We’ve had

news of him through

the mail and he is

certainly getting at

first hand all the lat-

est developments m
the picture business.

At last hearing, he was attending a con-

vention of Branch Managers in Chicago,

having gone there after visiting his folks in

Omaha.

NOW WE’RE

HIGHLIGHTS OF
“A GENTLEMAN OF

PARIS.”

STAR—
Adolphe Menjou.

DIRECTOR

—

H. D' Abbudie DArrast.

AUTHOR—
Screen plug by Chandler Sprague from
Benjamin Galzer’s adaptation cf “ Bella-

my the Magnificent'’
, by Roy Horniman.

LOCALE—
Paris.

MADE AT—
Paramount Studios, Hollywood.

THE CAST.

Edward de Seotgny

Marie Gallten ....

Valerie de Brissac .

Henriette

Joseph

General Gallien . . . .

Raoul de Brissac . .

Cloakroom Girl . . .

. . Adolphe Menjou

.... Shirley O Hara

. . . . Arlette Marchal

Ivy Harris

. Nicholas Soussanin

. . . . Lawrence Grant

William B. Davidson

Lorraine Eddy

4 =

ATTENTION,
MR. GOLDMAN! .

You’ve done a lot with “Chang-”

Making records, breaking records,

helping the school children of 1977

to know Paramount Pictures, and

a host of other things. Way down
here in the Antipodes, or there-

abouts, we are just starting to startle

Australia with “Chang.” Watch
us! We are out to give England

and other parts of Division One
something to trumpet about with

“Chang.”

Bigger Punch With Re-Zoning
Queensland.

District Manager William Hurworth is

just back from Queensland, where one of

his prime moves was the re-arrangement of

zones in that territory. This will mean that

the boys in the field will be able to visit

exhibitors more frequently. The re-alignment

also will help their sales of the one hundred

per c:nt. product. After the 5 2 pictures

and the 13 specials have been sold to show-
men, more attention can be paid to the

"floaters" and other specials that will be

released from time to time.

The new zoning system will be in force

from the first of the New Year, and great

things are expected from the Banana state

in putting the one hundred per cent, program
over. In fact, Bill confidentially tells us

that no matter what may be set for

Queensland, the boys are so full of

pep, so enthusiastic over the new product,

and the new zones are so well planned
1
that

this state will go over quota. Just you
others watch their smoke. They are sure

going to step. From January 1st, Alf
Carmichael will have zone 1, Harry Neville

zone 2, Roy Wanklyn zone 3, and Cec.

Abotomey zone 4. Zone 2 is practically a

new zone, and the creation of this will

relieve every salesman in the territory. Big
things are expected from this zone, and
already challenges are put between the sales-

men.

FROM PARAMOUNT’S 1 0 0 % PROGRAM

Chang

”

“The Wedding March

”

“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
”

GET 1 0 0 % BEHIND THE 100% PROGRAM
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BITS FROM THE BRANCHES.

Believe me, they are bits, too. Most of the

branches haven't time from the strenuous
efforts made in winning this drive, to tell us

they are there. However, little things leak

through occasionally, which gives us an
excuse for running this column.

Bert Kelly in Melbourne is polishing up
to receive the jungle family of “Chang”,
which opens on January 28th. 'Tis said

that he will have Val Board write special

poems to recite to the animals at the

Zoo, and tell them of the visit of their film

friends.

Bert Hagon is sparking round the N.S.W.
Branch Office on all four, after a happy and
healthful holiday.

Say, this Bananaland seems to have some
attraction for the boys. Here’s Cleave Shepherd
back at the desk after a holiday up there.

Don't seem to be anything vital except the

state of the roads—Government officials,

please note!—and the bog episode previously
reported.

Queensland Manager Carmichael and wife
have recently returned from a tour of the
Northern Rivers a la Chev.

Look to your laurels, all you others.

Queensland promises to be way out on top
soon. Big sales and many contracts are the
order for the new year.

Miss Ettie Flack, whose recent illness
caused her to resign from Paramount, is

improving in health. Here is a letter
received from Miss Flack:

“Would you kindly thank my friends
in Paramount for the beautiful present
they sent me, which I treasure very
much. I reg'retted having to
leave Paramount, as I had spent so
many happy years with boys and girls
of N.S.W, Branch and Head Office”.

New Zealand.

“Firemen, Save My Child”, is playing to
big audiences at the New Regent this week,
and will then go to Everybody's, followed by
Suburban houses.

“The Flag Lieutenant ” played to excellent

business at the Royal Theatre, Hamilton,
last week.

“Chang” has been given a private screen-

ing here to pressmen and exhibitors. It held
them spell-bound. A Member of Parliament
who was also present, informed Mr. Kirby
that every school child in New Zealand must
see it, and to that end he contemplated mak-
ing overtures to the Minister of Education.

Miss D'Authreau has left us. We have
engaged another boy—Bruce Martin. He goes
to the Film Despatch, and Mr. Hector Liv-
ingstone is promoted to assist in Ad. Sales.

We extend a hearty welcome to Bruce, and
we hope some day to see him a Branch Man-
ager.

Reg Kelly, way over in Enzed, is busy get-

ting the December advertising campaign under
way, and this has arrived right in the midst
of a busy period, adding a little more worry.

SELL ’EM MORE AD. SALES
V - — - V

(.
• =?

Result of Twenty-four

Sheeter Drive.

From 1st November to the 30th:

SYDNEY 137
MELBOURNE 120
ADELAIDE 86
BRISBANE 48
WELLINGTON 28
AUCKLAND 22
LAUNCESTON 5

PERTH 5

i:
- -U

We have pleasure in announcing the final

figures in the Twenty-four Sheeter Drive

held during the month of November, which
represent the combined efforts of all Ad.
Sales and Salesmen during this period.

The result is excellent, and speaks volumes
for the manner in which all concerned have

put their shoulder to the wheel and produced

record figures.

We must not, however, stop at this point,

but continue to sell Twenty-four Sheeters

to those Exhibitors who have been induced

to use them during the Drive.

You have inserted the thin edge of the

wedge, and now have the opportunity to

drive it well home by signing orders for a

regular supply.
Sell 'Em More Ad. Sales.

Letters to Country Exhibitors from Ad.
Salesmen have borne fruit in many cases,

and during the past month our Twenty-four
Sheeters have appeared in quite a few towns
for the first time.

Likewise the City and Suburban Exhibitors

hive been approached weekly, and the above
figures are concrete evidence of the result of

persistent sales effort on the part of our
Ad. Salesmen.

Sell ’Em More Ad. Sale#.

There are not many more days to go to

the end of the present year, and in that short

period we require every possibility to be

turned into actual cash, so that we look
to you for a repeat performance of your
efforts during the past Twenty-four Sheeter

Drive.
Sell 'Em. More Ad. Soles.

Latest advices to hand from America on
“Jesse James” state that we will have on this

attraction one of the best seat-sellers that we
have ever handled, in the form of an excep-

tional Twenty-four Sheeter depicting the train

hold-up by bandits.
Sell ’Em. More Ad. Sales.

We reproduce the following few lines

which appeared recently in the “Ad. Sales

Add Profits Bulletin’ , and which tell the

storv of the poster in a few words:—
“—And when the Poster opened,
The Patrons cried aloud:

“That’s just what we’ve been waiting for:

We'll go. and brin" the crowd”.
^ ell 'Em. More Ad. Sales.

New Ad. Sales Orders recently received
from the country show a healthy sign: they
include advances in Lithographs, but more
particularly the addition of Trailers and
Photos, etc., previously not used by exhibi-
tors. These accessories are a dead weight on
an Ad. Sales Department if not working: a

shilling or two is not much, but it counts
a great deal in the long run.

Our Auckland Branch has a small supply
of Window Cards on “Beau Geste” and “The
Vanishing Race'

. also Snipes and Souvenirs
on the latter attraction.

Should you have any sale for these lines

in your territory, requisition Head Office with-
out delay.

Sell 'Eta, Afore Ad. Sales.

Press Books on “Now We're In The Air"
and “Shootin' Irons” to hand illustrate some
exceptional Ad. Sales.

The paper on the former is well up to
the usual high standard, while the Jack Luden
release carries 100% action crammed Ad.
Sales.

Sell ’Em. Afore Ad. Sales.

All Exhibitors in Australia and New
Zealand have been mailed sample Fans carry-
ing Xmas Greetings and the following lines:

“Fan that summer business your way by
distributing Paramount Fans to your
Patrons.”

Already Branch requisitions are coming
forward for further supplies on this line.

Sell 'Em. Mare Ad. Sales. .

Additional material on “The Flag Lieu-
tenant will be available for distribution by
the 23rd inst.

Branches are requested to check up on
stocks, and advise requirements.

Sell ’Em More Ad. Sales.

It is with pleasure that we comment upon
the spick-and-span condition of Brisbane’s
new Ad. Sales Department. Posters and
Lobby Cards on future releases are on view
in plain sight of exhibitors, and these silent

salesmen certainly do their share in helping
put the exhibitor’s signature on the dotted
line.

Sell ’Em More Ad. Sales.

For the week ending November 1 9th, Dick
Winch disposed of the greatest amount of
Ad. Sales, and also took the most orders.

This is the reproduction of “The Krazy Kat’’

Courier, prepared for sale to exhibitors at

14/- per 1000 unheaded.

Published by Famous Laslcy Film Service Limited, of Reservoir Street. Sydney, and printed by the Market Printer}' Limited, 372a Pitt Street, Sydney.



Greetings.

HE old year, in the course of a few brief moments, will give Way to the new, with a blare

of trumpets, heralding fresh determination and an urge of inspired zeal to greater success.

And as the old order changeth, We realise that 1928 will be the greatest year in the history

of Paramount.

Already some of us have been privileged to see a number of the Wonderful pictures to be

distributed during the coming season. What could be more inspiring than this New Year's

gift from our leaders?

We will show and demonstrate our enthusiasm during 1928 by honouring every pledge

for greater achievement.

/ wish to thank you boys and girls of the Blue Ribbon Division, for the hearty co-opera-

lion you put forward during the past year. I send my sincere greetings to you all, and I trust

that the Paramount spirit will continue to inspire you, for it is thai spirit which is the Very

foundation of our mighty organisation, of which each and every one of us are part.

SNAPPY PARS

Talking of casts—and we have that
habit frequently—here’s one that would
have been displayed as an all-star cast
in the good old days before Paramount
put that bogey where it belonged. Every-
one in the cast of “The Travelling Sales-
man’’, he next Richard Dix starring pic-

ture, is well known in comedy. Thelma
Todd is leading lady, and appeared with
Dix in “The Gay Defender”, his previous
picture. Wade Boteler has been seen in

many of the MacLean pictures, Ford
Sterling needs no introduction, Claude
King and Tom McGuire have played
many parts, Myrtle Stedman is leading
lady in Christie comedies, and Lige
Conley has been a star in comedies. Et
voila, what a laugh we will have!

Fred Thomson, who has completed
“Jesse James”, his first big one for Para-
mount, has no\v started on “A Pioneer
Scout”. Nora Lane is again his leading
lady, and Lloyd Ingraham is the director.

Mary Brian and Richard Aden are the
featured players in “Under the Tonto
Rim”, the Zane Grey nicture now being
made. Now Jack Luden and Guy Oliver
have been added to the cast.

That Christie crew, who hand out the

laugh chuckles to the folks the world

over, what a peppy lot they are, and we
weren’t thinking of their bathing beau-

ties either. They deserve something a

little better than that—too right they

do! What! haven’t you seen them? Suf-

fering cats, what a sight for sore eyes!
Oh, my! but they are good to look at;

and, believe us, that is what they dress
them like that for. But we are digress-
ing from the news of the day to a
discourse on the pulchritude of the
Christie girls, not that it isn’t a better
subject, but we started something else,

and we mean to finish it. Neal Burns has
started “Mad Scrambles”; Bobby Ver-
non sounds as if he is taking a bath in

“Splash Yourself”; Billy Dooley is mak-
ing “Dizzy Sights”; that old man with
the pep personality and the whiskers,

Jack Duffy, is making “Nifty Nags”;
Jimmy Adams in “Swiss Movements”
sounds like the ticking of a clock; and

Anne Cornwall is knocking ’em all cold

in “Fighting Fanny.”
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POSITION OF BRANCHES.

FILM RENTALS ONLY.

AS AT 17th DECEMBER, 1927.

Position
1 Adelaide .

2 Sydney . .

3 Perth . . . .

4 Melbourne
5 Brisbane . .

(i Auckland .

7 Launceston
8 Wellington

Percentage
101.61

. . . 88.91

. . . 88.35

. .. 86.17

. . . 85.79

. . . 77.77

. .. 71.06

. .. 66.45

AD. SALES.

AS AT 17th DECEMBER, 1927.

Position
1 Adelaide . .

2 Sydney . .

3 Brisbane . .

4 Auckland
5 Melbourne
6 Perth .

.

7 Launceston
8 Wellington

Percentage
. .. 91.49

. .. 81.12

. . . 78.27

78.2(1

. . . 78.00

. . . 75.30

. . . 58.25

. . . 57.15

To All Paramounteers.

Heartiest Greetings to all! This
wonderful Christmas Season is with us

again, a time when we can express our
real feelings of Peace and Good Will.

May all of you have the joy and
happiness that you rightly deserve,

for the New Year we enter a new
Horizon: may it be successful, bringing

greater happiness to each of you.

WM. R. HOGGAN.

I welcome the opportunity in this,

the last issue of "The Whole Show"
before the Yuletide season, of wishing
my co-workers in the cause of
"Paramount" the happiest Christmas
yet enjoyed, and all that is good dur-
ing the coming year. In all sincerity

—

J. A. S1XSMITH.

PARAh

Hearty Good Wishes for

a Greater and Prosperous

New Year to all Para-

mounteers the world over.

From ...
,'i

TTJe

BLUE RIBBON BUNCH

Greetings from John Kennebeck “Huntingtower” and “The Flight

Commander” for Our Territory.

A post card bearing the post mark
“Chicago'’ arrived this week, and on
it was a message from John Kennebeck.

"To all Paramounteers in the Blue
Ribbon Division 1 sertd sincere greetings

of the season, and may the New Year
bring to each and every one big ambi-
tions, and enthusiasm as bright as the

outlook tor Paramount next year

throughout the entire world.''

Mr. J. C. Wright for Australia.

Mr. John W. Hicks, Jnr., announces
that Mr. John C. Wright, accompanied
by Mrs. Wright, will arrive in Sydney
from New York on the “Sierra” on
January 19th.

Mr. Wright has been connected with
Paramount for some time. He is a
scholarship man from Publix Theatres
Managers’ School, and held a very im-
portant position in the Paramount The-
atre, New York.

Mr. Wright has also had considerable
experience in the distribution end of the
business, having been connected with
New York Exchange, and recently with
the Home Office of Paramount in New
York.

Mr. Wright will join the Blue Ribbon
Division, occupying an important posi-
tion in our organisation here.

Two of the biggest British Pictures
yet produced will be Paramount re-
leases in Australia next year. They
are “Huntingtower”, in which Sir Harry
Lauder appears and. “The Flight Com-
mander”, starring Sir Alan Cobham.

The following is a cable received by
Mr. John Hicks, Jnr., from Mr. Seildel-
man in London:

“
‘Huntingtower’ sterling entertain-

ment, magnificent Scottish backgrounds
filled with thrilling action, genuine com-
edy. Sir Harry Lauder wonderful, and
is integral part of picture. Action
throughout. Prints from London soon
to arrive in Australia. ‘The Flight
Commander’, starring Sir Alan Cobham,
thoroughly entertaining picture equal to
the best British-made productions. Con-
sider these pictures big scoops for your
territory.”

We regret to learn that Mr.
beck’s father is seriously ill. In
consequence, Mr. Kennebeck will

stay three weeks longer, return-
ing to Australia in February by
s.s. Sonoma.

It is our earnest hope that
Mr. Kennebeck, Sr., will soon
recover, so that the present
cloud of trouble and anxiety
may be lifted from his home.

GET 100% BEHIND THE 100% PROGRAM



IThe G)hole ShowOUN
Here’s What “New York

Morning Telegraph” Said.

Waiter"A
St

SERVICE ^

We Could Not Say More.

“A Gentleman From Paris

Adolphe Menjou

Paramount.

At last it seems that Adolphe Menjou has

formed a combination with a director who
understands his artistry. "Service for

Ladies". “Evening Clothes came first, and

now Harry d'Arrast has delivered the climax.

This combination of the mastery of this

splendid director, together with Menjou's
clever acting, is a happy one.

"A Gentleman from Paris fits Menjou
like a glove. The story revolves about a rich

Marquise, who possesses a perfect valet; a

young fiancee, whom he hopes to marry;

and many young ladies whom he should have

married.

The comedy for the most part explains his

innumerable amours with Parisian devotees.

He strives to make them all happy, and still

avoids suspicion. Chief among them is the

wife of the valet. Here complications set in,

with a plan of revenge on the part of the

valet. There arc many twists and unusual

turns before the fadeout, but it results in the

inevitable happy ending.

The story is light, but it is deftly and

cleverly unreeled with many
sparkling touches. Nicholas

Soussanin. whom one recalls as

the "weeping waiter" in

“Service for Ladies ’, gives a

magnificent performance as the

valet. Ivy Harris is very beau-

tiful to look at, and acquits

herself nicely in a "bit".

Shirley O'Hara, Arlette Mar-
chal and Lorraine Eddy are

also cast, and do well in their

respective roles.

We cannot praise d'Arrast

too highly. And as for

Menjou .... he has added

another triumph to the high

mark he set for himself in "A
Woman from Paris" and "The
Grand Duchess

“vvV
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'COMEDIES

and the

GENTLEMAN
FROM

PARIS”

IS

A

KNOCKOUT!

SHE'S A SHEIK!
This picture, from the story by

John McDermott, is Bebes best yet.

7 he Director is Clarence Badger, and

in the cast, in addition to Bebe

Daniels, are Richard Aden. William

Powell, Josephine Dunn, and others.

A CHALLENGE FOR 1928—
Already to Hand.

It has been stated that word CAN-
NOT has been deleted from the voca-

bulary of the Paramount Brisbane
Branch, eons and eons ago. We go one
further and state that it has never ex-

isted. Herewith a challenge to all other
branches:
“JUST WATCH OUR STEP”, BE-

CAUSE THE HONOR OF FIRST
PLACE IN 1!»28 WILL GO TO THE
BRISBANE BRANCH.

ADOPT—ADAPT—ADEPT,
Ideas must be ADAPTED to our work

and our personality; whatever ideas we
have ADOPTED, adapted, and found
practical, we should use till we have
become ADEPT.

It is THEN that we will be repaid.

This has been just a little foreword
to a mighty fine quotation from Kipling
which hangs on the wall in the office

of our General Sales Manager, Mr. Wm.
R. Hoggan. Read it carefully, and when
you have done so, remember that famous
slogan... Adopt, Adapt, Adept.

Here it is:

—

“It ain’t the individual,

Nor the Army as a whole;
But the everlasting team-work
Of every blooming soul.”

AND IT IS THIS SPIRIT THAT WILL
HELP TO PUT OUR DIVISION OVER
QUOTA IN THIS PRESENT DRIVE.

Sir Harry Lauder himself, as he appears in “Huntingtower
picture ever made in England. This is a Paramount release,

be on its way to Australia.

“BEST PARAMOUNT
PICTURE.”

Contest To Be Decided Jan. X*

When the Paramount Theatre, one of

the world s most lavish film houses, opened
in New York in the closing days of 1926,
the executives of the picture company an-

nounced that three awards would be given

to the directors of the pictures which were
judged the best to be shown at that the-

atre during the first year of its existence.

It was stated that as the

Paramount is the largest and
most outstanding of the com-
pany s theatre chain, the suc-

cess of a picture there would
be taken as the indicator of

its comparative excellence.

To the director of the pic-

ture given first place, is to

be given a gold medal and
1 0,000 dollars in cash.

Second place wins, 5,000
dollars, and third 2,500 dol-

lars. The judges are Adolph
Zukor, president of Para-

mount; Jesse L. Lasky, first

vice-president; Sidney R.

Kent, general manager of

the Corporation; and Sam
Katz, head of Pubhx The-

atres Corporation, the Para-

mount chain.

The prizes are to be

awarded on the basis of box-

office success, picture qual-

ity, performance, and gene-

ral appeal.

’

. the greatest

and will soon
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PARAMOUNT PICTURES THE WHOLE SHOW

SELL ’EM MORE AD. SALES
Our N.S.W. Branch is at present making

a killing with Twenty-four Sheeters on

"The Rough Riders", while the Victorians

have started in to clean up on "Firemen.

Save My Child" by selling eight to the first

release house.

—S'fit ’Km More Ad. Sales.

Branches, forward your lists of unsaleable

material regularly to Head Office.

There mav be a demand for some lines

in other territory, and with this information

at hand, we can frequently relieve your De-

partment of otherwise dead lines.

Sell ’Em More Ad. Sales.

Branch Ad. Sales Quotas for the first six

months of 1928 are now prepared, and par-

ticulars forwarded on to all those concerned

Sell ’Em More Ad. Sales.

With the near release of such winners as

'Chang", "Wings”, "Underworld". "Now
We're In the Air”, etc., we will have no
difficulty in returning quota for this period.

— Sell ’Em More Ad. Sales.

All material outstanding on "The Flag

Lieutenant" is now to hand, and Branch

requisitions will go forward per this week’s

shipment.

Sell 'Em More Ad. Sales.

Salesman Les Brown, of N.S’.W.

Branch, never loses an opportunity to

sell Ad. Sales and novelties .0 the ex-

hibitor.

This last week Les, in addition to his

usual large Ad. Sales orders, booked
6,000 star photos between two theatres.

Sell 'Em More Ad. Sales.

One-Sheet Posters and Lobby Cards

now available on all Paramount Christie

Comedies, and are in course of transit to

Branches.

Ad. Salesmen are requested to display these

in front of their Department, and to bring

them to the notice of Exhibitors.

They are for sale and hire respectively at

the standard rate.

Sell ’Em. More Ad. Sales.

Now in course of preparation are One-
sheeters, Daybills, and other material on "The
Sheik".

Sell 'Em More Ad. Sales.

Those Branches who have a stock of the

Valentino Fan Albums now have an excellent

opportunity to dispose of these at the

best price obtainable, for distribution in con-

Salesman Jack Macauley, of N.S.W.
Branch, has reported good sales with the
Paramount star fans.

Now that summer is with us, big sales

are expected for this line of novelty.

The six-sheeter on "Two Flaming Youths"
is not only a knock-out itself, hut is a sort of

forecast as to how the Blue Rihboners will

handle the other divisions throughout the world
in next year's competition for quota.

junction with the screening of this attrac-

tion.

The same remarks apply to 22 x 28 Star

Photos on this Artist. «

Sell ’Em More Ad. Sales.

There are available for hire to Exhibitors

Sets of 8— 14 x 17 Lobby Cards on "Tell

It to Sweeney", suitable for display in Lobby
or Shop Window.

Sell ’em more Ad. Sales

Len Peuleve reports as follows:—
Brisbane finished up the Twenty-four

Sheeter Drive with 48 to its credit. We
have noted a small increase in orders on 24
Sheeters.

Every town capable of taking a 24
Sheeter was approached during this month,
and many enquiries have been made as a

result, which is the first step in the selling

of them.

Sales letters are meeting with success. One
Exhibitor writes in answer to a Courier

letter for "The Eagle of the Sea": "These
are undoubtedly a fine job. kindly forward
5 00 at your earliest."

An angle which has proved successful from
a selling point of view is the suggestion

that they select outstanding pictures from
their ordinary release and advertise them in

a special way.
Mr. Stibbards of Barcaldine asks us in a

recent letter to forward an extra 5 Sheeter

on all outstanding pictures in the ordinary

release.

Mr. Watson of Gooniwindi also asks for

an extra 3 Sheeter on "Knockout Reilly".
Sell 'em more Ad. Sales

Branch Ad. Salesmen are advised that there

will be no bulk shipments of Ad. Sales for

week ending 31st December, as during this

period the usual half yearly Stock-taking

will commence.
Kindly see that all requisitions for material

*

are forwarded to Head Office in ample time

for despatch prior to this date, to obviate

the necessity of railing material at the Iasi

moment.

Through Paramount Studios by

Radio.

From time to time Paramount have put

over the air some remarkable programs from

broadcasting station 2 FC, Sydney.

This year has seen several such radio even

ings. First there was "Old Ironsides" night,

then a special Paramount Week program, later

for the Paramount Picture "Monana ", and

recently a "Flag Lieutenant” night.

Special arrangements have been com-
pleted by Mel Lawton, of Head Office, to

broadcast ‘‘A Trip Through Paramount’s
West Coast Studios ’. The listeners are to

be the "Visitors" to the studio. After being

met at the entrance by the production

manager, they will be taken throughout the

studios, where they will "see" various Para-

mount Pictures in the production stage, and
see scenes in which Paramount stars are

taking part.

Never before have Australian listeners-in

been treated to such a feast of movie news
by radio, as it has been afforded them this

year, and it goes to show that broadcasting

stations realise the entertainment value of

Paramount Pictures,

Billy Engle, Doris Dawson. Jimmy Adams, and Bill Irving, prominent

members of the stars and featured players forces of Paramount Christie

Comedies, leave the set of “Swiss Movements” for a few minutes to read in

" The Foreign Legion Pledge” of Australia's doings.
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